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Abstract 

 

Internationally renowned New Zealand artist Len Lye (1901-1980) conceived a 

monumental size kinetic artwork called Sun, Land, and Sea. Although Lye was 

unable to build the artwork due to technological constraints at the time he proposed 

that Sun, Land, and Sea be created in the future when resources become available. 

The artistic performance involves generating travelling rucks in a slender flat-lying 

strip, which Lye termed a “serpent”, along with creating resonant vibrations of the 

same strip partially lifted from its foundation. 

In this thesis, mathematical models are developed to describe the deformed shapes 

and travelling rucks observed in a serpent. Results of these models are used to 

predict the feasibility of creating the artwork at the size which Lye proposed using 

currently available materials and technology. 

A review of Lye‟s written descriptions and small scale models regarding the artwork 

established performance characteristics required in the full size artwork. 

Dimensionless parameters describing a serpent and its performance were defined 

which ensure similarity between Lye‟s models and the full size artwork is maintained.  

The heavy elastica was used to describe the deformed shapes created by the 

travelling rucks and lifting of a serpent. An energy approach was adopted to 

establish a mathematical model for a travelling ruck. The energy required to create a 

travelling ruck and the effect of aerodynamic drag and material damping on its 

behaviour were quantified through analytical and experimental methods. The 

phenomenon of a slipping ruck was defined and a numerical model developed to 

describe its behaviour. Predictions made by mathematical models were validated by 

experiment at a laboratory scale. 

Results of the research were used to identify critical properties of a material that 

determine its suitability to facilitate the travelling ruck required in serpent. It was 
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established that it is feasible to realise a serpent in the full sized artwork using 

pultruded glass-fibre reinforced plastic. 

The conceptual design of an actuating mechanism suitable for generating the 

travelling rucks and resonant vibrations in a serpent was developed. The motive 

forcing requirements were determined to be achievable with current actuation 

technology. 

A model size artwork embodying the performance of Sun, Land, and Sea was built 

and tested. Results of testing predict that the design solutions developed in this 

research will generate the performance of a serpent consistent with Lye‟s intentions 

for the full size work. 
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Nomenclature 

 

This thesis contains analyses performed with dimensionless parameters. Algebraic 

symbols are consistent between dimensional and dimensionless versions, with 

dimensional variables denoted by a prime. 

Algebraic symbols 

 A cross sectional area (m2) 

b strip width (m) 

B flexural rigidity (Nm2) 

CD aerodynamic drag coefficient 
 

dt period of time step (s) 

D energy dissipated (J) 

De design requirement demand 
 

E elastic modulus (Nm2) 

F force (N) 

f frequency (s-1) 

g gravitational acceleration (ms-2) 

h strip thickness (m) 

H energy (J) 

I second moment of area (m4) 

L length (m) 

lg bending length (m) 

M moment (Nm) 

m mass (kg) 

N normal reaction force (N) 

P vertical force (N) 

Q horizontal force (N) 

r bending radius (m) 

Re Reynolds number 
 

Rsw self-weight ratio 
 

s arc length (m) 

SF scale factor 
 

t time (s) 

v velocity (ms-1) 

vss self-sustaining velocity (ms-1) 

w weight per unit length (Nm-1) 

W power (W) 

WD work done (J) 
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Wi design requirement wish  
 

x horizontal coordinate (m) 

y vertical coordinate (m) 

z substitution variable 
 

Greek symbols 
 

ρ density (kgm-3) 

δ structure height (m) 

   end displacement (m) 

    end displacement velocity (ms-1) 

    end displacement acceleration (ms-2) 

η loss coefficient 
 

θ angle (rad/deg) 

μ dynamic viscosity (kgm-1s-1) 

μs/ μk static/kinetic friction coefficient 
 

σ stress (Nm-2) 

ω angular velocity (RPM/rads-1) 

Suffixes 
 

45m of 45m long serpent 
 

2x,3x,stiffx stiffened section of serpent 
 

air of air 
 

bend due to bending 
 

body of the body of the GOS 
 

char aerodynamic characteristic 
 

down downward rotation of fixed end 
 

drag aerodynamic drag 
 

dt total over time step 
 

e of a ruck element 
 

fixed fixed end of serpent 
 

flat flat-lying section 
 

fric due to friction 
 

grav gravitational potential 
 

head of the head of the GOS 
 

init of the initial ruck 
 

k denotes kinetic ennergy 
 

m model size 
 

max maximum 
 

original of pre-slipping ruck 
 

p denotes potential energy 
 

peak peak of ruck 
 

reduced of the post-slipping ruck 
 

req denotes a requirement 
 

ruck of a ruck 
 

s scaled size 
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strip of the strip 
 

seg of a ruck segment 
 

slip of slipping 
 

t, t+dt denoting time step 
 

unit per dimensionless unit length 
 

up upward rotation of fixed end 
 

wire lifting wire 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of this work 

The purpose of this research is to determine the feasibility of creating Len Lye‟s 

proposed kinetic artwork Sun, Land, and Sea using current technology and 

materials. 

1.2 Background 

This section explains the historical relevance of the project and identifies aspects of 

the artistic performance of Sun, Land, and Sea. 

1.2.1 Len Lye 

Len Lye was born in Christchurch, New Zealand in 1901. As a young child Lye 

possessed an insightful perspective of life and remembered being moved 

emotionally by his surroundings. 

The very first thing I remember is also the most vivid. I am kicking a large 

shiny square-sided kerosene can. Not quite four and in a tantrum I am turfed 

out of the house into a sunny backyard... I kicked that can around to make the 

most god awful racket... I can still feel the impact of my kicks on that can and 

hear an echo of tinny clashes. What is most clear is a great flash of quivering 

sunlight that came from the can. I stood stock still at it... We're all stopped 

short by wonder sometime... Len Lye (Horrocks, 2001) 

The desire to capture and communicate his emotional response to movement 

directed Lye‟s artistic career toward his modernist approach. 

Why pretend they are moving, why not just move something? All of a sudden 

it hit me – if there was such a thing as composing music, there could be such 

a thing as composing motion. Len Lye (Horrocks, 2001) 

The limitations of sketching and painting in capturing motion motivated Lye to look 

for new artistic mediums. Lye was a pioneer in direct film making, the method of 
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scoring or painting images directly into a film negative. His films such as Tusalava 

(1929) and Colour Box (1935) show how Lye experimented with his idea of 

„choreographing motion‟ (Horrocks, 2001). 

When Lye moved to New York in 1944 his pursuit of choreographing motion found 

traction with the newly popular medium of kinetic sculpture. Lye spent much of his 

later career experimenting with creating and choreographing motion in the form of 

kinetic sculptures (or as he preferred to call them, „tangibles‟). His works often 

involved using electric motors to produce dynamic motion in flexible objects. He 

created various small scale artworks involving highly polished and flexible metal 

sheets and wands. 

Lye‟s films and finished kinetic artworks are highly revered and are displayed in 

contemporary art galleries world-wide such as the Tate Modern and Centre 

Pompidou. In 1992, Lye was recognised by Germany‟s national art museum as one 

of the 100 most original artists of the 20th century (Horrocks, 2010). 

Lye‟s desire for his works to evoke emotions in the viewer often led to the decision 

that his sculptures must be much larger. He had visions for large scale versions of 

his work that would be created in the future when the resources became available. 

My work, I think is, going to be pretty good for the 21st century, why the 21st, 

simply that there won’t be the means till then to have what I want, which is 

enlarged versions of my works and big scale jobs which will have to be 

housed in their own temples. Len Lye (Lye, 1984) 

In 1979 the Len Lye Foundation was established to ensure the preservation and 

exhibition of the existing body of Lye‟s artwork, as well as, to work toward realising 

his grand scale visions. The University of Canterbury in Christchurch, New Zealand 

has been working with the Len Lye Foundation on developing these large scale 

artworks for over 15 years and have created works such as Water Whirler, Universe 

and Big Blade ((Raine, Harrington, Webb, & Meredith, 1996), (Gooch, 2001), 

(Spencer, 2014)). 
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1.2.2 The kinetic artwork Sun, Land, and Sea 

As a young boy Lye lived with the lighthouse keeper at Cape Farewell, the 

northernmost point of New Zealand‟s South Island. The firsthand experience of 

heavy storms involving large waves and lightning strikes had a lasting impact on Lye. 

A number of Lye‟s works feature imagery relating to the characters of a storm and 

large striking energies, as portrayed in the oil painting titled Land and Sea (Horrocks, 

2001). 

One of Lye‟s grandest proposals is an artwork called Temple of Lightning. The 

“temple”, a giant structure in the form of a cumulous cloud standing 150ft high is to 

house a grand size kinetic artwork called Sun, Land, and Sea. Lye describes Sun, 

Land, and Sea as an embodiment of the powers of the earth meeting, “The Sun, 

Land, and Sea composition symbolically represents energy and the elements. It is an 

evolutionary-myth-way of relaying genetic information about natural values.” (L. Lye, 

personal communication, 1965) 

Lye provided details about the intended form and performance of Sun, Land, and 

Sea in his written descriptions, scale drawings and a small static model, or maquette, 

of the sculpture (Figure 1.1).  

 

Figure 1.1. Lye’s marquette of Sun, Land, and Sea (L. Lye, personal communication, 1965).  
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The performance of the artwork consists of the dynamic motion of large polished 

steel sheets accompanied by electrical arcing effects and concluding with a large 

bolt of electricity. The static model in Figure 1.1, made of wood and clock spring 

metal strips, shows the overall form and relative dimensions of the artwork. Drawings 

of the artwork by Lye on scale paper, shown in Figure 1.2, closely match the static 

model and further portray the intended motion. Lye produced detailed descriptions of 

the form and performance of the artwork. 

 

Figure 1.2. Scale drawing of Sun, Land, and Sea by Lye (L. Lye, personal communication, 
1965). 

Lye‟s intuition about the ambitious nature of his temple led him to write a description 

of a version of the artwork that soley consisted of Sun, Land, and Sea. He intended 

for this artwork to be staged on a large marble plinth situated in a body of water. The 

work would perform at night for an audience seated closely around the work. 

Strategically placed lights would illuminate the main features of the work while 

diverting attention from the support structures. 

1.2.3 Performance characteristics of the artwork 

The main characters of Sun, Land, and Sea are the six Sea Serpents, God of the 

Sea, Cave Goddess and the Sun God. 

Lye describes the Sea Serpents (which will be referred to as “serpents” for this 

thesis) as 45m (150ft) long strips of polished stainless steel lying flat on the marble 
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plinth. The first stage of the performance involves the motion of these serpents as 

described by Lye: 

While I watch the serpent ensemble enacting their series of harmonic waves, 

sometimes in unison, sometimes in sequence, and sometimes in pairs and 

trios, I get to feel the might of the sea as it rolls into shore. (L. Lye, personal 

communication, 1965) 

The fixed end of each serpent is connected to an actuating mechanism that creates 

a flicking motion, normal to the strip, resulting in a “harmonic wave” or bump that 

travels down the serpent. The serpents lay in shallow bed of water so that water 

drips from their waves as they travel. The height, velocity and frequency of these 

waves are able to be controlled and varied. The intensity of the performance 

increases over time as larger and faster waves are generated in the serpents. The 

period between successive waves in a serpent is varied to cause different instances 

of timing between the serpents.  

Lye refers to the middle serpent as the God of the Sea (GOS). The GOS rests on a 

slightly raised, dry section of the marble plinth and includes the “crackling and 

sparkling” of electrical arcing occurring beneath the harmonic waves as they travel. 

The first stage of the performance of Sun, Land, and Sea concludes with the cease 

of motion of the serpents coincident with the first “flip” of the Cave Goddess. The 

Cave Goddess is a large scale version of a kinetic sculpture element by Lye called 

Flip, shown in Figure 1.3, from his work Trilogy. In the Cave Goddess consists of a 

45m long sheet of polished steel clamped at each end to a horizontal axle to create a 

25m tall hanging loop of steel. The supporting axle is driven through a full revolution 

causing the twisting and bending of the steel strip and the loop to “flip inside of itself”. 

Lye describes the motion of the Cave Goddess: 

Now she turns slower and slower and widens and widens in readiness for her 

great inside-out flip when the weight at the bottom of her band can no longer 

stop her twisting motion [-] her slow shivery enlargement is a breath-holder [-] 

she shivers and [-] FLIPS. Len Lye (Lye, 1984) 
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Figure 1.3. Trilogy on display at the Govett-Brewster Gallery in New Plymouth (Govett-
Brewster, 2011). 

The second stage of the performance of Sun, Land, and Sea conveys a courtship 

between the GOS and the Cave Goddess. The GOS is lifted up toward the Cave 

Goddess in discrete stages with pauses between. At each lifting stage a vibrational 

motion is generated in the GOS causing a “shivering” motion. The lifting steps are 

choreographed to correspond with the flip of the Cave Goddess to depict a courtship 

between the two characters: 

Each time the godhead undulates its arced waves along from its tail to its 

head, it rises in 6ft steps to flick whip its head at each step upwards. Each 

time it rises the sea god’s reverberating body sends out a different tone from 

its metal, which rings truer when it is less and less dampened by sitting on 

stone and more of its length is suspended free in the air as it rises up to face 

the Cave of the Earth (L. Lye, personal communication, 1965) 

The GOS is lifted until its free end is level with the centre of the Sun God. The Sun 

God is a 3m diameter golden sphere suspended 30m high via an overhead 

suspension system. The performance concludes with an electrical discharge from 

the head of the GOS and the Sun God, travelling through the centre of the Cave 

Goddess, resembling a lightning strike between the two characters. 

The serpent raises its head slightly, the cave floats wide open, a glowing light 

comes from the sun disc [-] a million volt arc of electricity is jumped from the 
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head of the Sea Serpent to the centre of the Sun Disc. (L. Lye, personal 

communication, 1965) 

1.2.4 Existing models of a serpent 

Lye‟s intentions for the performance of Sun, Land, and Sea are evident in his other 

kinetic artworks involving similar dynamic motion. Maintaining the Len Lye „spirit‟ for 

the design and performance of an artwork was identified as a critical design 

requirement and reference to earlier works by Lye is an important resource in 

justifying decisions made throughout the design process. 

An untitled artwork including a small scale version of a serpent and Flip, as shown in 

Figure 1.4, appears in a television interview with Lye ("Art of the Sixties: The Walls 

Come Tumbling Down," 1968). Lye explains to the interviewer the interaction 

between the two characters in the performance. In this sculpture the travelling waves 

in the flat-lying serpent and the lifting and shivering motion as it is lifted can be 

observed. 

 

Figure 1.4. Scene from a television interview with Lye showing a model artwork of a lifting 
serpent and Flip. 

While developing the idea of the travelling waves in a serpent Lye built a prototype 

which he called Sea Serpent. The work consists of a cam and return spring 

mechanism driven by an electric motor. A long stainless spring-steel strip is attached 

to the main cam shaft of the mechanism. The mechanism creates the harmonic 
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wave that travels the length of the flat-lying serpent (this phenomenon is defined as a 

travelling ruck in Section 2.3.1), behaving with the motion that Lye describes in the 

performance of a serpent. 

 

Figure 1.5. Sequence of Lye’s original actuating mechanism from Sea Serpent. 

Lye‟s models allowed him to investigate the motions that he intended for Sun, Land, 

and Sea and confirmed that the physical phenomena envisioned for the full size 

artwork are achievable, at least at a small scale. 

1.3 Aims of the research 

The main aims from the research are: 

 Investigation of the Len Lye‟s existing artworks, models, written material and 

scale drawings relating to Sun, Land, and Sea and its performance to 

establish design requirements which must be fulfilled to ensure the artist‟s 

intent is accurately represented. 

 The development of a set of mathematical models to predict the properties of 

a serpent and its artistic performance. 

 To determine how properties of a serpent and its performance vary as the 

size of the artwork is increased. 

 To determine the feasibility of creating the full size artwork using currently 

available material and manufacturing techniques. 
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 To develop the optimal design for the actuating mechanism that will generate 

the performance of a serpent in the artwork. 

1.4 Scope and structure of this thesis 

The scope of this thesis is to develop mathematical models that describe the motion 

in the performance of a serpent in Lye‟s Sun, Land, and Sea to present justification 

for the feasibility of creating the artwork at its proposed size. A model sized version 

of the work is stated as one of the main deliverables of this research to allow the 

desired performance of a serpent to be established and validated. 

In Chapter 2 the approach for investigating the deformed shapes and motion created 

in serpent during the performance of the artwork was determined. Similarity 

constraints were established to ensure the artist‟s intentions are conserved when 

increasing the size of the artwork. Structural properties of a serpent were defined 

and the influence of changing the size of a serpent on these properties was 

established. 

Chapter 3 presents the mathematical models developed to describe aspects of the 

travelling ruck. The results of the mathematical models were used to define design 

requirements for selection of an appropriate material to create a serpent. 

Chapter 4 defines the phenomenon of a „slipping ruck‟ and presents a mathematical 

model developed to predict its behaviour. Results of the model are used to define 

further design requirements for selection of an appropriate material to create a 

serpent. 

In Chapter 5 a design solution for generating the travelling ruck in a serpent that best 

satisfies the artist‟s intentions was developed. The investigation established further 

structural requirements of the serpent and determined motive forcing requirements 

for generating its performance. 

Chapter 6 presents the mathematical model developed to investigate the shape of 

the lifting God of the Sea. Geometric parameters and motive forcing requirements  in 

order to create the performance of the GOS were defined. 
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Chapter 7 investigates the feasible size at which the sculpture can currently be built. 

The material requirements determined in Chapters 4 to 6, coupled with Lye‟s artistic 

requirements are used to evaluate materials for their suitability for creating a serpent 

in the full size artwork. 

Chapter 8 presents the design study undertaken to determine the most suitable 

mechanism for generating the performance of a serpent. The embodiment design of 

the model sized artwork is described in detail. 

Chapter 9 describes the result of manufacture and testing of the model artwork. The 

solutions developed for the creating the electrical effects in the performance of the 

artwork are described. 

In Chapter 10 the key findings are summarised and discussed and recommendations 

are made for further research required to confirm the feasibility of building the 

artwork.  
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2 The heavy elastica model and similarity 

2.1 Introduction 

From observations of the models that he created, Len Lye conceptualised the 

deformed shapes and the motion he intended would be generated in the artistic 

performance of a serpent and the God of the Sea (GOS) in Sun, Land, and Sea. He 

conveyed the form and qualities for the artwork and its performance in his scale 

drawings and marquette. It is a critical requirement when realising a conceptual 

artwork by Lye that the artist‟s intentions be conserved (Webb, 2011-2014). 

Mathematical models describing the deformed shapes and the motion of the 

serpents are required to ensure Lye‟s intentions for Sun, Land, and Sea are 

conserved and to determine the feasibility of realising them at a large scale. 

The purpose of this chapter is to establish a suitable method for 

modelling the deformed shapes and the motion of a serpent and GOS. As 

well as, to establish requirements for ensuring that Lye’s intentions are 

conserved in the full size artwork. 

2.2 The heavy elastica 

The elastica is the mathematical model of a slender, inextensible, flexible strip or rod 

whose deformation is caused only by bending such that the local curvature is 

proportional to the local moment (Euler, 1744). Where linear beam theory uses an 

approximate expression for curvature, the elastica model uses the exact equation for 

curvature in its calculation and is accurate for large deformations. When the self-

weight of the strip is considered in the model, the elastica is termed “heavy” (Wang, 

1986).  

An extensive review of the application and the methods for solving the heavy elastica 

was performed by Wang (1986). The heavy elastica is commonly used to investigate 

buckling, post-buckling and other large deformations of a strip undergoing loading 

from self-weight and external forces such as the heavy cantilever (Wang, 1981a), 

long hanging column (Wang, 1983) and buckled horizontal elastica (Wang, 1981b). 
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The heavy elastica has been applied to physical problems that involve slender strips 

or rods such as pipelines, drill strings, the tectonic plate, textile fabrics and other 

sheet material (Wang, 1986). The dynamics of the post-buckled elastica have been 

investigated to determine the feasibility of its application in vibration isolation (Plaut, 

Sidbury, & Virgin, 2005), (Santillan, 2007)). Cornil, Capolungo, Qu, and Jairazbhoy 

(2007) present a method for describing the small amplitude free vibration of the 

largely deformed heavy elastica. 

For a deformed strip to be accurately described by the heavy elastica, it must be 

slender and inextensible with uniform density, cross-section and elasticity (Wang, 

1986). A serpent has all of the required characteristics to be described as a heavy 

elastica. 

2.2.1 Formulation of the heavy elastica equation 

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of an arc length segment of a slender beam 

considered in the formulation of the heavy elastica equation. 

 

Figure 2.1. Schematic of heavy elastica formulation from arc length segment of a strip. 

P’ and Q’ are forces aligned with a Cartesian co-ordinate system, s’ is the arc length 

along the strip, w’ is its self-weight, M’ is the applied and internal moment and θ is 

the local angle of the segment from the horizontal. Primes denote a dimensional 

value and will be dropped when dimensions are removed from the analysis (Wang, 

1986). 

The equilibrium approach is commonly used in formulating the equation for the 

heavy elastica (Wang, 1986). Following this approach, a sum of moments about 

s’+ds’ yields 
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                                     2.1 

The standard curvature relationship for a uniform beam relates the local curvature to 

the bending moment, M’, as 

     
  

   
   

 

  
 2.2 

where the flexural modulus, E, of a thin sheet is the Young‟s modulus/(1-(Poisson‟s 

ratio) 2)) (Wang, 1986). I is the second moment of area of the strip and r’ is the 

radius of curvature. Substituting M’ from Equation 2.2 into Equation 2.1 and 

simplifying yields the common form of the dimensional heavy elastica equation 

   

   
   

   

    
                       2.3 

2.2.2 Dimensionless variables in the heavy elastica 

Variables used in describing the static deformation and motion of the heavy elastica 

can be normalised to remove dimensions from the analysis. This allows for 

investigations using the heavy elastica to be performed independently of the size 

and material of the strip. The variables in the elastica analysis are normalised with 

respect to physical properties of the strip and gravitational acceleration. 

The length term used for normalising dimensions in the heavy elastica analysis is the 

bending length, lg. lg is a basic length measure of a heavy elastica which describes 

the relationship between its bending stiffness and self-weight (Vella, Boudaoud, & 

Adda-Bedia, 2009),  

    
 

      
 
   

  
  

      
 
   

  
    

    
 

   

 2.4 
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where ρ is the density of the strip material, g is gravitational acceleration, h’ is the 

thickness of the strip and b’ is its width. The term B is the product of E and I and is 

referred to as the flexural rigidity of the strip.  

The bending length can also be measured using the loop test. When a sufficient 

length of strip lying on a horizontal surface is doubled over on itself and no failure of 

the material occurs the resulting deformed shape resembles a loop. The height of 

this loop is equivalent to lg/1.103 (Stuart, 1966). 

Table 2.1 describes how variables in the elastica analysis are normalised to remove 

dimensions. The dimensional variable is multiplied by the normalising term to obtain 

the dimensionless variable. The algebraic symbol is consistent between variables 

but the prime is dropped for the dimensionless version. For physical properties 

ρ,g,B,E and I no distinction is required and no prime is given for the dimensional 

variable. 

Table 2.1. Summary of dimensionless variables in the heavy elastica analysis. 

Variable 

Dimensional

symbol Unit 

Normalising 

term 

Dimensionless 

symbol 

Length x’,L’,s’ m 
 

  
 x,L,s 

Linear velocity v’ ms-1 
 

    
 v 

Angle θ rad,deg   θ 

Angular velocity ω’ rads-1  
  

 
 ω 

Force P’,Q’,F’ N 
  
 

 
 P,Q,F 

Moment M’ Nm 
  

 
 M 

Self-weight w’ Nm-1 
  
 

 
 w=1 

Mass m’ kg 
   
 

 
 m=1 

Time t’ s  
 

  
 t 
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Stress σ’bend Pa(N/m2) 
  
 

 
 σbend 

Energy H’ J (Nm) 
  

 
 H 

Variables in the heavy elastica equation (Equation 2.3) can be normalised as in 

Table 2.1 to give the dimensionless form of the heavy elastica equation as 

  

  
 
   

   
                  2.5 

2.2.3 Solving the heavy elastica equation 

No closed-form analytical solution exists for the heavy elastica equation so it is 

generally solved numerically (Wang, 1986). The solution method depends on the 

forcing conditions of the strip. A range of mathematical methods can be employed for 

solving the elastica equation such as a shooting method as an initial value problem, 

finite difference or homotopy methods ((Watson & Wang, 1981), (Santillan, 2007)). 

The solution to the heavy elastica equation yields the local angle, θ, and its 

derivative, dθ/ds, along the arc length of the strip. The dimensionless value of dθ/ds 

is equivalent to the dimensionless bending moment, M (as is evident when 

normalising terms in Equation 2.2). The shape of the elastica in Cartesian co-

ordinates can be calculated numerically from the local angle using the equations 

  

  
         

  

  
      2.6 

2.3 Describing the serpent with the heavy elastica 

Lye‟s scale drawings and models illustrate the deformed shapes in a serpent and the 

GOS which he intended would be generated during the performance of Sun, Land, 

and Sea. Results from previous research using the heavy elastica can be adapted to 

describe these deformed shapes. 
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2.3.1 The travelling ruck in a serpent 

The deformed shape of the “harmonic wave”, as described by Lye, in a serpent is the 

result of displacing its ends toward one another. The post-buckled shape created 

when the ends of a normally flat-lying, slender, flexible strip are displaced towards 

one another causing a local dislocation between the strip and its foundation was first 

described as the ridging of the heavy elastica by Nusayr and Paslay (1972) and 

recently termed a „ruck‟ (Vella et al., 2009). A ruck is termed “long” where the length 

of the strip is sufficient that sections of strip either side of the ruck remain in contact 

with the foundation (Wang, 1984). The shape of a the static long ruck is 

characterised by the magnitude of the displacement of its ends, ΔL (Vella et al., 

2009). Figure 2.2 shows the ruck shapes for increasing ΔL (calculated from the 

MATLAB script in Appendix A1). 

 
Figure 2.2. Ruck shapes for varying end displacement, ΔL.  

The long ruck is able to propagate along the strip parallel to its length. Vella et al. 

(2009) confirmed that the steady state travelling ruck is analogous in shape to the 

static ruck of equivalent end displacement. The conditions required for a long ruck 

are observed in the harmonic waves in Lye‟s model Sea Serpent; therefore, the 

harmonic waves in a serpent can be described as a travelling ruck. 

2.3.2 The God of the Sea as a lifted strip 

In his scale drawings and model sized artwork (Figure 1.1), Lye conveyed the 

method by which he intended the GOS to be lifted. The tail end of the serpent is to 

be fixed rigidly and perpendicular to the foundation. A wire attached at a single point 

on the GOS is used to raise it from its resting foundation. Previous research in the 
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literature has used the heavy elastica to model the deflection of slender strips being 

lifted by a single point force (Wang, 1987, 1990; Watson & Wang, 1982). The 

analyses presented in these studies are suitable to be adapted and to model the 

shape of the lifted GOS. 

2.4 Similarity of the artwork and its performance 

This research involves interpreting Lye‟s intentions for Sun, Land, and Sea from 

drawings and models of varying scale to determine properties of the full size artwork. 

When changing the size of an artwork by Lye it is requirement that geometric, static 

and kinematic similarity be maintained (Raine & Gooch, 1998). This section 

establishes requirements for maintaining similarity between different size versions of 

the artwork to ensure the artist‟s intentions are conserved.  

2.4.1 Geometric similarity 

When realising a large size version of Lye‟s artwork, the artist‟s intentions for the 

form of the work must be conserved (Webb, 2011-2014). Conserving Lye‟s intentions 

for the form of an artwork when changing its size requires ratios of linear lengths be 

maintained to ensure geometric similarity (Raine & Gooch, 1998). Lye conveyed his 

intentions for the form of Sun, Land, and Sea in his scale drawings. Figure 2.3 

illustrates the dimensions important to the form of the artwork. 

 

Figure 2.3. Dimensions important to the form of Sun, Land, and Sea. 
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Table 2.2 describes the dimensions of the artwork as a ratio of the length of the 

serpent, as well as, the dimensionless lengths normalised relative to lg (as calculated 

in Section 2.4.3). Maintaining these ratios of dimensions ensures geometric similarity 

is conserved and hence the artist‟s intentions for the form of the artwork are fulfilled. 

Table 2.2. Dimensions for the form of Sun, Land, and Sea. 

Dimension Symbol 

Relative to 

Lserpent 

Dimensionless 

value 

Serpent length Lserpent 1 16.6 

Serpent width - 0.026 Lserpent 0.44 

Maximum ruck height δruck,max 0.06 Lserpent 1 

Sun God diameter δSun God 0.087 Lserpent 1.5 

Sun God elevation ySun God 0.57 Lserpent 9.3 

Flip height δFlip 0.33 Lserpent 5.5 

The marquette that Lye built of Sun, Land, and Sea (Figure 1.1) exhibits relative 

dimensions that agree accurately with the scale drawing. 

2.4.2 Static similarity 

Lye observed the deformed shapes of a serpent and GOS in his working models 

(Section 1.2.4) and intended for these same shapes to be exhibited in the larger 

work (Webb, 2011-2014). Conserving the Lye‟s intentions for the deformed shapes 

in an artwork with the change in its size requires that static similarity be maintained 

(Raine & Gooch, 1998). The shape of the ruck was established as a characteristic 

deflection of a serpent. Ruck shape is defined by the magnitude of its end 

displacement, ΔL, therefore, the constraint for static similarity of a serpent was 

defined as 

        2.7 

where m and s denote model and scaled sizes, respectively. 
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To define Lye‟s intentions for the shape of the ruck in a serpent, dimensionless ruck 

shapes (as in Figure 2.2) were compared to the shapes illustrated in his scale 

drawing. The ruck shape corresponding to ΔL=0.55 provides the most accurate 

agreement with the tallest ruck in Lye‟s scale drawing, as shown in Figure 2.4. The 

shape of the ruck created by the mechanism in Sea Serpent has an equivalent ΔL 

value. The largest end displacement of a ruck required in a serpent was established 

to be ΔL=0.55. 

 

Figure 2.4. Comparison of ruck shape with Lye’s scale drawing. 

2.4.3 Structural requirements for static similarity of the heavy elastica 

The structural requirements of a serpent were defined to ensure the ruck shapes 

generated are consistent with Lye‟s intentions i.e. static similarity is conserved. The 

ratio of ruck height to serpent length was defined (Table 2.2) and the shape of the 

desired ruck was determined (2.4.2); therefore, the required bending length of the 

serpent to create a ruck which fulfils Lye‟s requirements was calculated. 

Lye intended for the serpents in Sun, Land, and Sea to be 45m (150ft) long. From 

the ratio of ruck height to serpent length defined in Table 2.2, the required height of 

the tallest ruck in a 45m long serpent was calculated to δ’ruck=2.6m. The required 

ruck shape, ΔL=0.55, has a dimensionless height of δruck=0.94 (Equation 3.5). Using 

the equation for normalising length in the elastica analysis (from Table 2.1) the 

required bending length of a serpent in order for it to generate a ruck of ΔL=0.55 and 

δ’ruck=2.6m was calculated as 

      
      
      

               
    

      
                        2.8 
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Normalising the length of a serpent in the full size artwork with respect to the 

determined bending length gives the dimensionless length of a serpent as 

          
         
      

 
   

     
      2.9 

The ratios in Table 2.2 were used to calculate the dimensionless lengths for 

describing the form of Sun, Land, and Sea (presented in Table 2.2). 

The ratio of serpent length to bending length of the stainless steel strip in Lye‟s 

working model Sea Serpent is consistent with the value established from his scale 

drawings. It is presumed that Lye developed the form of Sun, Land, and Sea shown 

in his drawings and Marquette based on his observations and measurements of Sea 

Serpent (Webb, 2011-2014). 

2.4.4 Strip thickness for static similarity 

The thickness of a serpent is not required to be geometric similar as the size of the 

artwork is changed (Webb, 2011-2014). The thickness of a serpent is a requirement 

for achieving the specified bending length to ensure static similarity is conserved. 

The thickness can be calculated by rearranging Equation 2.4 as 
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2.4.5 Kinematic Similarity 

As Lye was not able to build a serpent at the size he intended for Sun, Land, and 

Sea, parameters for the motion in artistic performance of the full size artwork are not 

specified. Previous research into increasing the scale of Lye‟s artworks identified the 

need to maintain kinematic similarity between the model and increased size versions 

of his work in order to conserve the artist‟s intentions ((Gooch, 2001),(Raine et al., 

1996)). Kinematic similarity in mechanics implies the similarity of lengths and of time 

intervals for motion (Simitses, Starnes Jr, & Rezaeepazhand, 2002). 
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To determine the requirements for the velocity of the travelling rucks and frequency 

of vibration in the performance of the GOS, measurements of these parameters can 

be made from Lye‟s model size serpents. Normalising the measured values and 

maintaining the dimensional form of these parameters as the size of the artwork 

changes ensures kinematic similarity is conserved. 

The velocity of a travelling ruck is an important characteristic in the artistic 

performance of a serpent. Lye‟s intentions for the velocity of a travelling ruck in a 

serpent were measured from the model Sea Serpent. The travelling ruck of ΔL=0.55 

in Sea Serpent was measured to have an approximate velocity of 2.5ms-1. This was 

defined as the upper limit of velocity required for a ruck of ΔL=0.55. Using the 

normalising term from Table 2.1 the limiting dimensionless ruck velocity is found as 

      
      

    
 

       

               
      2.11 

Conserving the dimensionless velocity of the travelling ruck ensures kinematic 

similarity between model and scaled versions of the performance of a serpent. The 

same approach can be adopted for determining parameters of angular velocity and 

frequency.  

2.5 The influence of size on the heavy elastica 

It was established that conserving dimensionless parameters describing the form 

and motion of a serpent ensures similarity is conserved when changing its size. It is 

also useful to understand how dimensional properties of a serpent and its 

performance vary with the change in size of the artwork. This section develops 

scaling equations that describe how properties of a serpent vary as its size and 

material change. 

2.5.1 Change in lengths with size 

Conserving the dimensionless lengths of the form of Sun, Land, and Sea ensures 

geometric similarity between model and scaled sizes (Section 2.4.1). The 

dimensionless length of a serpent was defined in Equation 2.9 and is conserved with 
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the change in size. The equations for dimensionless lengths of model and scaled 

size serpents can be equated in the form 

                      
           

    
 
           

    
 2.12 

Rearranging Equation 2.12 gives the ratio of linear lengths when changing the size 

of a serpent which was defined as the scale factor, SF, as in 

           

           
 
    

    
    2.13 

Equation 2.13 implies that when changing the size of the artwork relative to the scale 

factor, geometric lengths, such as lg, must vary correspondingly. 

2.5.2 Change in velocity and frequency with size 

In order to maintain kinematic similarity of the performance of the artwork the 

dimensionless linear velocity term must be maintained with the change in size. 

Equating the equations for dimensionless linear velocity at model and scaled sizes 

gives 

         
 

    
 

 

    
 

    
 

 

 2.14 

Rearranging for v’s and substituting ratios of length for SF from Equation 2.13 gives 

       
     

     

     
    

    
        2.15 

Linear velocity in a serpent performance vary with respect to the square root of the 

scale factor when changing the size of the artwork. 
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The dimensionless term for angular velocity presented in Table 2.1 is maintained 

with the change in size of the artwork. Equating the equations for dimensionless 

angular velocity for model and scaled sizes gives 

          
  

 
 

 

     
  

 
 

 

 2.16 

Rearranging for ω’s and substituting ratios of length for SF from Equation 2.13 gives 

        
    

    
 
   

   
 2.17 

Angular velocities in the serpent performance vary with respect to the inverse of the 

square root of the scale factor when changing the size of the artwork. 

Angular and vibrational frequency is proportional to angular velocity; therefore, the 

change in frequency with the change in size of the artwork is 

    
   

   
 2.18 

2.5.3 Change in strip thickness with size 

The bending length of a serpent required to maintain static similarity varies relative to 

the scale factor, SF, when changing the size of the artwork. The change in thickness 

of a serpent to achieve the required bending length can be calculated. Substituting lg 

from Equation 2.4 into Equation 2.13 gives 

   
    

    
  

    

    
 
 

   

 
    

    
 
 

   

  2.19 

Rearranging for h’s gives an equation for the change in serpent thickness to maintain 

static similarity as 
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 2.20 

Where serpent material is the same for model and scaled sizes, Equation 2.20 

simplifies to 

         
    2.21 

2.5.4 Change in energy with size 

The dimensionless energy term remains constant when changing the size of a 

serpent where static and kinematic similarity is conserved. Equating the equations 

for dimensionless energy from Table 2.1 for model and scaled sizes gives 

         
  

 
 
 

    
  

 
 
 

 2.22 

Substituting B for EI, expanding I and rearranging for H’s gives 

     
 
 
 
        

        
      

          
 

          
 
  

 

  

  
  

 
  
  
 
 

   
  
  

 
  
  
 
 

 2.23 

Where the serpent material is the same for model and scale sizes the ratio of 

serpent thickness can be described by Equation 2.21; therefore, Equation 2.23 

becomes 

     
 
    

    
 
       2.24 

Dimensional energy terms in the heavy elastica analysis vary relative to the SF9/2 

when changing the size of a serpent where similarity is conserved and material is the 

same. 
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2.6 Discussion 

The ruck shape for an end compression of ΔL=0.55 was established as the most 

accurate match to the shape illustrated in Lye‟s scale drawing (Figure 2.4). Lye was 

more concerned with the “excitement and energy” of the performance of his kinetic 

artworks than achieving precise deformed shapes (Webb, 2011-2014). By 

considering a range of acceptable ruck shapes, the required bending length of a 

serpent and hence its thickness can be varied. This would allow for selecting 

standard thickness gauges. The range of acceptable ruck shapes for the largest ruck 

in a serpent was established as 0.35<ΔL<1.0, as in Figure 2.5. The ruck shapes 

shown have a consistent dimensional height but different dimensionless height 

(Equation 3.5). To achieve each ruck shape a serpent would require a different 

natural bending length, lg, to fulfil Equation 2.8. The range of acceptable bending 

lengths corresponding to the range of ruck shapes shown was calculated as 

3.5m>lg,req>2.0m which corresponds to dimensionless serpent lengths of Lserpent=12.9 

and 22.5  respectively. 

 

Figure 2.5. Acceptable range of ruck shapes for a serpent. 

Frequency terms in the performance of the artwork were found to change with 

respect to SF-1/2 (Equation 2.18). This result is consistent with results from research 

into increasing the size of a Len Lye sculpture called Blade (Gooch, 2001). Blade 

consists of vertical cantilever vibrated at its base to excite its natural bending modes. 

The natural frequencies of Blade were found to change with respect to SF-1/2 when 

its size was increased and similarity was conserved. 

2.7 Concluding comments 

The heavy elastica was established as a suitable method to model the deformed 

shapes generated in a serpent and the GOS during the artistic performance of Sun, 

Land, and Sea. The “harmonic waves” in a serpent were defined as a travelling ruck. 
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The shape of lifted GOS can be modelled by adapting approaches for similar 

arrangements of lifted strips in previous literature. 

Lye‟s intentions for the performance of a serpent are conveyed in his small scale 

models and must be conserved in the full size artwork. To ensure Lye‟s intentions 

are conserved, similarity must exist between model and full size versions of the 

artwork. Similarity conditions were established which ensure Lye‟s intentions for the 

full size artwork are fulfilled. Geometric similarity is conserved when the dimensions 

in Table 2.2 are maintained. Static similarity of a serpent and the GOS is maintained 

when the strip thickness is consistent with Equation 2.10. Kinematic similarity 

requires that dimensionless variables of velocity and frequency of the artistic 

performance are conserved. 

The change in dimensional properties of the serpent or GOS as its size changes was 

established for use in scaling studies. 
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3 Modelling the travelling ruck 

3.1 Introduction 

Lye conveyed the motion of a travelling ruck that he envisioned for the artistic 

performance of a serpent in his working models. In order to determine the feasibility 

of replicating his desired performance at a larger size, the stresses developed in the 

serpent and behaviour of a travelling ruck were investigated. The shape of a static 

ruck is well understood and has been presented in the literature; however, limited 

research has been presented on describing the behaviour of a travelling ruck. 

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate structural properties of a 

ruck and develop a model to predict the behaviour of the travelling ruck, 

as represented in the motion of a serpent. Furthermore, to establish how 

properties of the travelling ruck change as the size and material of a 

strip is varied. 

3.2 Properties of the static ruck 

3.2.1 Shape and geometric properties of the static ruck 

A ruck is the post-buckled shape created when the ends of a slender, flat-lying, 

inextensible strip are displaced toward one another. In a sufficiently long strip, the 

bending in the ruck terminates due to its self-weight at the contact point between 

strip and foundation i.e. without influence from the end conditions. This condition is 

known as a „long‟ ruck (Wang, 1984). This investigation concerns only the long ruck 

as this condition is required in order to facilitate a travelling ruck. 

 

Figure 3.1. Schematic of a long ruck. 
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Figure 3.1 illustrates the schematic of a long ruck and defines the dimensionless 

variables in the analysis. θ is the local angle of the strip from the horizontal, s is the 

arc length beginning and ending at the points of contact between the strip and its 

foundation, Lruck is the total length of strip out of contact from the foundation, δruck is 

the height of the ruck peak, w is the self-weight of the strip, ΔL is the magnitude of 

end displacement and Fruck is the lateral compressive force required to maintain the 

ruck (and equivalently the force exerted by the ruck). The normal reaction forces, N, 

are estimated as a point force at the contact lines between the strip and its 

foundation and are each equal to half of Lruck. 

The heavy elastica equation for a ruck was defined by Vella et al. (2009) as 

   

   
            

     
 

        3.1 

The static ruck on a horizontal surface is symmetric about its midpoint and can be 

solved with the boundary conditions 

     
  

  
             3.2 

The heavy elastica equation for the ruck (Equation 3.1) can be solved numerically 

using a shooting method (Watson & Wang, 1981) by setting the ruck length, Lruck. 

The solution to the differential equation yields the local angle, θ, and its derivative, 

dθ/ds, along the arc length. The shape of the ruck can be calculated using θ and 

Equation 2.6. From the calculated ruck shape geometric and structural properties of 

the ruck can be determined. A MATLAB script was developed to solve the heavy 

elastica equation for a ruck (Appendix A1). Ruck shapes for ΔL values between 0 

and 4 are shown in Figure 2.2.  

For ruck shapes of ΔL>4.2 the static ruck becomes unstable about its vertical plane 

of symmetry and for ΔL>5 self-contact the sides of a ruck occurs (Chen & Lin, 2012). 

These effects slow or restrict the travelling ruck, therefore, the analysis in this 

research considers rucks of ΔL<4.0. 
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By making small angle assumptions, Vella et al. (2009) solved the heavy elastica 

equation for a ruck analytically and established equations for characteristic 

properties of the static ruck relative to its shape. The following equations are 

accurate for rucks of ΔL<4.0: 

             
     

3.3 

             
    

3.4 

             
    

3.5 

3.2.2 Bending moment in a ruck 

The derivative of the local angle along the arc length of the ruck, dθ/ds, is equivalent 

to the dimensionless bending moment, M, for the heavy elastica. Figure 3.2 presents 

the dimensionless bending moment along the arc length of a ruck (as calculated by 

the MATLAB script in Appendix A1) for the four shapes presented in Figure 2.2. 

 

Figure 3.2. Dimensionless bending moment along the arc length of a ruck. 

The relative shape of the bending moment profile is equivalent for ruck shapes of 

ΔL<4.0. The maximum bending moment in a ruck occurs at the midpoint of its length 

i.e. the peak of the ruck. The bending moment at the peak of a ruck was calculated 

using the script in Appendix A1 for ruck shapes of ΔL between 0 and 4 is plotted in 

Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3. Relationship between peak bending moment and shape of a ruck. 

A power law relationship was fitted to the data set in Figure 3.3 and has the equation 

  

           
          3.6 

Equation 3.6 presents accurate agreement with numerically calculated values for 

bending moment at the ruck peak within 1% for ruck shapes of ΔL<1.0. The 

maximum end displacement required for a ruck in a serpent is ΔL=0.55; therefore, 

Equation 3.6 can be considered accurate for estimating the bending moment 

induced in a serpent due to a ruck. 

3.2.3 The bending stress in a ruck shape  

The effect of varying the ruck shape in a serpent on the required strip thickness was 

discussed in Section 2.6. In this section the effect of changing the thickness of a strip 

on the induced bending stress due to a ruck is investigated to determine the 

possibility of reducing the maximum stress developed in a serpent. 

The desired ruck height in a strip was set at an arbitrary dimensional value, δ’req, and 

held as a constant for this analysis. Substituting Equation 3.5 for ruck height into the 

equation for normalising ruck height (from Table 2.1) and rearranging gives an 

equation for the required bending length, lg,req, to create a ruck of height, δ’req and 

shape ΔL as 
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 3.7 

Substituting lg,req for its form in Equation 2.4, simplifying and rearranging for the 

required material thickness, h’req, gives 

       
    

 
 

     

          
 

 

 
3.8 

Substituting the expression for bending moment from Equation 2.2 into the equation 

for bending stress in a beam gives an equation for calculating stress along the arc 

length of a ruck as 

       
  

 

  

 
 
  

 

  

      

     
 

  
  

      

 

      

     
 

 3.9 

Substituting the equation for bending moment at the ruck peak (Equation 3.6) and 

h’req from Equation 3.8 into Equation 3.9 gives an equation for the bending stress at 

the peak of a ruck in the form 

            
 

 
 

        

 
     

           

 
    

 
 

     

          
 

 

 3.10 

Simplifying to 

            
             

          
                       

3.11 

The bending stress induced by a ruck of height δ’req can be calculated using 

Equation 3.11. Equation 3.11 depends only on the material properties of the strip 

and height of the ruck, therefore, the bending stress induced in a strip at the peak of 

the ruck of height δ’req for a given strip material is equal for any ruck shape. From this 
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result is concluded that changing the required shape of the ruck in a serpent (as 

described in Section 2.6) will not reduce the stress induced due to a ruck. 

3.2.4 Potential energy of a ruck 

Work done to deform the ruck from its resting position is stored in the ruck as 

potential energy. The total potential energy of a ruck comprises of gravitational and 

elastic potential energy due to bending. The magnitude of these energy constituents 

is dependent on the shape of the ruck and was calculated numerically. 

The dimensional gravitational potential energy in comparison with the flat-lying strip 

is defined as 

                    
     
 

 

 
3.12 

where y’(s) is the dimensional height of the strip from its foundation. The elastic 

potential energy is the total strain energy due to bending of the strip (Frisch-Fay, 

1962) and can be defined as 

          
 

 
  

  

   
 
      

 

 

    3.13 

The total potential energy of a ruck, H’p, is the sum of its gravitational potential and 

elastic potential energy, 

                      3.14 

The potential energy in a static ruck was calculated numerically from Equations 3.12 

and 3.13 by discretizing the ruck into elements of equal length and mass. Energy 

values were calculated numerically from results of the shape of the ruck (in Appendix 

A1) for an arbitrary strip. The potential energy terms, H’, were normalised as in Table 

2.1 with respect to strip properties. The results from numerical calculation of the 

potential energy of a ruck are plotted in Figure 3.4. Power law relationships fit 
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accurately to the empirical data. The equation for each relationship is shown beside 

the corresponding data sets. 

Equation 3.3 approximates the compressive force required to maintain a ruck of 

known end displacement, ΔL. By integration of Equation 3.3, with respect to ΔL, the 

work done in order to create a ruck can be derived. Assuming that no energy is lost 

in the process of creating the ruck, the total work done is equal to the total potential 

energy of the static ruck. The analytical approximation of total potential energy in a 

ruck is 

                         
 
                  3.15 

Equation 3.15 is plotted in Figure 3.4 and presents the analytical approximation of 

the potential energy of a ruck. The discrepancy between numerically calculated and 

analytically approximated results at larger values of ΔL was attributed to the small 

angle estimations in the formulation of Equation 3.3. Equation 3.15 is considered to 

provide an accurate estimation of the total potential energy of a static ruck. 

 

Figure 3.4. Numerical and analytical approximation of potential energy of a static ruck. 

The dimensionless elastic potential energy of a ruck due to bending can be 

calculated as 
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     3.16 

The dimensionless gravitational potential energy of ruck can be calculated as 

            
     3.17 

3.3 Previous research on the travelling ruck 

Vella et al. (2009) used the heavy elastica equation to model a ruck in a moving 

reference frame to show that the shape of the steady state travelling ruck is similar to 

the shape of a static ruck with equivalent end displacement, ΔL. They also noted that 

the velocity of the travelling ruck is not uniquely dependant on its shape. This 

observation is consistent with the findings of Chen and Lin (2012) who determined 

that the first vibrational mode of a long and heavy ruck is a sideways translational 

motion. This mode has a zero-frequency, implying that the ruck is able to translate at 

any velocity. Chen and Lin (2012) observed two mode shapes of the static ruck, 

which they described as „breathing‟ and „wobbling‟. The breathing mode is observed 

as a thickening and thinning ruck shape with respect to a vertical axis of symmetry 

i.e. a vertical axis perpendicular to the resting surface. The wobbling mode is an 

oscillation of the ruck in the fore and aft directions about the same axis. Kolinski, 

Aussillous, and Mahadevan (2009) investigated the velocity of a travelling ruck as it 

propagates in a strip resting on an inclined foundation and found that the ruck 

velocity increased with increasing foundation gradient. Kolinski et al. (2009) showed 

that the path travelled by an element of the strip, as a ruck propagates down the 

strip, is similar to that of a cycloidal trajectory for a point on a rolling object. This 

„element path‟ can be calculated numerically from the shape of the ruck. Kolinski et 

al. (2009) provided scaling arguments for aerodynamic drag and material damping 

being the principle contributor to energy losses of the travelling ruck. 

3.4 Kinetic energy of the travelling ruck 

Initial experiments with a long steel strip revealed that the velocity of a travelling ruck 

could be varied. The ruck velocity achieved was dependent on the initial input effort. 
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This result provided the motivation to quantify the relationship between energy input 

and the resulting velocity for the travelling ruck. 

3.4.1 Calculation of the kinetic energy of a travelling ruck 

The travelling ruck was considered to consist of n elements of equal length ds as in 

the schematic in Figure 3.5. A set of profiles for the travelling ruck, equally separated 

by distance ds (and equivalently, by time period dt where ds=vruck.dt) may be defined 

from the equivalent static shape, as shown in Figure 3.6. Figure 3.6 illustrates the 

path that an element traverses when a ruck travels through the strip. At any instant, 

each element of the travelling ruck is at a unique point on the element path and has 

velocity components illustrated in Figure 3.5. The element positions shown in Figure 

3.6 correspond to the elements in Figure 3.5.  

 

Figure 3.5. Elements of a travelling ruck showing positive element velocity. 

 

Figure 3.6. Sequence of a travelling ruck illustrating the shape of the element path. 

The linear travel of a ruck element along the element path, de, as the ruck travels a 

distance of ds can be derived from the local inclination, as in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7. Schematic of the derivation of ruck element travel over dt. 

Figure 3.7 presents two adjacent elements in a ruck for consecutive time steps, as in 

Figure 3.6. The length of de can be calculated using the law of cosines for non-right 

angle triangles as 

                  
3.18 

The velocity of the ruck element, ve, is calculated as de divided by time period, dt. 

The total kinetic energy of the travelling ruck can be calculated as the integral of the 

kinetic energy of an element over the length of strip not in contact with its foundation, 

Lruck. Rotational kinetic energy is considered negligible relative to the total kinetic 

energy as realisable ruck velocities are much slower than the speed of sound in 

common engineering materials (Dichmann, Maddocks, & Pego, 1996). The kinetic 

energy of an element can be calculated in dimensionless parameters of which the 

self-weight term is equal to unity and doesn‟t appear in the calculation; therefore, 

dimensionless kinetic energy can be calculated as 

    
 

 
  

     

 

    
 

 
 
  

  
 
      

 

   
3.19 

Substituting Equation 3.18 for de and ds=vruck.dt into Equation 3.19 gives 

   
 

 
 

       
             

   

     

 

        
    

     

 

        
     

 

    
3.20 

The integral of cosθ over the length of the ruck is equal to the projected length of the 

ruck onto its resting surface i.e the length of the footprint of the ruck. Consequently 

the term in the brackets is equal to ΔL and Equation 3.20 becomes  
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3.21 

The kinetic energy of a travelling ruck is determined by its shape (as defined by ΔL) 

and velocity and can be calculated using Equation 3.21. Rearranging Equation 3.21 

for the velocity of the travelling ruck gives 

       
  

  
 

3.22 

Equation 3.22 allows the resulting velocity of a steady state travelling ruck relative to 

the magnitude of energy input to a static ruck to be predicted.  

3.4.2 Total energy of a travelling ruck 

The total energy in a travelling ruck, HT, has been quantified and is calculated as the 

sum of its total potential (Equation 3.15) and kinetic energy (Equation 3.21) 

components as 

               
           

  
3.23 

3.4.3 Experimental validation of the kinetic energy of a ruck 

An experiment was performed to validate the relationship between kinetic energy 

and the travelling ruck velocity as described by Equation 3.21. 

Testing was conducted using a stainless steel strip measuring 6m long by 175mm 

wide by 0.8mm thick. The experiment was then repeated using a polycarbonate strip 

of similar dimensional properties measuring 6m long by 175mm wide by 1.5mm 

thick. The stainless steel and polycarbonate strips had a natural bending length, lg, of 

0.55m and 0.34m, respectively. The measured results from testing for each strip 

were normalised to allow direct comparison with each other and Equation 3.22. 

The experiment was used to determine whether the translational speed of a ruck can 

be predicted by Equation 3.22 for a predetermined energy input. A known mass was 

placed on the top of a static ruck and gently released. The gravitational force, 
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produced by the falling mass, was transferred to the strip until the mass and the strip 

rested on the horizontal surface. The result was the transfer of a known quantity of 

gravitational potential energy from the falling mass transferred to the ruck causing it 

to propagate along the length of the strip.  

To create a static ruck in a strip resting on a flat surface, the free end of the strip was 

displaced a distance, ΔL’. For the purpose of the experiment, the ruck was 

positioned toward one end of the strip to allow sufficient length for the ruck to 

propagate freely without effect from the fixed ends. The mass was suspended on the 

peak of the stationary ruck slightly toward one side of the centre to ensure the ruck 

travelled in the desired direction. The mass was released from a contact position at 

the peak of the ruck causing the ruck to propagate down the length of the strip. The 

travelling ruck was photographed in profile using a continuous shooting digital 

camera. The magnitude of the mass was varied to control the amount of energy 

input to the ruck. An image analysis routine, developed for this research in MATLAB, 

was used to identify the profile of the propagating ruck from the captured digital 

images. The peak of the ruck was identified and its position recorded for each ruck 

profile. For each material strip, several experiments were conducted with a range of 

ruck sizes and masses. Figure 3.8 shows a typical set of ruck profiles identified from 

captured images as a single ruck propagated down the length of a strip. The bold 

profile highlights the shape of the ruck and the ruck peak of each ruck profile is 

identified. 

 

Figure 3.8. Identified travelling ruck profiles obtained from image analysis of experimental 
testing results. 
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Figure 3.9. Example experimental result for ruck peak position against time for steel and 
polycarbonate strips. 

The position of the ruck peak over time for a typical test run is presented in Figure 

3.9. A data set for both test strips is shown for a ruck shape of ΔL = 0.35 and with 

dimensionless energy input Hk=0.9. The average velocity of the travelling ruck is 

determined from the gradient of the linear relationship fitted to the peak position 

data. The ruck velocity in the polycarbonate strip decreases significantly due to 

energy losses when compared with the stainless steel strip. So that the slowing 

velocity did not affect the results for the travelling velocity of a ruck in the 

polycarbonate strip, the linear relationship, as illustrated in Figure 3.9, was fitted to 

the initial peak position values. The tests were found to have a high level of 

repeatability. 

3.4.4 Results of experimental testing 

Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 show the measured ruck velocity obtained from 

experimental data alongside the predictions made using the analytical approximate, 

Equation 3.22. Figure 3.11 is plotted on the same scale as Figure 3.10 for direct 

comparison of results. 
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Figure 3.10. Comparison of measured and predicted ruck speeds (Equation 3.22) for kinetic 
energy input for steel strip. 

 

Figure 3.11. Comparison of measured and predicted ruck speeds (Equation 3.22) for kinetic 
energy input for polycarbonate strip.  

The ruck velocity measured from experimental tests compares well to the predictions 

made by Equation 3.22. 

3.4.5 Discussion of kinetic energy testing results 

The “breathing” and “wobbling” modes of vibration of the static ruck were observed 

to be present in the travelling ruck. This phenomenon is evident by the fluctuation in 

the peak amplitude of the travelling ruck, as observed in Figure 3.8. This change in 

ruck height is a result of the unintentional excitation of the second or “breathing” 
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mode. The effect of this change in ruck height on the ruck velocity is also evident in 

Figure 3.9, as a variation of ruck position about the plotted average velocity. Exciting 

higher modes of vibration compromises the assumption that all the potential energy 

from the dropping mass is transferred to kinetic energy in the translational mode of 

the ruck, hence some discrepancy between predicted and theoretical results was 

expected. The third or „wobbling‟ mode seemed apparent when observing the 

travelling ruck during testing although its effect was difficult to observe in the 

measured data. 

The accuracy of agreement between testing results and predictions for ruck velocity 

reduces for larger values of kinetic energy. Smaller masses descended more slowly 

and reached the resting surface with almost no impact. Hence almost all of the 

potential energy lost by the mass was transferred to produce the travelling ruck. 

Larger masses fell more quickly with significant impact on the resting surface and 

therefore higher losses in transferred energy occurred. Larger masses also resulted 

in higher amplitudes for the second and third breathing and wobbling modes due to 

uncontrollable secondary forces associated with the impact. Better accuracy of 

results for larger energy values could be achieved if a series of small masses were 

released on the peak of the ruck as it begins to travel, thus reducing the excitation of 

higher modes and energy lost due to the impact of the mass on the resting surface. 

The velocity of the ruck was observed to decrease as it travelled down the length of 

the test strips. As the ends of the strip were fixed, the shape of the ruck could not 

change and therefore potential energy of the strip remained constant. The observed 

reduction in ruck velocity is a result of energy expended through mechanisms such 

as internal damping and aerodynamic drag. The effects of these mechanisms on the 

travelling ruck are addressed in Sections 3.5 and 3.6. 

3.5 Aerodynamic drag on a travelling ruck 

As the travelling ruck propagates, work performed against aerodynamic drag forces 

results in a reduction of its kinetic energy and consequently a decrease in its 

velocity. Experiments were performed to quantify the drag force on a ruck to allow 

the decrease in energy and velocity of a travelling ruck due to aerodynamic effects to 

be established. 
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For this experimental analysis it was assumed that the drag force on the travelling 

ruck is analogous to the drag force on a static ruck in a moving air flow. The drag 

force on a travelling ruck can be calculated as 

    
 

 
              

  3.24 

Where F’D is the dimensional drag force, CD is the aerodynamic drag coefficient, ρair 

is the density of air and v’ruck is the dimensional ruck velocity which is equivalent to 

the velocity of wind speed in wind tunnel testing. A’ is the frontal area of the ruck and 

is calculated as the height of the ruck multiplied by the strip width in the form 

                       
 
       

  
3.25 

The Reynolds number (Re) associated with a travelling ruck will vary significantly 

with the change in strip size and ruck velocity; therefore, it was necessary to 

investigate the CD of a ruck for different values of Re. 

3.5.1 Aerodynamic drag force testing arrangement 

Wind tunnel testing was performed to measure the aerodynamic drag force on a ruck 

in the closed circuit wind tunnel at the University of Canterbury. The settling 

chamber, screens, and contraction generate a uniform flow in the test section, 

except for a boundary layer approximately 50 mm thick at the beginning of the test 

section. A turbulence intensity of 0.4% was measured with a hot wire anemometer at 

50kph. The wind tunnel had a cross section of 0.9m by 1.2m. Wind speed was 

calculated using a pitot tube arrangement with ambient temperature and atmospheric 

pressure adjusted in real time. The temperature varied between 20.5 and 23.8°C 

during testing. The atmospheric pressure was 1005 millibar and remained within 

0.2% of this throughout testing. Measured wind speeds were accurate to 1%.  A 6-

axis force balance, which measured forces and moments about the x, y and z axis 

(for this work only the drag force parallel to the strip was analysed) was used to 

measure drag forces. This data was recorded using a data acquisition arrangement 

developed in LabVIEW. 
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To determine the dependence of the drag coefficient of a ruck on the Reynolds 

number it was desirable to test at high wind speeds. These wind speeds would 

cause a ruck (of appropriate size for testing) to deform significantly under 

aerodynamic loading. To allow testing without a ruck deforming, model rucks were 

created for drag testing (Figure 3.12). A model ruck was made from 1.5mm thick 

Aluminium strip permanently deformed into the ruck shape equivalent to that created 

in a strip with bending length lg=200mm. The ends of the strip were fastened to a 

mounting board connected to the load cell. Strip widths of 25mm, 50mm, 110mm, 

200mm and 300mm wide used to create model ruck shapes of ΔL=0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 

and 2.14 for testing. 

 

Figure 3.12. Experimental arrangement for wind tunnel testing of a ruck. 

3.5.2 Aerodynamic testing results 

The drag force was measured at wind speed increments of 5ms-1 between 10ms-1 

and 30ms-1. Drag and wind speed data was recorded at a frequency of 10Hz for a 

period of 30s for each experimental arrangement. A constant wind speed within 

±0.1m/s was achieved in the wind tunnel. An average drag force value was 

calculated from data over the 30 second test period. Measurements of drag force 

showed increasing fluctuations with higher wind speeds due to the dynamic 

response of the model ruck to the airflow. The maximum deviation in the drag force 

measurement was found to be 10% of the average value for any test. The drag force 

measurement of the mounting board for the corresponding wind speed was 

subtracted from the average drag force to give the ruck drag force, F’D. CD was 

calculated from the rearranged form of Equation 3.24 
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3.26 

The Re of the flow in the wind tunnel was calculated as  

   
         

      
 

 
 3.27 

Where μ is the dynamic viscosity of air and L’char is the characteristic dimension of 

the ruck. In this analysis L’char is defined as the width of the ruck. 

For a model ruck of given ruck shape and strip width, the CD varied up to a maximum 

of 5% from the average over a range of Re between 10,000 and 500,000. This range 

of Re relates to a characteristic travelling ruck (ΔL=0.55 and vruck=1.05 as defined in 

Section 4.8.1) in a serpent of length between 3m and 50m. For 10,000<Re<500,000, 

the CD can be considered independent of Re. 

Figure 3.13 shows the comparison of CD values and ΔL for the widths of strip used in 

testing. From results of testing it was established that CD of a ruck can be considered 

independent of its shape, ΔL, for the ruck shapes considered. Strip width was 

identified as the significant variable in determining the CD
 of a ruck.  

For strip widths of 25mm and 300mm only the ruck shape of ΔL=1.0 was tested due 

to time and resource limitations. Given the consistency of CD over ΔL for strip widths 

of 50mm, 110mm and 200mm tested, a similar consistency for the 25mm and 

300mm strips was assumed.  

 

Figure 3.13. Experimentally determined CD for a ruck of ΔL and strip width b. 
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Figure 3.14 presents experimentally determined CD values for the dimensionless 

strip widths tested. A relationship between CD and strip width, b, is suggested in 

Figure 3.14 based on the empirical data. This relationship can be used to estimate 

CD for a ruck in a strip of dimensionless width, b. 

 

Figure 3.14. Experimental results and suggested relationship for CD and dimensionless strip 
width, b. 

3.5.3 Discussion of testing results 

The experimental results show that the strip width is the significant factor in 

determining the CD of a travelling ruck. It is postulated that the open sides of the ruck 

divert air around its leading face where it flows inside the ruck and impacts the 

trailing inside surface. This second incidence of the airflow on the ruck increases the 

overall drag force. As the width of the strip increases, the magnitude of this effect 

relative to the overall drag is decreased, hence the reduction in CD for wider strips. A 

peak CD is observed at a strip width of b≈0.2. In the relationship presented in Figure 

3.14 it is assumed that CD reduces to zero as the strip width reduces to zero. 

Validation of this assumption was not pursued as it is not practical to create a 

travelling ruck in narrow strip as the ruck becomes structurally unstable 

perpendicular to its length as strip width decreases. 

It was necessary to use a model ruck in the experiments to allow a range of Re to be 

investigated without the ruck deforming under aerodynamic drag forces. The 

travelling rucks considered in this research propagate significantly slower than the 

wind speeds used for testing and are not deformed by drag force. The conclusions 

drawn from this investigation are limited to rucks travelling at a velocity at which the 

aerodynamic forces do not impose a significant change in the ruck shape. 
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3.5.4 Effect of aerodynamic drag on the velocity of the travelling ruck 

A travelling ruck with constant ΔL does not change shape and consequently has a 

constant potential energy. Therefore, work done by the ruck against aerodynamic 

drag force will reduce the kinetic energy of the travelling ruck. The change in kinetic 

energy of the ruck relative to distance travelled can be expressed as 

    
       

        3.28 

where x’peak is the horizontal co-ordinate of the peak of a travelling ruck. Substituting 

H’k in its dimensional form from Equation 3.21 and F’drag from Equation 3.24 into 

Equation 3.28 gives 

 

       
          

                    
  3.29 

ΔL’ is removed from the derivative as it remains constant with respect to x’peak. The 

ΔL’ term is treated as a mass in Equation 3.21. This term is substituted for its 

dimensionless form such that the analysis is in terms of ΔL i.e ruck shape. The 

substitution variable z’ was defined as z’=v’ruck(x’peak)
2 and substituted into Equation 

3.29. Rearranged to the form of a first order homogenous differential equation gives 

   
 

  
  
 

   

      
                  3.30 

Equation 3.30 can be solved analytically as an initial value problem. The solution 

gives an expression for ruck velocity relative to z’. Substituting z’= v’ruck(x’peak)
2 back 

into the solution and setting the initial velocity of the ruck as v’ruck(0)=v’0 gives 

     
              

 

        
 

    
 

  
  
 
 
     
 

 

3.31 
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Substituting A’ for its form in Equation 3.25, substituting B from Equation 2.4 for and 

simplifying gives 

     
            

  
 

       
             

       
 

 
3.32 

Equation 3.32 predicts the velocity of a travelling ruck with respect to its lateral co-

ordinate from an initial position x’peak(0)=0 and initial velocity v’ruck(0)=v’0.  

The value of the coefficient in the exponent of Equation 3.32 is dependent on the 

self-weight of the strip, the shape of the ruck and the aerodynamic drag coefficient. 

The following conclusions are drawn from observation of the exponent: 

 A larger value of CD increases the magnitude of the exponent, consequently 

increasing the rate of reduction of the travelling ruck velocity. 

 A larger value of ΔL (increased ruck height) decreases the magnitude of the 

exponent; therefore, decreasing the rate of the reduction in velocity of the 

travelling ruck i.e. shorter rucks will slow more quickly than taller rucks. 

 The product of the strip density, ρstrip, and strip thickness, h’, is relative to the self-

weight of the strip. Decreasing the self-weight of a strip increases the magnitude 

of the exponent, consequently increasing the rate of reduction in velocity of the 

travelling ruck i.e. the travelling ruck will slow at a greater rate in a lighter strip. 

The self-weight of a strip is determined by the ratio between the stiffness and density 

of its material. The self-weight of the strip per unit length is calculated as 

               3.33 

Rearranging the equation for bending length of a strip (Equation 2.4) for its thickness 

gives 

    
    

        

 
 

3.34 
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Substituting Equation 3.34 into Equation 3.33 and simplifying gives 

             
    

        

 
        

    
  

 
 

3.35 

For a strip of specified bending length, the width and gravity terms in Equation 3.35 

are equivalent for a given strip material when static and geometric similarity is 

maintained; therefore, the self-weight of the strip is relative to its density and elastic 

flexural modulus only. The self-weight factor, Rsw, was defined based on the 

relationship determined in Equation 3.35 as 

     
  

 
 

3.36 

The reduction in velocity of a travelling ruck due to aerodynamic drag was 

investigated for different strip materials of equal width and bending length to illustrate 

the influence of Rsw. As an example, a serpent in the full size Sun, Land, and Sea 

with a lg=2.75m and b’=1.2m is considered for this analysis. A dimensionless strip 

width of b=0.44 was calculated and a CD of 1.8 determined from Figure 3.14. Results 

for five materials are presented in Figure 3.15. The legend indicates the material, the 

strip thickness required to produce a bending length of 2.75m, material density and 

Rsw. Initial conditions were set as v’0 =5.5ms-1 and ΔL=0.55, as is required for a 

travelling ruck in a serpent. 
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Figure 3.15. Comparison of the reduction in ruck velocity due to aerodynamic drag force for 
strips of varying Rsw. 

3.5.5 Influence of size on drag force 

The magnitude of the aerodynamic drag force acting on a ruck will vary as the size of 

a strip changes and similarity is conserved. The value of CD is unchanged with strip 

size as the dimensionless width term is constant to maintain geometric similarity. 

Equation 3.24 for drag force can be rearranged for CD and equated for model and 

scaled strip sizes, denoted by subscripts m and s, respectively: 

           
       

           
   

 

  
       

           
   

 

 3.37 

Rearranging Equation 3.37 for F’drag,s gives the equation for the drag force on the 

scaled strip relative to drag on the model size strip as 

                  
   
   

  
   
   

 

 

 3.38 

In Section 2.5.2 it was shown that the velocity of a travelling ruck varies with respect 

to SF1/2 when changing the size of a strip while holding the dimensionless velocity 

constant. The frontal area changes with respect to the SF2 as both the height and 

width change with respect to SF. Substituting SF for ratios in Equation 3.38 gives 
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  3.39 

The dimensional drag force on a travelling ruck varies with respect to SF3 between 

the model and scaled strips where similarity is conserved. The dimensional distance 

travelled by a ruck varies with respect to SF as the strip size changes; therefore, the 

work done by a ruck in a scaled strip relative to the model size will change as 

                     
  3.40 

In Section 2.5.3 it was established that energy varies with respect to SF4.5 when 

changing the size of the strip where similarity is conserved and strip material is the 

same. As the size of the strip is increased and similarity is conserved the ratio of 

work done by aerodynamic drag to kinetic energy of a travelling ruck is reduced; 

therefore, the rate of reduction in velocity of a travelling ruck due to aerodynamic 

reduces as the size of the strip is increased. 

3.6 Effect of internal damping on the travelling ruck 

The travelling ruck propagates by transferring bending strain in the strip material. 

Similarly to how the amplitude of oscillation of a free vibrating material specimen 

decreases with each oscillation due to material damping, the velocity of a travelling 

ruck will decrease as it propagates due to damping in the strip material. Material 

damping is the conversion of mechanical energy into thermal energy as a material 

undergoes a stress cycle (Ashby, 2004). This section presents a model for predicting 

the magnitude of energy dissipated by the travelling ruck due to material damping. 

Various measures of material damping are presented in the literature for specific 

scenarios of stress and measurement type (Ashby, 2004). The most useful measure 

for the travelling ruck application is the loss coefficient, η, as it is applicable to non-

linear systems and deals in an energetic sense (Lazan, 1968). The loss coefficient 

describes the fractional energy dissipated by thermal losses of a vibrating member 

and is described by the equation 
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     3.41 

where D is the energy dissipated during a vibration cycle and W is the stored elastic 

energy at the point of maximum strain (Carfagni, Lenzi, & Pierini, 1998). Ashby 

(2004) presents a qualitative graphical presentation of the loss coefficient for 

categories of engineering materials (Figure 3.16).  

 

Figure 3.16. Relationship between Young’s modulus and loss coefficient of engineering 
materials (Ashby, 2004). 

For a travelling ruck of constant ΔL, the elastic potential energy and gravitational 

potential energy remain constant; therefore, energy dissipated due to material 

damping reduces the kinetic energy of the travelling ruck. As gravitational potential 

energy is entirely conserved during transmission of the travelling ruck it was 

assumed that the energy loss is proportional to the amount of elastic potential 

energy in a ruck. The analysis can be performed with dimensionless variables as the 

loss coefficient is a dimensionless variable. 

A beam, simply supported at its ends, vibrating in its first mode is used as the 

analogy for developing the model to estimate the energy dissipated due to material 

damping of the travelling ruck. Equation 3.41 can be applied to the vibrating beam 

arrangement to determine the energy loss per cycle due to damping. Figure 3.17 

shows a schematic of the developed shapes of the beam throughout the stages of a 

vibration cycle. 
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Figure 3.17. Schematic of vibrating beam.  

A ruck can be approximated to comprise of three segments of equal length. Each 

segment has an equivalent projected length onto its foundation. The potential energy 

due to bending in each section can be assumed to be equal. These assumptions are 

based on qualitative observations of the shape and bending moment of a ruck from 

Figure 2.2 and Figure 3.2, respectively. 

 

Figure 3.18. Division of a ruck into segments for the material damping analysis. 

The motion and deformation of the ruck segment as a ruck travels through the strip 

is described in Figure 3.19. The deflected shapes of the segments as a ruck travels 

through a strip were considered to be similar to those of the free vibration of the 

simply supported beam and therefore Equation 3.41 is applicable for establishing the 

energy dissipated by the ruck. The letters adjacent to the segment positions in 

Figure 3.19 denote the corresponding step in the vibrating beam analogy in Figure 

3.17 (a-b-c-d-e). 
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Figure 3.19. Schematic of bending cycle of a ruck segment due to a travelling ruck. 

The change in orientation and position of the ruck segment are disregarded in the 

analysis as these only contribute to the potential energy of the ruck which is not 

considered in the damping calculation. Considering only bending, the ruck segment 

progresses through the equivalent of 1.5 bending cycles analogous to the process 

presented in Figure 3.17. The bending energy in a ruck segment at a point of 

maximum strain is equal to one third of the bending energy of a ruck. Substituting 

Equation 3.16 for the elastic potential energy of a ruck into Equation 3.41 gives an 

equation for the energy dissipated by the segment of the ruck over a single bending 

cycle as 

   
        

 
  

          

 
 3.42 

The ruck segment completes 1.5 vibrational cycles as the ruck travels through it 

therefore the energy dissipated by the ruck segment as a ruck travels past it, Dseg, is 

         
          

 
 
           

 
 3.43 

Dseg is the energy dissipated due to material damping by a ruck segment as a ruck 

travels through it. Equivalently, this can be interpreted as the energy dissipated by 

the ruck as it travels the length of a segment projected onto the foundation i.e. (Lruck-

ΔL)/3. Dividing Dseg by the projected length of a segment gives the energy dissipated 

per unit length for a travelling ruck, Dunit, as 
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 3.44 

As the analysis is performed in terms of dimensionless variables, the unit of length is 

lg. The magnitude of Dunit is dependent on the loss coefficient of the strip material 

and the shape of the ruck, ΔL. The relationship between Dunit/η and ΔL was 

calculated numerically and is plotted in Figure 3.20. The results establish that rucks 

with a larger value of ΔL have a greater energy loss, Dunit, due to material damping.  

 

Figure 3.20. Relationship between ruck shape and energy loss due to material damping of a 
travelling ruck. 

3.6.1 Effect of material damping on the travelling ruck in a serpent 

Using Equation 3.44, the effect of material damping on the behaviour of a travelling 

ruck in a serpent was investigated. In Section 4.8.1 the characteristic ruck for 

investigating ruck behaviour in a serpent was defined and has properties ΔL=0.55 

and vruck=1.05. The characteristic ruck was considered for investigating effect of 

material damping of the reduction in the velocity of the travelling ruck. The energy 

loss per unit length, Dunit, was calculated from Equation 3.44 with properties of the 

characteristic ruck for a specified loss coefficient. The value of Dunit was multiplied by 

the dimensionless length of a serpent (Lserpent=16.6) to calculate the total energy loss 

due to material damping. The total kinetic energy of the characteristic ruck was 

calculated from Equation 3.23. The reduction in kinetic energy and corresponding 

reduction in velocity over the length of a serpent was calculated for loss coefficients 

between 10-4 and 7x10-1 and are presented in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1. Reduction in kinetic energy and velocity due to material damping for the 
characteristic travelling ruck over the length of a serpent. 

η 
Reduction in Hk over 

Lserpent 
Reduction in vruck over 

Lserpent 

10-4 0.14 % 0. 07 % 

10-3 1.4 % 0.7 % 

10-2 14 % 7 % 

5x10-1 70 % 45 % 

7 x 10-1 98 % 90 % 

For a material with a loss coefficient less than 10-2 the reduction in velocity of a 

travelling ruck in a serpent due to material damping is less than 7%. This was 

determined as the largest acceptable reduction in velocity for a travelling ruck in a 

serpent. Selecting a serpent material with a loss coefficient less than 10-2 ensures 

that reduction of velocity of a travelling ruck due to material damping does not 

significantly affect the visual performance of a serpent. 

As the loss coefficient is a dimensionless variable, the predictions in are not affected 

by the size of the strip; therefore, the loss-coefficient threshold of η<10-2 applies to a 

serpent of any size. 

3.6.2 Discussion of results 

Given the uncertainty in the magnitude of material damping properties, the equations 

presented in this research are considered suitable for determining the magnitude of 

the effect of material damping. Measurement of the damping properties of a material 

are difficult to achieve accurately (Lazan, 1968). The value of energy dissipated 

during a stress cycle can depend on the amplitude of stress in the material, the cross 

section of the material, the time-scale or frequency of the stress cycle, type of stress, 

temperature and surface finish (Ashby, 2004). 

The mathematical model includes assumptions in its formulation that could create 

inaccuracies in the estimation of energy loss due to material damping. The 

assumption of equal length, footprint and bending energy of three ruck segments is 
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based on qualitative properties observed in the ruck shape and in the bending 

moment in a ruck. The magnitude of these inaccuracies is considered small with 

respect to the uncertainty in loss coefficient values for materials. It can therefore be 

assumed that the inaccuracies do not affect the conclusions drawn for determining 

the magnitude of the effect of material damping on the travelling ruck. 

It is impractical to experimentally validate the predictions of reducing ruck velocity 

due to material damping. For loss coefficients of engineering materials considered in 

this research the observable velocity reduction of a travelling ruck due to material 

damping is small over long distances (Table 3.1). Without the ability to remove the 

effect of aerodynamic drag from experiments, the contribution of material damping to 

the reduction in ruck velocity could not be accurately determined. 

3.7 Other mechanisms reducing the velocity of the travelling ruck 

Aerodynamic drag and material damping are the significant mechanisms that reduce 

the velocity of the travelling ruck though other effects may be acting on the travelling 

ruck. Balmforth, Craster, and Hewitt (2015) modelled the contact mechanics for a 

travelling ruck on an inclined surface. The experiments were performed with a 

slender elastic strip and resulting ruck speeds were in the order of 0.01ms-1. The 

models focused on contact mechanics and adhesion at the contact points between 

the ruck and its foundation. Given the magnitude of kinetic energy and velocity of the 

travelling rucks in a serpent, it is assumed contact effects will not present significant 

contribution to the reduction in velocity. 

3.8 Concluding comments 

The maximum bending moment in a strip caused by a symmetric ruck occurs at the 

ruck peak. Equations for calculating the maximum bending moment and bending 

stress in a strip due to a static or travelling ruck were established. This bending 

stress in a ruck was found to be independent of the ruck shape (and therefore strip 

thickness) where ruck height and material were requirements. 

The total potential energy in a ruck comprises of the elastic potential energy due to 

bending and the gravitational potential energy and is related to the ruck shape. The 

relationship between the components of potential energy and ΔL was established 
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from empirical data and agree with analytical predictions derived from previous 

research into a ruck. 

The kinetic energy of a travelling ruck was found to be dependent on the shape and 

velocity of the ruck. The relationship between these factors was determined 

analytically. Results of experimental testing showed accurate agreement with 

predictions. 

The aerodynamic drag force acting on a travelling ruck was investigated using wind 

tunnel testing. The drag coefficient of a ruck was found to be dependent on the 

dimensionless width of the strip. A relationship between strip width and drag 

coefficient was derived using empirical data from testing. An equation for predicting 

the reduction in velocity of constant amplitude travelling ruck due to aerodynamic 

drag forces was determined analytically. The rate of velocity reduction is proportional 

to the self-weight of the strip when ruck dimensions are consistent. 

An equation for estimating the energy dissipation in a travelling ruck due to material 

damping of a strip was established. The energy dissipated by a travelling ruck per 

unit length is dependent on the shape of the ruck and loss coefficient of the material. 

Results from this chapter were used to define engineering requirements for the 

serpent material. The loss coefficient of the serpent material must be less than 10-2 

to ensure the reductions in ruck velocity over the length of the serpent due to 

material damping do not detract from the visual performance. 
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4 Identifying and modelling the slipping ruck 

4.1 Introduction 

In Lye‟s original model Sea Serpent the travelling ruck is observed to decrease in 

height as it approaches the free end of the strip. From observation of his scale 

drawing and marquette, it is evident that Lye intended for this ruck behaviour to be 

present in the performance of a serpent in Sun, Land, and Sea (Webb, 2011-2014). 

This phenomenon was termed the “slipping ruck” in this research and no description 

for its behaviour is available in the literature. 

The purpose of this chapter is to develop a mathematical model to 

describe the behaviour of the “slipping ruck”, as is observed in Lye’s 

model Sea Serpent. The results of the model can be used to define 

design requirements which ensure the slipping ruck is observed in the 

performance of a serpent in Sun, Land, and Sea. 

The compressive force required to maintain the shape of a static or slow moving ruck 

in a flat-lying strip with one end fixed and one free to slide is provided by the frictional 

force acting between the strip and its foundation. A ruck travelling toward the free 

end of the strip will reach its “slipping point”, at which, the friction force available to 

maintain the ruck is equal to the force exerted by the ruck (Vella et al., 2009). A ruck 

travelling past its slipping point exerts a force on the remaining flat-lying section 

greater than the available frictional force. This force imbalance causes the flat-lying 

section to slip relative to its foundation, consequently reducing the end displacement 

of the ruck and resulting in a decrease in its height and increase in velocity (Vella et 

al., 2009). While Vella et al. (2009) notes the existence of the slipping ruck 

phenomena, a model for describing its behaviour is not available in the literature.  
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Figure 4.1. Schematic defining the variables in the slipping ruck analysis. 

The variables used in the analysis of a slipping ruck are defined in Figure 4.1. The 

origin of the Cartesian co-ordinate system is set at the point that the free end of strip 

reaches if no ruck is present. xpeak is the coordinate of the peak of the ruck, Lflat is the 

length of strip in contact with the foundation between the ruck and the free end, Ffric 

is the available frictional force created between the strip and its foundation, Fruck is 

the force exerted by the ruck on the flat-lying section and Fdrag is the aerodynamic 

drag force acting on the travelling ruck. The dimensionless self-weight term of any 

strip is equal to unity; therefore, the normal reaction forces from the foundation are 

equivalent to the corresponding length of strip which they support. The 

approximation is made that the self-weight of the ruck is supported by point forces at 

the contact points either side of the ruck (Vella et al., 2009). The analysis is 

performed using dimensionless variables. 

4.2 Force and self-sustaining velocity of a travelling ruck 

The travelling ruck exerts a lateral force on the adjacent flat-lying sections of strip, 

the magnitude of which is related to its shape and velocity. Vella et al. (2009) 

determined the equation describing the force exerted by a travelling ruck as 

             
          

  4.1 

When the velocity term (vruck
2) is equated to the ruck shape term (3.441ΔL-2/7), Fruck 

is equal to zero in Equation 4.1. This result suggests that a ruck can travel at a 

specific velocity at which it exerts no lateral force and equivalently requires no lateral 

force to maintain its shape. The ruck velocity at which this occurs was defined as the 
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“self-sustaining” velocity, vss, and is calculated by setting as Fruck=0 in Equation 4.1 

and rearranging for vruck to give 

            
     

4.2 

Equation 4.1 predicts that ruck travelling at a velocity above its self-sustaining 

velocity will require a tensile lateral force to maintain its shape.  

4.3 The slipping point of a travelling ruck 

A ruck travelling toward the free end of a strip at a velocity less than its self-

sustaining velocity will reach its “slipping point”. At the slipping point the available 

force from friction between the flat-lying strip and its foundation is equal to the force 

exerted by the ruck (Vella et al., 2009). The coordinate of the slipping point can be 

calculated by equating these acting forces. From the geometry shown in Figure 4.1 

the friction force can be calculated as 

where μs is the static friction coefficient between the strip and its foundation. The 

coordinate of the ruck peak at the slipping point, xpeak,slip, can be calculated by 

equating Equations 4.1 and 4.3 and rearranging for xpeak to give 

4.4 The mechanics of the slipping ruck 

Vella et al. (2009) noted the existence of the slipping ruck behaviour from 

observations made during experimental testing. They observed that the slipping of 
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the flat-lying section caused the ruck height to reduce and consequently a ruck 

velocity to increase. In the experiments performed by Vella et al. (2009) the ruck 

began to slip near the free and it reached the end of the strip while slipping.  

A further characteristic of the slipping ruck behaviour was identified from 

experiments performed in this research. When the slipping point was sufficiently far 

from the free end of the strip, the slipping ruck was observed to reduce to a certain 

height which it maintained until reaching the free end. This behaviour was predicted 

to be a consequence of the ruck accelerating to a velocity above its self-supporting 

velocity. Figure 4.2 presents a schematic explanation of the observed slipping ruck 

behaviour. The constant amplitude ruck prior to slipping is referred to as the 

“original” ruck and the secondary constant amplitude ruck is referred to as the 

“reduced” ruck. 

 

Figure 4.2. Schematic of observed slipping ruck behaviour. a) Ruck shape and height b) 
corresponding velocity profile of a slipping ruck and its self-sustaining velocity. 

An explanation for the slipping ruck behaviour observed is suggested. For a ruck 

travelling beyond its slipping point, the imbalance between the force exerted by the 

ruck and available friction force causes the flat-lying section to accelerate i.e. slip 

against the foundation, consequently reducing the end displacement, ΔL, of the ruck. 

A ruck of lower ΔL value has less potential energy (as in Equation 3.15) and requires 

less kinetic energy to travel at its current velocity (as in Equation 3.21). The excess 
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energy from the change in ruck shape, minus work done to move the flat-lying 

section, is transferred to kinetic energy of the reduced ruck causing it to accelerate. 

The slipping ruck accelerates until its velocity reaches the self-sustaining velocity of 

its current shape (Equation 4.2). At this velocity, the ruck exerts no force on the flat-

lying section. The flat-lying section continues to slip due to its inertia, hence, further 

reducing the ruck end displacement and increasing the velocity of the ruck. The ruck, 

travelling at a velocity above its self-sustaining velocity, exerts a force on the flat-

lying section opposing the slipping motion. This force, in addition with the friction 

force, causes the flat-lying section to reduce in velocity and cease slipping. At this 

stage the reduced ruck has a constant height and a velocity larger than its self 

supporting velocity. Aerodynamic drag forces act on the ruck throughout the slipping 

process. 

4.5 Mathematical model for slipping ruck 

A mathematical model, based on the described mechanics in Section 4.4, was 

developed to predict the behaviour of the slipping ruck.  

4.5.1 Approach of the slipping ruck model 

The motion of the flat-lying section is modelled to determine an expression for the 

change in properties of a ruck over time step dt. Given the expressions for change in 

ruck properties over a time step, the overall behaviour of the slipping ruck can be 

calculated by numerical integration as in initial value problem.  

The model first considers the motion of the flat-lying section. The mass and the 

forces acting on the section can be calculated from information of ruck shape, 

position and velocity. The equation of motion for the flat-lying section can be solved 

to determine the acceleration of the flat-lying section. The position and velocity of the 

flat lying section at time t+dt can be estimated using kinematic equations of motion. 

As the ruck shape is dependent on the position of the flat lying section, the change in 

ruck shape over dt is determined from the change in position of the flat-lying section. 

The change in ruck position over dt can be estimated using kinematic equations of 

motion. The work performed by the ruck to move the flat-lying section and against 

aerodynamic drag over dt can be calculated, allowing the total energy of the ruck at 
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time t+dt to be determined. Using energy relationships developed in Chapter 3 

(Equations 3.15 and 3.21) the velocity of the travelling ruck at t+dt can be calculated. 

The following assumptions are made in the formulation of the model: 

 The energy of the travelling ruck is conserved during the slipping behaviour 

minus the work done by the ruck to move the flat-lying section and against 

aerodynamic drag. 

 At all times the shape of the slipping ruck is consistent with the shape of a 

static ruck with equivalent end compression, ΔL, such that the energy 

relationship in Equation 3.23 is valid. 

Based on the first assumption, the change in total energy of a ruck over time step dt 

must equal the work done by the ruck and can be expressed in dimensionless terms 

in the form of 

where the subscript t denotes the time and dt denotes the total over a time step. 

The model does not consider the ruck before the slipping point; therefore, initial 

conditions for the shape, velocity and coordinate of the travelling ruck at the slipping 

point are 

4.5.2 Motion of the flat-lying section 

The position of the flay-lying section was defined using the end compression 

variable, ΔL, and is considered as a positive scalar. As the flat-lying section is 

stationary when the ruck is at the slipping point, initial conditions of ΔL are 
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The equation of motion of the flat-lying section of the strip at time t is 

where Fflat,t is the net force acting on the flat-lying section. The available friction 

force, Ffric,t, is calculated as in Equation 4.3 with the dynamic friction coefficient, μk, 

given that the flat-lying section is moving during the slipping ruck process. Using Fruck 

from Equation 4.1 and Ffric,t the net force acting on the flat-lying section of the strip at 

time t is calculated as 

The dimensionless mass of the flat-lying section at time t, mflat,t, is equal to its 

dimensionless length, Lflat, and can be calculated from geometry (as in Figure 4.1) as 

Substituting the equation for Lruck from Equation 3.4 into Equation 4.11 and 

simplifying gives 

Substituting Equations 4.10 and 4.12 for Fruck,t and mflat,t, respectively, into Equation 

4.9 gives an equation for the acceleration of the flat-lying section at time t as 
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From the kinematic equations for motion the velocity and position of the flat-lying 

section at time t+dt can be estimated as 

The acceleration of the flat-lying section calculated by Equation 4.13 will be positive 

relative to the Cartesian coordinate system. The end displacement variable, ΔL, is 

reduced due to this positive acceleration hence the negative sign in Equation 4.14. 

The calculation of the total force on the flat-lying section (Equation 4.10) uses the 

magnitude of available friction force in its calculation. The equation makes no 

consideration for the fact that friction only acts in reaction to a force or motion. When 

motion of the flat-lying section ceases and no force is exerted by the ruck, Equation 

4.10 erroneously predicts the frictional force acts on the flat-lying section in the 

direction that would increase end-displacement. To ensure the model does consider 

the frictional force as an active force the ΔL is restricted from being able to increase 

by specifying the constraint, 

4.5.3 Work done by the slipping ruck 

The work done by the ruck to move the flat-lying section of the strip can be estimated 

as the force applied by the ruck at time t, Fruck,t, multiplied by the distance travelled 

by the flat-lying section of the strip over dt. The work done by the ruck against 

aerodynamic drag is estimated as the drag force, Fdrag,t, multiplied by the distance 
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the ruck peak travels over dt. The total work done by the ruck over time step dt can 

be calculated as 

Using the kinematic equation of motion, the ruck position at time t+dt is estimated as 

Substituting Equation 4.1 for Fruck,t and Equation 3.24 for Fdrag,t into Equation 4.17 

and including consideration for removing dimensions from the dimensional drag term 

gives the equation for work done by the ruck over dt as 

In relation to the convention defined for the slipping ruck model, the end-

displacement, ΔL, decreases and xpeak,t becomes less negative with time, therefore, 

both components of Equation 4.19 have a negative magnitude i.e. work is being 

done by the ruck. 

4.5.4 Change in velocity of the slipping ruck 

The velocity of the slipping ruck at t+dt can be calculated from the value of kinetic 

energy, Hk,t+dt. Equation 4.5 can be rearranged for kinetic energy at t+dt in the form  
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Energy terms in Equation 4.20 can be substituted for the corresponding energy 

equations related to the ruck shape (Equations 3.15 and 3.21) to give 

Rearranging Equation 4.21 for ruck velocity at time t+dt gives 

Equation 4.22 can be solved to determine the ruck velocity at time t+dt using 

calculated value of end displacement at time t+dt, ΔLt+dt, and work done over time 

step dt, WDruck,dt from Equations 4.15 and 4.19, respectively. 

4.5.5 End conditions of the slipping ruck model 

The behaviour of the slipping ruck concludes by either the ruck reaching the free end 

of the strip or the end-displacement reaching zero i.e. the ruck slips out entirely. The 

ruck reaches the end of the strip when its leading contact point reaches the end of 

the strip i.e.  

The ruck slips out entirely before reaching the end of the strip if 

4.5.6 Solving the slipping ruck model 

The steps presented in Sections 4.5.1 to 4.5.4 demonstrate a calculation of the 

change in properties of a slipping ruck over time step, dt. The following heuristic 
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presents the steps of the numerical integration to calculate the overall behaviour of 

the slipping ruck: 

1. Determine initial conditions of the ruck from Equations 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8. 

2. Calculate the net force on the flat-lying section from Equation 4.10 with 

consideration of the constraint in Equation 4.16. 

3. Calculate the acceleration of the flat-lying section,      from Equation 4.13. 

4. Calculate the velocity,         (Equation 4.14) and position, ΔLt+dt (Equation 

4.15) of the flat-lying section at time t+dt. 

5. Calculate ruck peak position at time t+dt, xpeak,t+dt, from Equation 4.18. 

6. Calculate work done by the ruck over dt, WDruck,dt, from Equation 4.19. 

7. Calculate ruck velocity at time t+dt, vruck,t+dt, from Equation 4.22. 

8. Unless a condition in Equation 4.23 or 4.24 is met, step forward one time 

step and repeat Steps 2 to 8. 

A script was developed in MATLAB to solve the slipping ruck model (Appendix A2). 

The script outputs results for ruck shape, height and velocity with respect to the peak 

co-ordinate for the slipping ruck, xpeak. 

4.6 Behaviour of the slipping ruck  

Solving the slipping ruck model requires information of the friction coefficient, strip 

material properties and aerodynamic drag coefficient and initial conditions of ruck 

shape and velocity. The influence of these parameters on the behaviour of the 

slipping ruck was investigated. 

The effect of aerodynamic drag on the travelling ruck is dependent on the size and 

width of the strip and its material properties (as established in Section 3.5.4); 

therefore, the slipping ruck behaviour predicted by the model is unique for the size 

and self-weight of the considered strip. The relative influence of changing the 

parameters of ruck shape and velocity and the friction properties will be similar for 

any strip. To illustrate the influence of these parameters on the behaviour of the 

slipping ruck an arbitrarily chosen strip is considered. This section considers a strip 

of carbon steel strip with lg=0.53, width =100mm and CD = 2.0 (similar to the strip 
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used for testing in Section 4.7). The mathematical model of the slipping ruck was 

used to produce the results presented in this section.  

4.6.1 Influence of ruck shape and velocity on slipping ruck behaviour 

The shape and velocity of a travelling ruck affect the coordinate of the slipping point 

and resulting behaviour of the slipping ruck. Figure 4.3 shows the predicted height 

profile for rucks of varying velocity. The rucks considered have a ΔL=0.5 and friction 

coefficient values are μs=0.5 and μk=0.49. The similarity of friction values is to be 

expected for smooth and dry metals (Feynman, Leighton, Sands, & Hafner, 1965).  

 

Figure 4.3. Comparison of slipping ruck behaviour for varying ruck velocity. 

Rucks with lower velocity have less total energy and will begin to slip further from the 

free end of the strip (as predicted in Equation 4.4). The further from the free end that 

a ruck slips, the larger the mass of the flat-lying section and the larger the friction 

forces. Consequently, a slower moving ruck must do more work to move the flat-

lying section. The lower value of total energy and larger magnitude of work required 

to move the flat-lying section results in a lower value of total energy of the reduced 

ruck which is observed as a lower height of the reduced ruck ,as illustrated in Figure 

4.3. 

A ruck may not contain sufficient total energy to accelerate to its self-sustaining 

velocity. In this case it slips out entirely as seen for a ruck with vruck,slip=0.25ms-1 in 

Figure 4.3. Rucks with a larger ΔL require less compressive force to maintain the 

ruck shape and in general will begin to slip closer to the free end. In addition, the 

larger ΔL rucks contain more potential energy which can be transferred to kinetic 

energy. Therefore, rucks of larger ΔL are less likely to slip out entirely. Conversely, 

rucks with small ΔL are more likely to slip out entirely. 
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4.6.2 Influence of the friction coefficient on slipping ruck behaviour 

The static friction coefficient between the strip and its foundation affects the location 

of the slipping point of a ruck, as in Equation 4.4. Changing the friction coefficient 

does not significantly affect the relative shapes of the profiles shown in Figure 4.3. 

The result of changing the static friction coefficient is observed to effectively shift the 

profiles relative to the x-axis. 

A ruck can undergo multiple stages of slipping if the slipping point is sufficiently far 

from the free end of the strip and aerodynamic drag is relatively large. This 

circumstance occurs most significantly when the friction coefficient is low. The 

predicted repeating slipping behaviour of a ruck of ΔL=0.5 with initial velocity of 

vruck=4.5ms-1 for μs=0.03~μk (approximately equal to steel on ice) is shown in Figure 

4.4. The first reduced ruck is reached and travels at a velocity greater that its self-

sustaining velocity. Aerodynamic drag forces cause the reduced ruck to slow until it 

is below the self-sustaining velocity, at which point the slipping process repeats. 

 

Figure 4.4. Example of predicted repeating slipping behaviour of a travelling ruck.  

The ratio of static and kinetic friction coefficients between the strip and the 

foundation affects the rate at which the ruck slips. Reducing the ratio of μk/μs causes 

the ruck to decrease in height at a greater rate and generally results in a lower height 

and larger velocity of the reduced ruck. For common ratios of μk/μs no significant 

change in the characteristic behaviour of the slipping ruck is observed. 

4.6.3 The effect of changing drag coefficient and strip self-weight on slipping 

ruck behaviour 

Increasing the drag coefficient (by changing the width of the strip) or reducing the 

self-weight of the strip has an equivalent qualitative effect on the behaviour of the 
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slipping ruck. Changing either parameter affects the relative magnitude of work done 

against aerodynamic drag to the total energy in the travelling ruck. By increasing the 

drag coefficient or reducing the self-weight of the strip, the relative magnitude of 

work done by the ruck against aerodynamic drag is increased. This results in the 

reduced ruck having a lower total energy. In general this results in the reduced ruck 

having a lesser height. This effect is presented in Figure 4.7 where the behaviour of 

the slipping ruck when varying the material of a serpent is investigated. 

4.7 Experimental validation of slipping ruck behaviour 

Experimental testing was undertaken to validate predictions made by the 

mathematical model for the slipping ruck. Testing was performed using a length of 

high carbon steel (non-toothed band saw blade) measuring 12m long by 100mm 

wide and 0.8mm thick with a measured bending length of 0.53m. The static and 

kinetic friction values between the strip and the resting foundation (polished wooden 

floor) were measured as μs=0.4~μk.  

The test strip was laid flat with one end fixed in position and the other free to slide. A 

static ruck was created in the strip near its fixed end. The ruck was accelerated 

toward the free end of the strip until it reached a desired velocity (determined 

qualitatively). The ruck travelled with constant height until it reached its slipping 

point, after which the slipping ruck behaviour was observed. The constant amplitude 

and slipping ruck was photographed in profile using a continuous shooting digital 

camera. The image analysis algorithm developed for this research was used to 

extract height and position data of the ruck peak from images, from which ruck 

shape and velocity were calculated. 

Tests were performed for ruck shapes of ΔL=0.18, 0.38, 0.45 and 0.9 at 

dimensionless initial velocities between 0.5 and 1.5. 

The mathematical model of the slipping ruck was solved using initial conditions of 

ruck shape and velocity determined from a test to generate a predicted height and 

velocity profile for comparison of testing results. The time step used in the model 

was reduced until the results did not change significantly. 
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Figure 4.5.a) shows the comparison of the predicted and measured ruck peak height 

with respect to lateral position for an experimental test in which ΔL=0.45 and 

v’ruck=1.5ms-1. Figure 4.5.b) shows the corresponding predicted and experimentally 

measured ruck velocity and the predicted v’ss. Results from all tests exhibited a 

similar level of agreement as in Figure 4.5 a) and b). 

 

Figure 4.5. Comparison of predicted and experimental results for a slipping ruck a) ruck height 
b) ruck velocity. 

The mathematical model captures the characteristics of the slipping ruck behaviour 

and accurately predicts the magnitudes of the reduced ruck height and velocity. The 

model predicts a higher rate in the decrease in ruck height and corresponding higher 

rate of ruck acceleration than observed in experiments. This discrepancy can be 

attributed to the inaccuracy of the assumption made in the formulation of the model 

that the shape of the slipping ruck is consistent with its static equivalent for ΔL at all 

times. As the end displacement changes during the slipping process the ruck does 

not assume the form of corresponding static ruck shape immediately. As the force 

exerted by a ruck is dependent on its shape, the actual ruck force acting on the flat-

lying section would vary from predicted by Equation 4.1. This effect is not addressed 
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in this research as the predictions made by the model are sufficiently accurate for 

conclusions required in describing the performance of a serpent. 

4.8 The slipping ruck in a serpent 

It is assumed that Lye observed the slipping ruck behaviour in his model Sea 

Serpent and intended for this behaviour to be present in the performance of a 

serpent in Sun, Land, and Sea. (Webb, 2011-2014). The mathematical model 

developed in this chapter was used to establish design requirements that ensure the 

slipping ruck behaviour is achieved in the performance of a serpent. 

4.8.1 Required friction coefficient for a serpent 

The coefficient of friction between the serpent and its foundation will affect the 

behaviour of the slipping ruck. A method for calculating the required friction 

coefficient between the serpent and its foundation was established. 

The shape and velocity of the travelling rucks in a serpent vary throughout the artistic 

performance. Each size and velocity ruck will have a unique slipping point and 

behaviour. In order to define the required friction coefficient, a characteristic 

travelling ruck was defined. The characteristic ruck has a ruck shape ΔL=0.5 and 

initial velocity vruck=1.05. 

The travelling ruck in the performance of a serpent must have the following 

characteristics: 

 Maintain its original height for approximately half the length of the serpent. 

 The reduced ruck must have a height of least 20% of the original ruck height. 

Solving the slipping ruck model for the characteristic ruck allows the required friction 

coefficient for a serpent to be established. At this stage we do not consider the 

interaction of the serpent with the layer of water on the plinth. The kinetic friction 

value can be estimated as 0.95 of the static friction given a dry plinth (Feynman et 

al., 1965). The serpent is considered to be stainless steel and have dimensions of 

45m long, 1.2m wide and 9mm thick to create a bending length of lg=2.75m. The 

dimensionless width of the serpent is 0.44 which corresponds to a CD of 1.8 (Figure 
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3.14). Figure 4.6 shows the behaviour of the characteristic ruck for different friction 

coefficients.  

 

Figure 4.6. Ruck behaviour for varying friction coefficients of the characteristic ruck in a 45m 
long stainless steel serpent. 

It was established that a static friction coefficient of between μs=0.3 and 0.4 is 

required such that the ruck begins to slip approximately half way along the serpent. 

The slipping behaviour of other shape and velocity ruck generated in the serpent due 

to this requirement is considered to be an acceptable characteristic of the artwork 

(Webb, 2011-2014). A similar analysis would be performed to determine the required 

friction coefficient for different size and material serpents. 

4.8.2 Required self-weight of the serpent 

In Section 3.5.4 it was established that aerodynamic drag causes a significant 

reduction in the velocity of a travelling ruck. The magnitude of this velocity reduction 

is related to the self-weight of the serpent (where similarity of the serpent is 

maintained). The mathematical model of the slipping ruck was used to investigate 

the influence of aerodynamic drag on the behaviour of the ruck in the performance of 

a serpent of different material. 

The model for the slipping ruck was extended to include the behaviour of the 

travelling ruck prior to reaching the slipping point, which is described by Equation 

3.32. The height of the travelling ruck before reaching its slipping point is constant 

and the ruck velocity is reduced by aerodynamic drag only.  

The required dimensionless length of a serpent is Lserpent=16.6. The travelling ruck is 

independent of actuating forces when xpeak=2.5 from the fixed end (as shown in 
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Section 5.4); therefore, the ruck in a serpent must travel a dimensionless distance of 

14.1.  

A serpent in the full size artwork requires a lg=2.75m and dimensionless width of 

b=0.44. The corresponding drag coefficient for a ruck in a serpent of this width is 

CD=1.8 (Figure 3.14). The parameters of the characteristic ruck (defined in Section 

4.8.1) were used for the investigation. Friction values of μs=0.35 and μs=0.33 were 

assumed. 

For the purposes of this investigation three potential serpent materials were 

investigated: stainless steel (Rsw=1.46, w’=85kgm-1, h’=9mm); pultruded glass-fibre 

reinforced plastic (GFRP) (Rsw=0.41, w’=28kgm-1, h’=12mm); and carbon-fibre 

reinforced plastic (CFRP) (Rsw=0.17, w’=10kgm-1, h’=5.6mm). Material damping was 

neglected in this analysis as all materials have a loss coefficient below 10-1.  

Lye suggested that a serpent in the full size artwork be made from stainless steel; 

therefore, the behaviour of a ruck in the steel strip is considered to be the desired 

result. The predicted height profile of the characteristic ruck in the stainless steel 

serpent is shown in Figure 4.7.a) and the corresponding velocity profile in Figure 4.7. 

b).  
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Figure 4.7. Behaviour of a travelling ruck in a serpent for materials of varying Rsw.  

The behaviour of a ruck in a GFRP serpent exhibits similar properties to the steel 

serpent though its slipping point is further from the free end and the height of the 

reduced ruck is less. In order to improve these discrepancies the initial velocity of the 

ruck can be increased. Increasing the initial velocity of the ruck in the GFRP serpent 

by approximately 40% resulted in a similar slipping point to the steel serpent and 

increased the height of the reduced ruck. The predicted ruck behaviour in a GFRP 

serpent with the increased velocity ruck was determined to be acceptable for the 

performance of Sun, Land, and Sea (Webb, 2011-2014).  

The predicted ruck behaviour in a CFRP serpent is not suitable for Sun, Land, and 

Sea.  

It is expected that a serpent material of self-weight less than that of GFRP would not 

create suitable ruck behaviour, therefore, the threshold for required self-weight of a 

serpent is Rsw>0.41 to facilitate a suitable performance of a serpent in Sun, Land and 

Sea. 
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4.9 Concluding comments 

The velocity at which a travelling ruck requires no applied lateral compressive force 

to maintain its shape was defined as the self-sustaining velocity and is dependent on 

the shape of the ruck. A ruck travelling above its self-sustaining velocity requires a 

tensile lateral force to maintain its shape.  

The “slipping ruck” describes the behaviour of a ruck travelling between its slipping 

point and the free end of the strip. A mathematical model was developed to predict 

the behaviour of the slipping ruck. The behaviour of the slipping ruck is dependent 

on the shape and initial velocity of the ruck, the friction coefficient between the strip 

and its foundation and the self-weight of the strip. The influence of these parameters 

was described based on results of the mathematical model. Results from 

experiments agree well with predictions from the mathematical model. 

The mathematical model was used to investigate the behaviour of a travelling ruck in 

a serpent. Results of this investigation were used to establish the requirement for 

friction and self-weight of the serpent to ensure qualities of the visual performance of 

a serpent are accurately conserved in Sun, Land, and Sea. A serpent with a self-

weight value close to the determined requirement will require an increase in initial 

ruck velocities in order to achieve a suitable serpent performance. 
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5 Generating the travelling ruck in a serpent 

5.1 Introduction 

Lye‟s intended method for generating the travelling ruck in a serpent is evident from 

his scale drawing and his written descriptions on the subject. He investigated this 

method with his model Sea Serpent, though the function of the model does not 

exhibit qualities which fulfil his requirements for Sun, Land, and Sea.  

The purpose of this chapter is to develop a solution for generating the 

travelling ruck in a serpent which is consistent with Lye’s intentions. 

Furthermore, to establish the material stresses developed in a serpent 

and actuation requirements associated with the process of generating 

the travelling ruck for use in the feasibility study. 

5.2 Defining Lye’s intended method of generating a travelling ruck in a 

serpent 

Lye‟s scale drawing of Sun, Land, and Sea conveys his intention for a mechanism 

concealed below the top surface of the plinth to rotate the fixed end of a serpent 

about a stationary axis in order to generate the travelling rucks (Figure 5.1). 

 

Figure 5.1. Exert from Lye’s scale drawing of the Sun, Land, and Sea illustrating his intended 
method of creating the travelling ruck in a serpent. 

The method of creating a travelling ruck exhibited in Lye‟s model Sea Serpent 

(Figure 5.2) exhibits qualities consistent with his scale drawing, though, the vertical 

displacement between the axis of rotation of the fixed end and the resting surface of 

the serpent is considered an undesirable characteristic of the mechanism. The 

design of a mechanism which generates the travelling ruck in a serpent is addressed 

in Chapter 6. It was assumed for the analysis in this chapter that rotation of the fixed 
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end can be applied about a stationary axis coincident with the top surface of the 

serpent foundation. 

 

Figure 5.2. Sequence of the original mechanism in Sea Serpent creating a travelling ruck. 

Lye‟s intended method of generating the travelling ruck in a serpent was defined. 

The “upward rotation” (Image 2 in Figure 5.2) at the fixed end causes the immediate 

section of the serpent to lift from its foundation. This causes the free end to be drawn 

toward the axis of rotation. The “downward rotation” (Image 3 in Figure 5.2) returns 

the immediate section of the serpent to the horizontal plane. Frictional forces 

between the foundation and flat-lying section of the serpent restrict the free end from 

returning to its original position, consequently providing the end displacement which 

defines the shape of the resulting ruck. Forcing from the downward rotation results in 

the propagation of the travelling ruck (Image 4 in Figure 5.2). 

Lye‟s scale drawing (Figure 5.1) conveys the shapes he envisioned would be 

created in the process of generating the travelling ruck. While qualities of these 

shapes must be maintained, the exact profiles do not need to be replicated (Webb, 

2011-2014). 

It was derived from Lye‟s description of the performance of a serpent that he 

intended for the travelling rucks generated to vary in shape and velocity (Webb, 

2011-2014). 
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5.3 Creating the initial ruck 

The “initial ruck” is the deformed shape created in the serpent by the upward rotation 

of the fixed end. The lateral displacement of the flat-lying section caused by the initial 

ruck defines the end displacement of the resulting travelling ruck. The shape of the 

initial ruck must exhibit qualities consistent with Lye‟s scale drawings and create 

sufficient end displacement to produce the required ruck shapes in a serpent.  

5.3.1 Model of the initial ruck in a constant stiffness strip 

It was established in the DRS in Table 7.1 that it is a desire of the artist for a serpent 

have uniform material thickness. A mathematical model was developed to 

investigate the initial ruck shape created in a serpent of constant thickness. 

The model considers a slender strip of uniform stiffness resting on a horizontal 

foundation. One end of the strip has fixed lateral position and the other is free to 

slide. A rotational displacement is applied to the fixed end resulting in a dislocation 

between the immediate section of the strip and its foundation. To allow for this 

dislocation the length of strip remaining in contact with the foundation is forced to 

slide toward the fixed end. The force from static friction between the remaining flat-

lying strip and its foundation is estimated as a horizontal force at the point of contact. 

The strip is considered of sufficient length that the free end is not raised from the 

foundation. Bending in the strip ceases at the point of dislocation between the flat-

lying section and its foundation due to self-weight of the strip and the bending 

moment at this point is zero. The initial ruck is considered as a heavy elastica and 

the scenario is considered quasistatic.  

Figure 5.3 shows a schematic describing the initial ruck model where s is the arc 

length along the strip, θ is the local angle of the strip, θfixed is the angle at the fixed 

end, Linit is the length of strip not in contact with the foundation and δinit is the height 

of the initial ruck. Mfixed is the moment applied to the end of the strip, N1 and N2 are 

the normal reaction forces from the foundation, Q is horizontal resistive force due to 

friction and w is the self-weight of the strip. The analysis is performed with 

dimensionless variables. 
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Figure 5.3. Schematic of initial ruck in strip of constant stiffness. 

Following the formulation in Section 2.2.1, the heavy elastica equation for the initial 

ruck in a uniform stiffness strip was established as 

   

   
                  5.1 

 Boundary conditions required to solve the initial ruck model are 

           
  

  
                    

5.2 

As the length of the raised section, Linit, is an unknown variable, the heavy elastica 

equation for the initial ruck was solved numerically as an initial value problem using a 

shooting method (Watson & Wang, 1981) with shooting parameter, Linit. A script was 

developed in MATLAB to solve the heavy elastica equation for the initial ruck 

(Appendix A3). The shape, bending moment along the arc length and reactive forces 

and moments were determined from the solution for the initial ruck.  

The angle of the fixed end, θfixed, and lateral force, Q, affect the shape of the initial 

ruck. Figure 5.4 illustrates the calculated initial ruck shape for increasing θfixed where 

Q=3.9 (selected for display as it is approximately equal to the friction force created 

by the remaining flat-lying length of a serpent resting on a foundation where μs=0.3). 
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Figure 5.4. Initial ruck shape for varying end rotation where Q=3.9. 

The bending moment induced in the strip along its arc length for θfixed=90° and Q=3.9 

is plotted in Figure 5.5. The maximum bending moment occurs at the fixed end and 

is equal Mfixed=3.8. 

 

Figure 5.5. Bending moment along arc length of initial ruck of θfixed=90° and Q=3.9. 

Figure 5.6 illustrates the affect of varying the lateral force, Q, on the initial ruck shape 

when θfixed=90°. The resulting end displacement for each initial ruck is stated in the 

legend. 

 

Figure 5.6. Initial ruck shapes for varying lateral force, θfixed=90°. 

The maximum height of the initial ruck in a strip of constant stiffness for θfixed=90° 

was found to be δinit=0.5. This height was achieved where no resistive force was 

present (Q=0) and had an end displacement of ΔL=0.3. Lye‟s scale drawings depict 

an initial ruck height of approximately δinit=1. An end displacement of ΔL=0.55 is 

required to produce the desired ruck shape in a serpent. Therefore; the initial ruck 

created in a strip of constant stiffness does not fulfil Lye‟s requirements for 

generating a travelling ruck in a serpent. 
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5.3.2 Initial ruck with increased stiffness of the fixed end of the serpent 

Increasing the stiffness of the serpent at its fixed end was proposed as a solution for 

increasing the height and end displacement of the initial ruck. In Lye‟s model Sea 

Serpent additional sections of material were clamped to the serpent at its fixed end 

to achieve a similar result. It was deemed acceptable to increase the thickness of the 

serpent at its fixed end to achieve the desired qualities of the initial ruck (Webb, 

2011-2014).  

A model size test serpent was used to determine the structural properties of the 

stiffened section that created the most aesthetically suitable initial ruck shape with 

the required end displacement. The test rig described in Section 5.3.3 was used to 

carry out the experiments. The optimal solution was found to be a two stage increase 

in stiffness as described in the schematic in Figure 5.7. A secondary layer of serpent 

material of total dimensionless length of 1 was bonded to the test serpent at is fixed 

end. A third layer of material of length 0.5 was bonded to the secondary layer at the 

fixed end. The bond was created with double sided adhesive transfer tape. The 

adhesion was necessary as the same stiffness properties were required in the 

reverse bending direction to facilitate sending the travelling ruck (as described in 

Section 5.4.1). 

 

Figure 5.7. Schematic of the solution for increasing the stiffness of a serpent at its fixed end. 

The flexural stiffness term, Bstiffx, for each of the stiffened sections was determined 

by measuring deflections of a cantilevered length and comparing to results from the 

literature for the heavy cantilever (Wang, 1981a). Table 5.1 summarises the 

properties of the required stiffened sections (denoted by the subscript 2x and 3x 

relating to the increase in thickness in the test serpent). 

Table 5.1. Required properties for stiffened sections at fixed end of serpent as in Figure 5.7. 
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Section Lstiffx Bstiffx (Nm2) Bstiffx/Bserpent 

serpent - 1.8 - 

2x 0.5 5.4 3 

3x 0.5 8.3 4.6 

The ratio of Bstiffx/Bserpent from Table 5.1 must be conserved as the size of the serpent 

changes in order to maintain static similarity of the initial ruck shape. 

5.3.3 Ruck test rig 

A test rig was constructed to investigate the process of generating travelling rucks in 

a model sized test serpent (Figure 5.8). 

 

Figure 5.8. Ruck test rig. 

The test rig consisted of a servomotor coupled directly to the fixed end shaft through 

a reduction gearbox. A variable speed motor drive, with feedback from a rotary 

encoder, was used to control the velocity of the servomotor. The desired angle of 

rotation and nominal angular velocity for upward and downward rotation was 

adjustable. The torque and position was recorded from the motor controller using a 

data acquisition system developed in LabVIEW.  

The test serpent was clamped directly to the fixed end shaft and rested on a wooden 

foundation with a measured static friction value of μs=0.3≈ μk. The serpent used for 
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testing was the stainless steel strip used in Section 3.4.3, which had a bending 

length of lg=0.55m and total length of L’serpent=6.15m, equivalent to Lserpent=11.2. To 

generate the required friction forces to imitate those created by a serpent of length 

Lserpent=16.6, a mass of equal weight to 3m of the test serpent was placed on the free 

end. 

The acceleration characteristics of the motor drive gave a „soft starting‟ and „soft 

stopping‟ effect that was determined to be desirable in the performance of a serpent 

(Webb, 2011-2014). Figure 5.9 shows an example of the position, velocity and 

torque profile measured from the motor controller for a typical experiment. Where 

angular velocity is stated in this section is refers to the maximum velocity achieved 

during a rotation i.e 30RPM in Figure 5.9. Measured results of angular velocity were 

normalised with respect to properties of the test serpent and presented as the 

dimensionless parameters in this section. 

 
Figure 5.9. Example of position, angular velocity and torque profiles recorded from the ruck 
test rig. 

5.3.4 Initial ruck shapes with the increased stiffness section 

The initial ruck shapes generated in a serpent with an increased stiffness section 

were determined by experiment using the ruck test rig in order to confirm that they 

fulfil Lye‟s requirements. 

For an upward rotational velocity of less than ωup= 0.25 the process of creating the 

initial ruck was found to be quasistatic. The velocity of the upward rotation was set at 

ωup= 0.175 for this experiment to investigate the quasistatic scenario. The initial ruck 
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shapes generated as θfixed was increased were photographed in profile using a 

continuous shooting digital camera. The image analysis routine developed for this 

research was used to extract the shape of the initial ruck from the captured images. 

Figure 5.10 shows profile of the initial ruck for an increasing θfixed. The stiffened 

sections are shown as increased line weights and measured values of ΔL and Mfixed’ 

are presented in the legend for each profile. 

 

Figure 5.10. Initial ruck shapes of a serpent with increased stiffness sections determined from 
experiment. 

Qualities of the initial ruck shapes created in the test serpent were established to be 

consistent with Lye‟s intentions. The height of the initial ruck created was δinit=0.6 

and had and end displacement of ΔL=0.42. These values were deemed acceptable 

from the quasistatic process as larger initial ruck heights and end displacements 

could be achieved by increasing the upward rotation velocity (Section 5.3.6). 

5.3.5 Bending moment developed in the initial ruck 

From observation of the shape of the initial ruck (Figure 5.10) and results of 

predicted bending moment in the constant thickness strip (Figure 5.5), it was 

assumed that the maximum bending stresses developed in a serpent occur at its 

fixed end when θfixed=90° while generating the initial ruck. 

The low shear stiffness of the adhesive join between layers of material in the 

stiffened section of the test serpent allows movement of the layers relative to one 

another during bending. Because of this, the material stresses induced in the serpent 

when generating the initial ruck cannot be accurately calculated with standard 

equations for stress in a beam. 
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The magnitude of stress developed at the fixed end of the serpent is expected to be 

a limiting factor in determining the maximum size at which the artwork can be built. In 

order to determine the magnitude of the stress at the fixed end a conceptual solution 

for achieving the increased stiffness section of the serpent was proposed. The 

solution considers the arrangement as described in Figure 5.7 with an adhesive 

bond of negligible shear stiffness such that no shear forces are transmitted between 

the stiffening layers. The solution would fulfil the required bending stiffness values of 

the stiffened section defined in Table 5.1; therefore, shape of the resulting initial ruck 

would be equivalent to that determined in Figure 5.10. For the proposed solution, the 

bending moment induced in the serpent material can be calculated from the shape of 

the initial ruck using the standard beam curvature relationship (Equation 2.2). 

The local angle along the arc length was calculated from shape data for the 

θfixed=90° profile in Figure 5.10 and is plotted in Figure 5.11. It is evident from Figure 

5.11 that the maximum dθ/ds’ in the initial ruck occurs in the stiffened section i.e. 

between s‟=0 and s‟=0.55. A polynomial relationship was fitted to the data between 

s‟=0 and s‟=0.55 and presents accurate agreement. The derivative of the polynomial 

equation is equal to dθ/ds’ of the initial ruck for the stiffened section. 

 

Figure 5.11. Local angle along the arc length of the initial ruck in the test serpent with 
increased stiffness section for θfixed=90°. 

The maximum value of dθ/ds’ was calculated from the polynomial equation in Figure 

5.11 to be dθ/ds’fixed=-3radm-1. Normalising this value with respect to structural 

parameters of the test serpent material gives the dimensionless bending moment, 

Mfixed=-1.6. This value is consistent for any size serpent where static similarity is 
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maintained and can be compared directly to bending moments calculated for the 

ruck in a serpent (Section 3.2.2) and for the lifted GOS (Section 6.3.4). 

The dθ/ds’ value estimated from shape data was validated using the experimentally 

measured value of moment required to create the initial ruck. Rearranging Equation 

2.2 for dθ/ds’ and solving using the measured value of applied moment, 

M’tail=24.5Nm (from Figure 5.10) and the flexural stiffness of the fixed end, EI = B3x= 

8.3Nm2 (from Table 5.1) gives dθ/ds’=-2.95radm-1, which agrees with the value 

predicted from the shape data. 

5.3.6 Effect of the upward rotation velocity on the initial ruck shape 

The angular velocity of the upward rotation of the fixed end of the serpent was found 

to affect the resulting shape and corresponding end displacement of the initial ruck. 

For an angular velocity greater than ωup=0.25 the flat-lying section continued to slide 

toward the fixed end after the upward rotation of the shaft had ceased, resulting in an 

increased end displacement, ΔL, of the initial ruck. 

The travelling ruck test rig was used to determine the relationship between the 

angular velocity of the upward rotation and the resulting end displacement of the 

initial ruck. The initial ruck was generated with varying angular velocities and the 

resulting end displacement was measured. Figure 5.12 presents the normalised 

results of testing. 

 

Figure 5.12. Relationship between upward rotation velocity and initial ruck end displacement 
determined experimentally. 

The angular velocity of the upward rotation required to create a ruck of ΔL=0.55 was 

interpolated from the data in Figure 5.12 as ωup=0.7. As the process of creating the 

initial ruck is generated by an applied moment, it was assumed that aerodynamic 
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drag forces do no significantly the resulting initial ruck shape. Therefore, the 

relationship in Figure 5.12 is predicted to be accurate for any size serpent given that 

similarity is conserved and friction properties between the plinth and serpent are 

similar to those in the test rig. 

5.3.7 Actuation requirements for generating the initial ruck 

The actuation requirements for the generating the initial ruck in a serpent were 

determined from experiments performed with the ruck test rig. The moment applied 

at the fixed end for generating the initial ruck in the test serpent at varying angular 

velocities was recorded. Figure 5.13 presents the moment profiles measured from 

testing in the form of the dimensional values recorded.  

 

Figure 5.13. Measurement from the ruck test rig of applied moment at the fixed end for 
generating the initial ruck. 

For a nominal angular velocity of the upward rotation of ωup>0.25 the maximum 

required moment occurs approximately half way through the rotation i.e. when 

θtail≈45°. At this point the measured rotational velocity is equal to the nominal value. 

The required angular velocity of the upward rotation to create an initial ruck of 

ΔL=0.55 in a serpent was determined to be ωup=0.25 (Section 5.3.6). The maximum 

moment required to generate the initial ruck at ωup=0.25 is approximately 25Nm, as 

interpolated from the results in Figure 5.13. This is similar to the value of moment 

measured in the quasistatic case; therefore, it was assumed that the maximum 

required moment and consequently maximum bending stress induced when 
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generating the initial ruck shape in a serpent are equivalent to the results of the 

quasistatic case (Section 5.3.5). 

The dimensionless actuating requirement for creating the initial ruck was calculated. 

The required moment to create the initial ruck, M’up=25Nm, was normalised with 

respect to structural properties of the test serpent to give Mup=7.4.  

5.4 Generating the travelling ruck 

The downward rotation of the fixed end of the initial ruck generates the travelling 

ruck in the serpent (as in the third frame of Figure 5.2). The resulting velocity of the 

ruck is dependent on the velocity of the downward rotation and structural properties 

of the stiffened section of the serpent. Experiments were performed using the ruck 

test rig to establish the relationship between the velocity of the downward rotation 

and resulting ruck velocity. 

The properties of the stiffened section of the serpent affect the resulting ruck 

velocities for a given downward rotation velocity similarly to how the tapering of the 

material in a bull-whip affects the acceleration of the travelling wave as it propagates 

along the whip length (McMillen & Goriely, 2003). The relationships established in 

this section apply to a serpent with a stiffened section of geometric and structural 

properties described in Table 5.1. 

Figure 5.14 presents the deformed shapes created in a serpent during the process of 

sending the ruck determined from experimental testing for ωup=0.5, θfixed=90° and 

ωdown=0.5. From observation of the resulting shapes it is evident that the maximum 

bending moment developed in the serpent during the downward rotation occurs at 

the peak of the travelling ruck. The bending moment due to a ruck has been 

addressed in Section 3.2.2. 

The actuation forces from the downward rotation are considered to act on the 

travelling ruck until the entire length of the stiffened section of the serpent is returned 

to the horizontal plane. The dimensionless coordinate of the ruck peak at which this 

occurs was identified to be xpeak=2.5 and is equal for all ruck shapes. Beyond this co-

ordinate the behaviour of the ruck can be described by the models developed in 

Chapters 3 & 4. 
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Figure 5.14. Sequence of sending the travelling ruck captured from experimental testing with 
the ruck test rig. 

5.4.1 Relationship between downward rotation velocity and travelling ruck 

velocity 

The relationship between the angular velocity of the downward rotation and resulting 

travelling ruck velocity in a serpent was established experimentally using the ruck 

test rig. 

Ruck shapes between ΔL=0.15 and 0.6 were generated with angular velocities 

between ωdown=0.2 and 1.2. The resulting travelling rucks were photographed in 

profile using a continuous shooting digital camera. The image analysis routine 

developed for this research was used to determined the velocity of the travelling ruck 

from captured images. Figure 5.15 shows normalised results from experimental 

testing.  

 

Figure 5.15. Relationship between the angular velocity of the downward rotation and the 
travelling ruck velocity determined from experiment. 
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The performance of a serpent requires a travelling ruck of ΔL=0.55 at vruck=1.05 (as 

established in Section 2.4.5). The required ruck can be achieved with a downward 

rotation velocity of approximately ωdown=0.6 (interpolated from Figure 5.15). 

Dimensionless ruck velocities between vruck=0.5 and 1.5 are achievable for a ruck of 

ΔL=0.6. 

5.4.2 Actuation requirements for generating the travelling ruck 

Actuation requirements for generating the travelling ruck in a serpent were 

established experimentally from the ruck test rig. It was established that the moment 

requirements are greater for generating travelling rucks with larger values of ΔL; 

therefore, experiments were performed for a ruck of ΔL=0.55 to determine the upper 

limits of actuation requirements for the performance of a serpent. Figure 5.16 

presents the measured moment profiles for generating a travelling ruck of ΔL=0.55 at 

nominal downward rotation velocities between ωdown= 0.25 and 1.5.  

 

Figure 5.16. Required moment for generating a travelling ruck of ΔL= 0.55 measured from the 

ruck test rig. 

The maximum moment required for sending a travelling ruck occurs at the mid-point 

of the downward rotation. At this point the measured angular velocity is equal to the 

nominal value. 

To create a travelling ruck of ΔL=0.55 at a velocity of vruck=1.05, as per Lye‟s 

requirement for the performance of a serpent, the maximum moment required was 

interpolated from results of Figure 5.16 as M’down=13Nm. This value normalises with 
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respect to structural properties of the test serpent gives the dimensionless moment 

requirement for sending a travelling ruck as Mdown=3.8. 

5.5 Summary of Results 

The maximum actuation requirements for generating the travelling rucks required in 

the artistic performance of a serpent were determined from experiments described in 

this chapter using the travelling test rig.  The requirements are presented in Table 

5.2 as dimensionless terms and are suitable for predicting the actuating 

requirements for a serpent of any size. Power requirements were calculated as the 

product of maximum moment and angular velocity as these were shown to be 

coincident. 

Table 5.2. Actuation requirements for rotation of the fixed end to generate the travelling rucks 
in the performance of a serpent. 

Requirement  
Max value for upward 

rotation 

Max value for 

downward rotation 

Moment Mfixed Mup=7.5 Mdown=3.8 

Angular velocity ωtail ωup=0.5 ωdown=0.6 

Power Wfixed Wup=3.75 Wup=2.3 

5.6 Discussion 

The values of upward and downward rotation velocity tested in this chapter extended 

beyond those required to generate a travelling ruck that fulfils Lye‟s intentions for the 

performance of the artwork. In Section 4.8.2 it was determined that a serpent made 

of glass-fibre reinforced plastic (GFRP) would require an increase in initial velocity of 

its travelling rucks of approximately 40% from the nominal value in order to facilitate 

a suitable travelling ruck for the performance of a serpent. The testing results in this 

chapter predict that the required increase in a ruck velocity is achievable and provide 

information for predicting the associated actuation requirements. 
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It was established that the stiffness of the fixed end of the serpent must be increased 

by 4.6 times to create the desirable initial ruck shape in a serpent (Table 5.1). The 

suggested design solution considers increasing the stiffness of the serpent by 

including additional layers of material to the serpent with an adhesive with zero shear 

stiffness (Section 5.3.5). Where no shear stress is transferred between material 

layers, the total stiffness of multiple layers is the sum of the stiffness of each layer. 

Therefore, an increase in thickness of the serpent of 4.6 times would be required to 

achieve the required stiffness at the fixed end. This would require four additional 

layers of serpent material at the fixed end. While this increase in stiffness is 

considered acceptable it is not a desirable result. Using a material with a larger 

stiffness value than that of the serpent in the stiffened sectiowould reduce the total 

thickness of the fixed end of the serpent. 

5.7 Concluding comments 

It was established that Lye intended for the travelling ruck in a serpent to be created 

by rotation of its fixed end about a stationary axis coincident with the resting 

foundation. 

A mathematical model was developed to predict the shape and end displacement of 

the initial ruck in a serpent of constant thickness. Results of the model established 

that an initial ruck in a strip of constant thickness does not fulfil Lye‟s requirements.  

Increasing the stiffness of a section of the serpent at its fixed end was established as 

an acceptable solution for producing satisfactory initial ruck shapes. Structural 

properties of the stiffened section required to create the desired initial ruck shape 

were determined experimentally with a test size serpent. The dimensionless ratios 

between the stiffness of the serpent material and increased stiffness sections were 

defined. Maintaining these ratios when increasing the size of a serpent ensures 

static similarity of the initial ruck is conserved. 

The bending stress developed at the fixed end of the serpent when creating the 

initial ruck is dependent on structural properties of the stiffened section. A design 

solution was suggested which would minimise the bending moment induced at the 

fixed end. The minimum achievable bending moment in serpent material was defined 

and can be used to calculate bending stress for use in the feasibility study. Detail 
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design of the stiffened section is required to confirm the feasibility of the solution for 

the full size artwork. 

The relationships between parameters of the fixed end rotation and the resulting 

travelling ruck shape and velocity were determined from experimental testing at a 

model size. The achievable ruck shapes and velocities fulfil Lye‟s requirements for 

the performance of a serpent. Actuation requirements for generating a travelling ruck 

in a serpent were established from experimental testing and allow prediction of 

requirements to generate the performance in the full scale artwork. 
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6 The lifting and vibration of the God of the Sea 

6.1 Introduction 

In the second stage of the performance of Sun, Land, and Sea the God of the Sea 

(GOS) is lifted from its foundation and a vibrational motion is induced in the lifted 

section to create a “shivering” effect. Lye intended the lifting motion to be achieved 

via a wire attached at single point on the GOS and the shivering would be induced 

by the actuating mechanism at the fixed end. The actuation method required to 

generate the lifting and vibrating performance of the GOS was not described in detail 

by Lye. 

The purpose of this chapter is to define the parameters required to 

create the lifting and shivering performance of the GOS which Lye 

intended.  

To determine the feasibility of realising the GOS in the full size artwork, the 

developed material stresses and required actuating requirements associated with the 

lifting and shivering performance must be established. 

6.1.1 Artistic requirements of the GOS performance  

Lye describes qualities of the performance of the GOS in his written notes: 

The Sea God raises up of his sea bed, and pauses en route to send 

undulating waves along his entire length. When they reach his head they 

make a most crashing kind of sound, something like you hear from a bull 

whip. (L. Lye, personal communication, 1965) 

Lye intended for the lifting process to be performed in multiple stages so that the 

GOS pauses in a static position between each stage. The shapes of lifted GOS in 

Lye‟s scale drawing illustrate the intended visual qualities he desired. While these 

qualities must be maintained in the sculpture, the shapes drawn by Lye do not need 

to be accurately replicated (Webb, 2011-2014). The exact shapes created in the 
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lifted GOS are governed by the physical properties of the strip and the method by 

which it is lifted. 

 

Figure 6.1. Lye’s scale drawing depicting the lifting stages and vibratory form in the 
performance of the God of the Sea. 

Lye intended for the shivering motion to be induced in the GOS at each static lifted 

stage, as depicted in his scale drawings and working model (in Figure 1.4). During 

the initial lifting stages, the shivering motion is induced by generating a travelling 

ruck that propagates through the flat lying section, transferring its energy to 

vibrational motion when reaching the lifted section. At larger lift heights the GOS 

transitions to being fully lifted off its foundation. It was established (from experiment 

with the model artwork in Section 6.3.1) that the vibrations of the fully lifted GOS 

should be induced by short periods of oscillatory rotation applied by the actuating 

mechanism at the fixed end of the GOS (Webb, 2011-2014).  

At its final lift height, the free end of the GOS must be approximately horizontal to 

represent the imagery of it facing the Sun God (Webb, 2011-2014). 

6.2 Static shape of the lifted GOS 

A mathematical model was developed to investigate the shape of the lifted GOS. It 

was assumed that the maximum lifting force and induced bending stresses occur 

when the GOS is at the final lift height. The model considers the GOS at the final lift 

height in order to determine maximum actuation requirements and induced bending 

moments. The shapes of GOS at the lower lift heights were determined 
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experimentally (Section 6.2.6). Figure 6.2 shows a schematic identifying the 

variables used for defining of the GOS at the final lift height. 

 

Figure 6.2. Schematic of the lifted GOS at the final lift height  

The height of the top lift point, ytop lift point, is dependent on details of the installation of 

the artwork and is not known at this stage, therefore, the lift wire angle, θwire, is 

defined in this analysis. Coordinates of the top lift point can be defined from 

geometry when ytop lift point is defined. 

6.2.1 Mathematical model of the lifted GOS 

The large deflections due to the self-weight of a slender strip suspended at a single 

point along its length have been studied with the heavy elastica (Wang 

(1987),(Wang, 1990)). The deformed shape created where a point force and 

foundation support are present was investigated for the overhang of a slender strip 

(Watson & Wang, 1982). These studies consider the strip as two individual sections 

of heavy elastica, one either side of the forcing point. The solution for each section 

was solved independently using the equal boundary conditions at the connecting 

point. This approach was adapted in to develop a model for the lifted GOS. 

The GOS is considered in two sections. The “body” spans the fixed end to the lifting 

wire connection point. The “head” spans the lifting wire connection point to the free 
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end. Figure 1.3 presents the variables in the lifted GOS model. The analysis was 

performed using dimensionless variables. 

 

Figure 6.3. Schematic of the lifted GOS model. 

The heavy elastica equation for each section of the GOS are derived following the 

process in Section 2.2.1 and are 

To maintain continuity at the lift wire connection point the local angle and bending 

moment of each section must be equal as defined by 

                      6.3 

                      6.4 
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The force from the lifting wire is separated into its components acting on each 

section of the GOS. The force components aligned with the Cartesian coordinate 

system are 

                    6.5 

                          6.6 

            6.7 

6.2.2 Solving the model for the lifted GOS 

To solve the model of the lifted GOS (Equations 6.1 and 6.2) values of Lbody, Lhead, 

θwire, Fwire, and θfixed were set and an initial guess for θconnect was made.  

Equation 6.1 describing the head of the GOS was solved numerically as an initial 

value problem following the process for solving the heavy cantilever (Wang, 1981a) 

with the initial condition 

                  
6.8 

The heavy elastica equation for the body was solved numerically as a boundary 

value problem, following the process for solving the ruck shape (Watson & Wang, 

1981), with the boundary conditions 

               6.9 

                      6.10 

Using Newton‟s method the guess for θconnect was adjusted based on the difference 

in bending moment values at the connection point calculated for each section. A 

physical solution was considered to have been achieved when the error in bending 

moment converged to zero i.e. Equation 6.8 was satisfied. The shape of the strip in 
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terms of Cartesian co-ordinates was calculated using Equation 2.6. A script was 

developed in MATLAB to solve the model of the lifted GOS (Appendix A4). 

The magnitude of Fwire determines the height of the free end of the GOS. The value 

of Fwire was adjusted until ytip=9.3 was achieved.  

6.2.3 Relationship between head length, lift angle and tip angle of the GOS 

It was established that the angle of the free end of the GOS, θtip, must be horizontal 

when at the final lift height. The length of the serpent head, Lhead, and lifting wire 

angle, θwire, affect the resulting θtip. The relationship between these variables was 

investigated by solving the lifted GOS model for combinations of Lhead and θwire. The 

results of the calculated θtip are plotted in Figure 6.4. Linear relationships were fitted 

to the results to illustrate the relationship between parameters. 

 

Figure 6.4. Relationship between head length, lift wire angle and resulting tip angle. 

Combinations of Lhead and θwire that result in θtip=0 are found from the x-intercept of 

the data sets presented in Figure 6.4. For θwire<60°, a ytip=9.3 was not achievable 

due to geometric constraints. For a θwire>75° the GOS was not entirely lifted from the 

resting foundation at the final lift height. 

6.2.4 Effect of the lifting wire angle on the shape of the GOS 

The angle of the lift wire angle, θwire, affects qualities of the shape of the lifted GOS. 

The influence of θwire was investigated by calculating the shape for suitable 

combinations of Lhead and θwire determined from Figure 6.4. Figure 6.5 shows the 

shape qualities of the GOS for varying θwire. 
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Figure 6.5. Comparison of the lifted shape of the GOS for varying lift wire angle. 

Figure 6.5 illustrates that a lesser value of θwire created a taut shape, whereas a 

larger θwire resulted in a drooping shape. The lifting angle that best fulfilled Lye‟s 

intentions for the shape of the lifted GOS was determined to be θwire=70° (Webb, 

2011-2014) which has corresponding head length of Lhead=1.73. 

6.2.5 Validation of the mathematical model 

Predictions made by the lifted GOS model were validated by experiment at a small 

size. A 0.15mm thick polycarbonate strip with a measured bending length of 75mm 

was used for testing such that the overall dimensions of the lifted profile were easily 

captured with a single photographic frame given in the available laboratory space. 

The test strip had dimensions of length and width consistent for geometric similarity 

with a serpent (1.245m long and 32mm wide). The tail end of the strip was clamped 

at an angle of θfixed=90° from the foundation. A lifting wire was attached at a 

dimensionless distance of Lhead=1.73 from the free end of the strip.  

The strip was lifted such that the requirements of ytip=9.3 and θwire=70° were 

achieved. The resulting shape of the lifted strip was photographed in profile. The 

image analysis algorithm developed for this research was used to extract information 

of the lifted shape from images. Predicted and experimental results for the lifted 

GOS are presented in Figure 6.6 in terms of dimensionless parameters and show 

accurate agreement. 
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The mathematical model of the lifted GOS does not consider the section of 

increased stiffness at the fixed end (as determined in Section 5.3.2). To investigate 

the influence of the stiffened section on the lifted shape of the GOS, experiments 

were repeated with additional layers of polycarbonate adhered at to the fixed end of 

the test strip. The experimentally determined shape of the GOS with stiffened section 

is plotted in Figure 6.6.The addition of the stiffened section does not affect qualities 

of the lifted shape or the tip angle observed. The experiment was also repeated with 

the fixed end of the strip clamped horizontal to the foundation. The resulting shape 

had similar qualities and tip angle as the vertical fixed end condition. 

 

Figure 6.6. Comparison of experimental and predicted shapes of the lifted GOS. 

The conditions of the fixed end of GOS do not significantly affect the qualities of its 

lifted shape or affect requirements of Lhead and θwire from Section 6.2.4. 

6.2.6 Lifting stages of the GOS 

The shape of the GOS generated at the lower lifting stages was investigated 

experimentally to confirm that qualities of the process are consistent with Lye‟s 

artistic requirements (as depicted in Figure 6.1). The experimental arrangement 

described in Section 6.2.5 was used for testing. The strip was lifted in stages and the 

shape at each lift stage was recorded. 
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The coordinate of the top lift point affects the lift wire angle for the GOS at the lower 

lifting stages. The experiment performed in this section was repeated with different 

top lift point heights to investigate the influence on the resulting shapes of the GOS 

at lower lift stages. For each top lift height, the lateral coordinate of the top lift point 

was determined from geometry to ensure θwire=70° at the final lift height. The lowest 

lifting point height considered was ytop lift point=11.5 as this is the height of the top of 

Flip. A top lift point height less than this would compromise the intended aesthetic 

qualities of the sculpture. The largest practical height was assumed to be ytop lift 

point=16.5.  

Results of testing established that while the height of the top lift point affects the 

shape of the GOS for lower lift heights, qualities of the shapes are not changed 

significantly. The shapes created in the GOS as it is lifted were established to fulfil 

Lye‟s artistic requirements (Webb, 2011-2014). To illustrate the lifting process the 

shapes recorded from experiments for a top lift height of ytop lift point=13.5 are 

presented in Figure 6.7. 

 

Figure 6.7. Sequence of the GOS being lifted determined from experiment. 

6.2.7 Bending stress in the lifted GOS 

Determining the maximum bending moment induced in the lifted GOS is required for 

establishing the feasibility of the full size artwork. The bending moment along its 
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length as calculated for the final lift height by the mathematical model in Section 

6.2.1 and is plotted in Figure 6.8. 

 

Figure 6.8. Bending moment along the length of the lifted GOS at the final lift height. 

The model predicts that the largest bending moment in the GOS occurs at the fixed 

end though the model does not account for the stiffened section in the strip. As 

discussed in Section 5.3.5 regarding generating the initial ruck, the stiffened section 

reduces the bending stress at the fixed end from that calculated in the case of a 

constant stiffness strip. The actual bending moment induced at the fixed end of the 

GOS is determined from testing results in Section 6.3.4. 

The bending moment in the lifted GOS at the lift wire connection point was found to 

be Mconnect=1.4. This value is approximately equivalent to the bending moment 

created at the peak of the travelling ruck in serpent. 

6.2.8 Lift wire force 

The mathematical model of the lifted GOS predicts a required lift wire force of 

Fwire=15.4 at the final lift height. The dimensionless velocity of lifting between stages 

was determined from testing to be vlift=0.2 (Webb, 2011-2014). Therefore, a 

dimensionless power requirement for the lifting drive of Wlift=3.1 was calculated. The 

shivering motion in the GOS will require greater force on the wire than calculated for 

the static case. The required holding force from the lift wire drive system and in the 

lift wire itself must be sufficient to withstand the increased forces. The requirements 

of the lift wire and corresponding drive system are not expected to be limiting factors 

in the feasibility of the full size work. 
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6.3 Creating the shivering of the GOS 

The feasibility of creating the GOS in the full size artwork will depend on the ability to 

generate motive forcing requirements to create the desired shivering motion as well 

as the maximum bending moment stresses in the GOS material. 

In the initial lifting stages of the GOS, the shivering motion is created by generating a 

travelling ruck that propagates through the flat-lying section and transfers its energy 

to vibrational motion of the lifted section. The actuation requirements for creating the 

travelling rucks are equal to those determined in Section 5.4.2. The amplitude of 

vibration at the initial lift stages is small and the bending stresses induced are 

assumed not exceed those for the final lift height.  

It was established that generating the shivering motion of the GOS at its final lift 

height by oscillatory rotational displacement of the tail end best fulfils Lye‟s 

intentions. Forcing requirements and the resulting vibratory forms were investigated 

with experimental testing. 

6.3.1 Test arrangement for investigating shivering GOS 

Experimental testing of the shivering motion of the lifted GOS was performed with 

the model artwork developed in this research (described in Section 9.2). The strip 

used for testing was 0.8mm thick stainless steel with a bending length of 0.55m. The 

strip had the corresponding dimensionless length for a serpent but was 75% of the 

required width. It was assumed that the reduced width of the strip would not 

significantly affect the qualitative results of the experiment. The actuator provided 

sinusoidal rotational oscillation of the fixed of the lifted GOS at a specified frequency 

and rotational amplitude. 

6.3.2 Vibratory form of the shivering God of the Sea 

By varying the frequency and rotational displacement of the actuation rotation and 

observing the resulting vibrations of the lifted strip it was determined that a 

dimensionless frequency of fshiver=2.3 (f’shiver=3.5 Hz) with amplitude of 25° produced 

the most desirable shivering performance. 
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Due to limitations of laboratory size in which the testing was performed it was not 

possible to photograph the entire profile of the shivering strip to obtain precise 

information of its vibratory form. The lifted shivering strip was photographed using a 

high speed digital camera from an oblique angle in order to qualitatively analyse the 

vibratory form achieved. Figure 6.9 shows a comparison of the static and vibratory 

form of the lifted GOS. 

 

Figure 6.9. Comparison of the static and vibratory forms of the GOS at model size. 

The vibrational shape and displacements observed in the test serpent are of similar 

qualities to those illustrated in Lye‟s scale drawings (Figure 6.1). The highly 

energetic performance and accompanying acoustic effects of the shivering fulfilled 

Lye artistic intentions for the GOS at a model size (Webb, 2011-2014). Similarity 

conditions predict that maintaining the dimensionless values for frequency and 

angular displacement determined from the model size will result in equivalent 

vibratory forms in the full size serpent.  

6.3.3 Motive forcing requirements for the shivering GOS 

Actuation requirements for the shivering motion were determined from experimental 

testing. A S-type load cell was mounted in line with the linear motor and recorded 

force data at a rate of 100Hz using a LabVIEW data acquisition arrangement. Force 

measurements were converted to moments from geometry relationships of the 

actuator arrangement. The corresponding rotational position of the fixed end of the 

GOS was determined from the input data supplied to the linear motor, from which 

rotational velocity applied at the fixed end of the GOS were calculated. The angle of 
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the fixed end and moment for the GOS being actuated at a dimensionless frequency 

of fshiver=2.3 through angle of 25° from nominal position of 80° is plotted in Figure 

6.10. 

 

Figure 6.10. Moment required to generate the shivering effect in the GOS measured from 
experiment. 

The moment required to maintain the angle of the fixed end of the static lifted GOS 

at its final lift height was measured as M’fixed≈18Nm, which normalises to Mfixed=5.5 

using properties of the model GOS. The maximum moment required for generating 

the shivering motion was measured as M’fixed,max≈35Nm, which normalises to 

Mfixed,max=9. 

The rotational velocity of the actuator for generating the shivering motion is 

presented in Figure 6.11. The maximum rotational velocity required was determined 

to be ω‟peak=5rads-1 which normalises to ωpeak=1.2. 

 

Figure 6.11. Rotational velocity requirement to create vibration of the GOS. 
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6.3.4 Bending stresses due to the shivering GOS 

The maximum stresses developed in the GOS are expected to occur at its fixed end 

during the shivering performance. The effect of the stiffened section on the bending 

stresses at the fixed end was discussed in Section 5.3.5. Considering the design 

solution suggested for stiffening the fixed end is implemented in the GOS, the 

bending moment can be calculated from maximum moment measured from testing. 

The dimensionless bending moment at the fixed end of the GOS can be calculated 

from the equation for normalising the bending moment as 

              
  

 
 6.11 

where B is the flexural stiffness at the fixed end equal to B3x. The value of B3x from 

Table 5.1 can be used as the serpents used for testing the initial ruck and lifting GOS 

have equal properties. M’fixed is the maximum moment value measured from testing 

(from Figure 6.10). The calculated values for dimensionless bending moment is 

Mfixed=2.3 and can be directly compared to values determined for the initial ruck and 

static lifted GOS. 

6.4 Summary of results for GOS performance 

Table 6.1 summarises the relevant results from the investigation of the lifting and 

shivering performance of the GOS. 

Table 6.1. Summary of properties of the lifting and shivering GOS performance. 

Property Symbol Value 

Length of serpent head Lhead 1.74 

Required lift wire angle at final lift height θwire 70° 

Foreshortening distance of the lifted GOS  Δxtip 4.9 

Required lift wire force for static GOS at 
final lift height 

Fwire,static 15.4 
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Required lift wire velocity vwire 0.2 

Required power for lifting the GOS  Wwire 3.1 

Required moment at fixed end for static 
GOS 

Mfixed 5.5 

Required moment at fixed end for vibration 
of GOS 

Mfixed 9 

Required frequency of oscillation at fixed 
end to generate vibration of the GOS 

ffixed 0.83 

Rotational velocity requirement at fixed end 
for generating vibrations of lifted GOS  

ωfixed 1.2 

Power requirement for generating 
vibrations of lifted GOS 

Wfixed 10.8 

Bending moment at lift wire connection 
point of lifted GOS at final lift height 

Mconnection 1.4 

Bending moment at fixed end when 
creating vibration of the lifted GOS 

Mfixed 2.3 

 

6.5 Discussion 

During experimental testing of the model sized GOS a torsional vibration about its 

the longitudinal axis was observed. This quality of the lifted serpent performance is 

desirable in the performance of the GOS. The maximum magnitude of the torsional 

displacement occurred in the middle section of the serpent. In this section bending 

stresses are relatively low; therefore, the stress contribution from torsion in the GOS 

can be neglected when determining the feasibility of the full sized artwork. 

The required frequency of oscillation to create the desired shivering performance of 

the model GOS, as determined from experiments in this chapter, is considered as an 

approximation suitable for the feasibility study. The precise frequency to achieve the 

desired performance of the GOS is expected to depend on factors that cannot be 

determined at this stage such as material properties and lift wire length. The nature 

of the Lye‟s kinetic sculptures is that they require an element of tuning during the 

installation phase. The required input frequencies for generating the shivering in the 
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lifted GOS will be determined during the installation procedure of the artwork and 

programmed into the performance upon final installation. 

6.6 Concluding comments 

Requirements for the visual qualities of the lifting and shivering performance of the 

GOS were established from Lye‟s written material and scale drawings. 

Results of modelling the lifted GOS shape determined required geometric properties 

of the lifting method which ensure Lye‟s intentions are conserved. Experimental 

testing validated results of the mathematical model and confirmed the suitability of 

the Lye‟s intended lifting method. 

Testing performed with a model sized serpent established that the desired shivering 

performance of the lifted GOS can be induced by applying a sinusoidal oscillatory 

rotation at its fixed end. Actuation requirements for generating the shivering 

performance and the resulting maximum bending moment induced in the GOS were 

established from testing. 
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7 The feasibility of realising Sun, Land, and Sea 

7.1 Introduction 

The feasibility of realising Sun, Land, and Sea at its full size depends on the 

availability of a suitable material to create a serpent and the GOS and of an 

actuation system with sufficient capacity to generate the artistic performance. 

Although Lye intended for the serpents in Sun, Land, and Sea to be made of 

stainless steel, his requirements primarily concern the aesthetic and acoustic 

qualities of the serpent and its performance. Therefore, alternative materials can be 

considered given that they present suitable properties to facilitate the performance of 

a serpent. 

The purpose of this chapter is to determine the feasibility of realising a 

serpent and the GOS at the size which Lye intended for Sun, Land, and 

Sea using currently available materials and technology. 

This research determined requirements of a serpent in order for it to facilitate the 

desired artistic performance in Sun, Land, and Sea, as well as, determining the 

actuating requirements to generate this performance. 

This established research the required material properties of the serpent to facilitate 

the desired artistic performance. Also, the maximum bending moments induced in a 

serpent during its performance were predicted. The properties and strength of 

potential materials for creating a serpent can be evaluated against the established 

requirements to determine their suitability. The motive forcing requirements to 

generate the performance of a serpent were established in terms of dimensionless 

parameters. Upon selection of the serpent material, the dimensional values of motive 

requirements can be determined and the feasibility of creating a suitable actuating 

mechanism can be evaluated. 
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7.2 Feasibility of creating a full size serpent 

In Chapters 2 to 6 the structural and material requirements of a serpent to achieve 

the desired performance in Sun, Land, and Sea were established. Lye‟s artistic 

requirements present additional requirements for the suitability of a material for 

creating a serpent. Lye‟s desired aesthetic and acoustic qualities for a serpent were 

derived from written descriptions of the artwork. To formally address the 

requirements for a serpent material the Design Requirement Specification (DRS) for 

the serpent was developed in the form of a list of demands and wishes (Table 7.1). 

Table 7.1. Design Requirement Specification (DRS) for the serpent material 

Demand/ 

Wish 

Serpent material design requirement specification (in order of importance) 

D smooth and reflective silver appearance 

D geometric and static similarity of a serpent to be conserved 

D facilitate the desired performance of a serpent 

D have an expected life of more than one performance 

D able to be generated by existing manufacturing methods 

D resistant to degradation from environmental factors such that it can be 

permanently located outdoors  

W able to withstand constant partial immersion in fresh water 

W have an expected infinite performance life 

W have similar acoustic qualities to the stainless steel strip from Sea Serpent 

W have a constant thickness along the length of the serpent 

7.2.1 Material requirements for facilitating the performance of a serpent 

The DRS establishes qualitative specifications for a serpent. These specifications 

were used to identify suitable materials for creating a serpent. 
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It was established that a serpent material must have a self-weight factor of Rsw>0.41 

(Section 4.8.2) and a loss coefficient of η<10-2 (Section 3.6.1) to facilitate the 

performance of a serpent. Categories of material which fulfil these requirements can 

be identified from graphical representations of material property relationships.  

Figure 7.1 presents the relationship between density and Young‟s modulus for 

categories of engineering materials (Ashby, 2004). Although the self-weight ratio, 

Rsw, is calculated using the elastic modulus of a material (which is dependent on the 

Young‟s modulus and Poisson‟s ratio for a heavy elastica), it can be assumed that 

the Young‟s and elastic modulus are equal for the purposes of selecting a serpent 

material. The requirement for self-weight (Rsw=0.41) is illustrated in Figure 7.1. 

Materials in the shaded section are unsuitable for a serpent due to energy losses of 

the travelling ruck due to aerodynamic drag. 

 

Figure 7.1. The relationship between Young’s modulus and density for categories of 
engineering materials(Ashby, 2004). 

Figure 7.2 presents the relationship between Young‟s modulus and the loss 

coefficient for categories of engineering materials (Ashby, 2004). The requirement 

for loss coefficient (η<10-2) is illustrated in Figure 7.2. Materials in the shaded section 

are unsuitable for a serpent due to energy losses of the travelling ruck due to 

material damping. 
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Figure 7.2. Relationship between Young’s modulus and loss coefficient of engineering 
materials. 

Most materials in the categories of metals and technical ceramics fulfil material 

requirements for the self-weight and loss coefficient. From the composites category, 

glass fibre reinforced plastic (GFRP) and sandwich construction materials fulfil the 

material requirements and will be considered for creating a serpent. Elastomers, 

polymers and foams are considered to be too damped to facilitate the serpent 

performance and are not considered further.  

7.2.2 Appearance and environmental considerations for the serpent 

The aesthetic appearance of a serpent is a critical requirement of Lye‟s. Although it 

is desirable for the serpent to have a near mirror polished finish, similar to that of the 

stainless steel strip used in Sea Serpent, it is not considered a demand of the artist. 

In an earlier study into creating an enlarged version of one Lye‟s artworks, (Gooch, 

2001) an aesthetic finish “of or more steel-like than polished Aluminium” fulfils Lye‟s 

requirements for a silver, reflective finish.  

In general, engineering metals can be ground, sanded or polished to achieve a 

reflective finish acceptable for a serpent.  

Though composite materials and technical ceramics do not exhibit a suitable 

aesthetic appearance for a serpent, a cold spray composite metal coating was 
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identified that can achieve a reflective silver surface which fulfils Lye‟s aesthetic 

requirements. The coating comprises a polyester resign impregnated with metal 

particles (for a silver finish Aluminium is used). The coating is applied as a cold spray 

to metal and non-metal material and can be polished to achieve a reflective finish 

(Metalier Coatings Ltd, 2014). 

Lye intended for Sun, Land, and Sea to be situated permanently in an outdoor 

environment. It is not considered feasible to transport and store the serpents 

between performances. Therefore, it is required that the material be suitable to 

withstand constant exposure to New Zealand weather conditions. The resistance of 

materials to degradation due to environmental factors varies greatly. It was 

considered feasible to coat materials at high risk of rusting, corrosion and 

degradation from UV light with a clear protective layer to prevent degradation. 

Therefore, all serpent candidate materials were considered to be potentially suitable 

for environmental resistance. 

7.2.3 Acoustics properties of a serpent 

The characteristic acoustic qualities of Lye‟s artworks that involve vibration of metal 

members can be attributed to the low internal damping of the material. Research into 

increasing the size of a Len Lye sculpture called Blade established that a material 

must have a loss coefficient η<10-4 to exhibit suitable acoustic properties to emulate 

that of the steel Lye typically used in his artworks (Gooch, 2001). 

While a low loss coefficient is a desirable quality of the material for a serpent it was 

established not to be a demand of the artist. Sun, Land, and Sea involves a range of 

factors that will contribute to its acoustic characteristics such as the interaction of the 

serpents with water and electrical effects of the GOS. Lye also notes the inclusion of 

an audio system for the artwork which could be utilised to emulate the acoustic 

performance of steel serpents where the material selected did not exhibit similar 

acoustic properties. For these reasons, it is acceptable that the serpent material 

does not exhibit the same acoustic properties as the model size version (Webb, 

2011-2014). 
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7.2.4 Strength of candidate materials 

The categories of engineering materials suitable to facilitate a serpent performance 

were established in Section 7.2.1. Candidate materials that were selected for 

consideration are summarised in Table 7.2 and their strength was evaluated against 

predicted maximum stresses induced during the performance of a serpent of the 

GOS. 

The dimensionless bending moment induced in a serpent or the GOS during its 

artistic performance was identified in this research. The dimensional value of 

bending moment can be calculated for each candidate material based on its material 

properties and the normalising term in Table 2.1. The required thickness of the 

serpent, h’45m, is calculated using Equation 2.10. The stress developed in the serpent 

can be determined from the calculated values of bending moment and material 

thickness with the standard equation for bending stress in a beam.  

The maximum bending stress induced from the performance of the lifted GOS 

(σ’45m,GOS) occurs at its fixed end when creating the vibrations at its final lift height 

(Section 6.3.4). The maximum stress induced due to the performance of a serpent 

(σ’45m,serpent) occurs at its fixed end during the process of generating the travelling 

ruck. As a serpent does not incur the stress induced by the vibration of the GOS, the 

strength of candidate materials was evaluated against induced stresses from both 

performances to investigate its suitability for creating either. 

For each candidate material the maximum stress developed in the performance of a 

serpent and GOS was compared to its strength properties. Given the expected 

magnitude of cost for a serpent, an infinite fatigue life is a highly desired quality. To 

account for stress concentration factors predicted at the connection point to the 

actuating mechanism a conservative estimate for the modified fatigue strength of the 

materials in Table 7.2 has been made as σe= 0.636σe’.  

Where the maximum stress induced in a serpent for generating the travelling rucks 

was greater than the modified endurance limit of the material, the largest size at 

which the serpent could be created with an infinite life is calculated and reported as 

L’serpent,σe along with the corresponding material thickness, h’σe. Table 7.2 

summarises the results of the strength analysis for the candidate materials.  
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Sandwich construction materials refer to a layered composite with stiff skins bonded 

to a low density core. The dimensions and material properties of the layers can be 

varied to adjust structural properties of the composite. This research considered the 

most practical sandwich construction for a serpent as stainless steel (Nicro 5.6) skins 

bonded to a polycarbonate core. A skin thickness of 1mm was selected and a 

required core thickness of 5.5mm (to achieve lg=2.75m) was calculated following the 

approach in Johnson and Sims (1986). The self-weight factor for the material was 

calculated to be 0.44. The maximum stress developed in the material due to bending 

stress is at the outer surface of the stainless steel skin. The strain in the skins can 

calculated from standard bending strain equations for a beam using an averaged 

bending stiffness value (Johnson & Sims, 1986). The stress developed can be 

calculated using the elastic modulus of the steel and compared to its strength 

properties. The requirements for bond strength and practicality of creating the 

material are not addressed in this research. 
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Table 7.2. Evaluation of the strength of candidate materials for a serpent. 

Material 
E  

(GPa) 
ρstrip 

(kgm-3) 
σy  

(MPa) 
σe’  

(MPa) 
σe  

(MPa) 
h'45m 
(mm) 

σ’45m,GOS 

(MPa) 
σ’45m,serpent 

(MPa) 
L’serpent,σe 

(m) h’σe (mm) 

Aluminium 70501 77 2850 455 159 101 9.5 306 213 10.2 1.0 

Bisalloy 5002 230 7850 1400 737 469 9.1 879 611 26.8 4.1 

Brass C26003 121 8530 490 160 104 13.8 633 440 2.5 0.18 

GFRP4 40 1900 1400 600 400 10.8 180 125 - - 

Stainless Steel 
(Nicro 5.6)5 230 7800 1550 650 413 9.1 876 609 20.9 2.8 

Titanium 
(6Al/4V)6 125 4450 914 550 350 9.3 488 339 48.5 10.2 

Sandwich 
construction 

130 3000 1550 650 413 7.5 408 284 - - 

1,3,6
(Metals Hand Book, 1990)  

2
(Bisalloy Steel Group Ltd, 2015)  

4
(Excel Composites Ltd, 2014)  

5
(Berndorf Band Ltd, 2014)
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GFRP and sandwich materials were found to be the only candidate materials with a 

modified endurance limit exceeding the maximum stress induced due to the 

performance of the lifted GOS. The modified fatigue strength of Titanium is sufficient 

to expect an infinite life for the performance of a serpent. 

The maximum stress induced in Bisalloy 500 and Stainless Steel (Nicro 5.6) was 

found to be greater than the respective modified endurance limit of the materials. 

Therefore, a serpent or GOS made of these materials would be expected to have a 

finite life. The magnitude of maximum stress in these materials is significantly below 

the yield and they are expected to last at least one serpent performance; therefore, 

these materials can be considered for comparison of economic feasibility. 

The magnitude of induced stress in a serpent of high strength Aluminium alloy is 

considered to be too large for it to be considered as a suitable serpent material. The 

yield strength of Brass is insufficient to facilitate the performance of a serpent in the 

full size artwork and is not considered further. 

7.2.5 Economic and availability considerations of candidate materials 

Manufacturing capabilities of materials has been a limiting factor in governing the 

size of Len Lye sculptures in the past (Gooch, 2001; Raine et al., 1996). The 

availability and economic feasibility of candidate serpent materials was investigated. 

Stainless Steel (Nicro 5.6) 

Investigation into availability of high strength stainless steels in sheet form revealed 

a maximum thickness of 3.2mm is achievable due to limitations of the cold rolling 

process. The required length and width for a full size serpent was achievable with a 

highly polished finish. The cost of a 3.2mm thick strip with at the width and length of 

a serpent is approximately $250,000 (Berndorf Band Ltd, 2014). The concept of 

laminating three strips together to achieve the required thickness of a serpent was 

considered, though further investigation into the strength of the adhered connection 

and performance of a laminate material would be required to consider this concept 

feasible. 
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Bisalloy 500 

Bisalloy 500 is a grade of high strength alloy steel. The width and thickness 

requirements for a serpent are commonly produced, though a specialised mill run 

would be required to obtain the required length for a serpent (Bisalloy Steel Group 

Ltd, 2015). While the material cost for alloy steel is not relatively low, the surface 

preparation and protective coating to protect the steel from degradation are expected 

to add significant cost. 

GFRP 

Pultruded GFRP strips can be produced at the required dimensions for a full sized 

serpent. Plants with suitable manufacturing processes to create a serpent are 

accessible in Australia (Excel Composites Ltd, 2014) and are being planned in New 

Zealand (Pultron Composites Ltd, 2014). GFRP presents excellent resistance to 

environmental degradation and advances in resin technology can create UV 

resistant material. The material cost for creating a GFRP strip is approximately 

$100,000. The additional cost of coating the GFRP strip is estimated at $40,000 for 

each side of the serpent (Metalier Coatings Ltd, 2014). 

Titanium 

Titanium presented the most desirable candidate of the metals considered for a 

serpent. Its resistance to corrosion, appearance and acoustic properties have seen it 

used for the solution to building a large scale Len Lye sculpture called Blade (Gooch, 

2001). A recent international search for a Titanium plate measuring 10m long by 1m 

wide and 22mm thick to be used in Len Lye sculpture found limitations in the 

production process that limit the available size (Spencer, 2014). The cost of titanium 

for a full size serpent based on material volume is approximately $300,000. Further 

costs would be incurred in achieving the desired aesthetic finish. 

Sandwich material 

The individual material components for creating the suggested sandwich composite 

are achievable with current manufacturing processes. The cost for the Nicro 5.6 

stainless steel skins with mirror polish finish is approximately $100,000 each 
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(Berndorf Band Ltd, 2014) and the cost for the polycarbonate core is approximately 

$6000 from volumetric cost calculations. Further research into the manufacture 

methods and reliability of the bonded connection of sandwich materials would be 

required to confirm their feasibility and the additional costs associated with and 

manufacture. 

7.3 Requirements of the actuating mechanism 

The actuation requirements for generating the performance in a serpent and the 

GOS are dependent on the properties of the selected material. The actuating 

requirements for generating the shivering performance of the lifted GOS were 

established to be limiting case. The dimensional actuation requirements for 

generating the performance of a full size GOS were calculated for steel and GFRP to 

identify the maximum requirements of actuation. 

Table 7.3. Summary of actuation requirements for the serpent in Sun, Land, and Sea. 

Actuation Requirement GFRP Steel 

Moment required for generating the vibration of the 

GOS (kNm) 
13 56 

Angular velocity required to generate the vibrations of 

the GOS (RPM) 
21 21 

Required Power (kW) 30 126 

Force required to lift the GOS (kN) 8 35 

The moment and power requirements to generate the performance of the GOS in the 

full size artwork are within the capacity of current electric and hydraulic drive 

systems. The force required to lift the GOS is well within capabilities of modern lifting 

systems. Therefore; the actuation requirements for generating the performance of a 

GOS in the full size artwork are considered to be achievable with current drive 

systems and are not a limiting factor in building the full size Sun, Land, and Sea. 
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7.4 Concluding comments 

Various engineering materials present suitable material properties to facilitate the 

performance of a serpent in Sun, Land, and Sea. Material strength and 

manufacturing capability were identified as the limiting factors for realising a serpent 

for the full size artwork. Given the economic cost of materials to create a serpent in 

the full size artwork, an infinite performance life was deemed a requirement for a 

serpent. 

Pultruded GFRP is the most feasible material for creating a serpent and GOS in the 

full size artwork. Based on expected stresses induced in a serpent performance an 

infinite life has been predicted. Manufacture of a GFRP serpent for the full size 

artwork is achievable with current pultrusion systems for relatively low cost. An 

aesthetic coating on the GFRP serpent would be required satisfy Lye‟s aesthetic 

requirements.  

The actuating requirements to generate the artistic performance of a serpent and 

GOS in the full size artwork were determined to be achievable with current drive 

systems. 
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8 Design of the actuating mechanism for a serpent 

8.1 Introduction 

Due to financial and resource limitations Lye was limited to using simple electric 

motors and control systems in the mechanisms that he built to generate the motion 

in his artworks. Lye was not able to build an actuating mechanism to generate the 

performance of a serpent or the God of the Sea (GOS) that he intended for Sun, 

Land and Sea; therefore, the design of an actuating mechanism to create the desired 

artistic performance is sought. The actuation requirements for generating the 

performance of a serpent and the GOS were established in Chapters 5 and 6. Lye‟s 

aesthetic requirements for the artwork impose additional constraints on the design of 

the actuating mechanism. 

The objective of this chapter is to establish the design of a mechanism 

for generating the performance of a serpent and God of the Sea which 

fulfils Lye’s artistic requirements.  

To establish the most effective solution for the actuating mechanism a systematic 

design approach was adopted from Hales and Gooch (2004). Initially, the conceptual 

design process was performed to establish the optimal method of actuation of a 

serpent or GOS without consideration of its size. Following this, the embodiment 

design of the actuating mechanism and support structure was developed for a 9.15m 

long GOS, as in the model artwork built as part of this research. 

8.2 Task Clarification 

The following problem statement was developed to define the design task addressed 

in this chapter. 

Problem Statement: Devise a means of providing the required supporting 

and motive forces to the fixed end of a serpent to generate its performance in 

Sun, Land, and Sea. 
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8.2.1 Design Requirement Specification for the actuating mechanism 

Initially, the design process concerns the conceptual design of the actuating 

mechanism applicable to any size serpent or GOS. A Design Requirement 

Specification (DRS) for the actuating mechanism was developed which addresses 

the categories of functional and aesthetic requirements (Table 8.1). Aesthetic 

requirements were derived from Lye‟s written descriptions, scale drawings and 

marquette (Chapter 1). Functional requirements were defined from the actuation 

requirements established in Chapters 5 and 6. 

Embodiment design of the actuating mechanism is specific to the size of the serpent. 

In the course of this research a model artwork consisting of a 9.15m long GOS was 

built. The embodiment design for the actuating mechanism required in the model 

artwork is presented in this chapter. To further define the design of the actuating 

mechanism for the model artwork, requirements under the categories of safety, 

aesthetic, manufacturing and ergonomic are presented in Table 8.2. 

The requirements for generating the performance of a serpent relate to creating the 

travelling rucks. The lifting and vibration motions in the performance of the GOS add 

additional requirements to the mechanism design. The actuating mechanism for the 

serpents in Sun, Land, and Sea do not require the functional requirements of the 

GOS. To distinguish between the two performances the additional requirements of 

the GOS are added as a separate section under the functional requirements 

category in Table 8.1. 

Table 8.1. Actuating mechanism design requirement specification. 

Demand/ 

Wish 

Actuating mechanism design requirements (requirements under each 

category are in order of importance) 

Functional requirements for the serpent actuating mechanism 

De create rotation of the fixed end of a serpent between 0 and 90° 

De 
provide moment and angular velocity requirements for generating travelling 

rucks in a serpent (detailed in Table 5.2)  

De 
provide an attachment point for the fixed end of the serpent to apply actuation 

force and restrict rotation of the serpent about its vertical axis 
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De fit within specified plinth constraints 

De have sufficient strength and rigidity to resist system loads 

Wi allow attachment and detachment of the serpent from the actuating mechanism 

Wi 
angular velocity of the fixed end rotation to be adjustable within a performance 

in order to generate rucks of varying velocity  

Wi 
angular displacement of the fixed end rotation to be adjustable within a 

performance in order to generate rucks of varying shape  

Additional functional requirements for GOS actuating mechanism 

De 
provide moment and angular velocity requirements to generate the performance 

of the GOS (detailed in Table 6.1)  

De include a suitable attachment method for the lifting wire 

Wi 
frequency and angular displacement of the shivering input to be adjustable 

within a performance 

Aesthetic requirements for actuating mechanism 

De 
no part of the actuating mechanism to be visible to the audience during a 

performance 

De 
noise of mechanism components must not be audible to the audience during a 

performance 

De 
fastening method at the fixed end of the serpent should not be visible to the 

audience during a performance 

De 
minimise vertical and horizontal dimensions between the axis of rotation of the 

fixed end of the serpent and the top and end planes of the plinth, respectively 

Wi 
rotational axis of the fixed end of the serpent to be coincident with the top and 

end planes of the plinth 

8.2.2 System structure for actuating mechanism design 

The design requirements listed in Table 8.1 were considered under the 5 sub-

systems presented in the organisational chart in Figure 8.1. 
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Figure 8.1. Sub-systems for actuating mechanism and support structure. 

The design of a simple winch mechanism required to lift the GOS was deemed trivial 

and is not presented in this research. 

8.3 Conceptual design of the actuating mechanism 

The actuation method was established as the critical sub-system for the conceptual 

design of the actuating mechanism. Conceptual solutions for this sub-system are 

illustrated in Figure 8.2. Qualitative consideration of the concepts with reference to 

the design requirements (Table 8.1) and to selection criteria, adopted from Hales 

and Gooch (2004), was used to determine the most suitable actuation method. 

Selected solution principles in Figure 8.2 are identified with a shaded border. 

The conceptual design of the rotational connection and serpent connection sub-

systems relate specifically to the actuating mechanism for the model artwork. Each 

sub-system was reduced to sub-functions and conceptual solutions for each sub-

function were developed. A morphological matrix was used to present the solution 

principles considered for each sub-function. The most suitable solution for each sub-

function was determined by qualitative comparison with the design requirements 

(Table 8.1).  

The support structure and plinth were considered as non-critical sub-systems and 

were not addressed conceptually. Embodiment design of the support structure and 

plinth are detailed in Sections 8.4.4 and 8.4.5, respectively. Details of the selected 

control system are presented in Section 8.4.6.  

8.3.1 Actuation method 

The function of the actuation method sub-system is to convert mechanical work from 

a motor or actuator into rotational motion at the fixed end of the serpent or GOS to 

generate its performance. 
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The two methods considered for providing mechanical work were linear and 

rotational drive. For each method the means of transferring the work is considered in 

the form of direct, levered and geared arrangements. The actuation method used by 

Lye in his model Sea Serpent, involving a cam and return spring arrangement, is 

included for comparison. A reconfigured version of the cam-spring mechanism is 

included to represent consideration of an improved version of Lye‟s mechanism 

given technological improvements. The working principles of the drive methods 

considered are illustrated in Figure 8.2. 

The direct linear solution (A1) results in components of the mechanism being visible 

to the audience during operation; therefore, was not considered suitable. For the 

direct rotational solution (A2), the physical dimensions of the required rotational 

motor define the magnitude of displacement between the axis of rotation of the fixed 

end of the GOS and the plinth planes. The expected size of the required rotational 

motor deemed solution A2 unsuitable.  

Geared methods (C1 and C2) were not pursued further as force transmission 

through a geared connection was expected to result in reduced response between 

the drive and output of the system and would create undesirable noise from meshing 

gears. 

The concept from Lye‟s original mechanism in Sea Serpent (D1) does not fulfil the 

demands in the DRS. The adjusted version of Lye‟s cam method (D2) presents a 

suitable conceptual solution but does not fulfil the wishes from the DRS for 

generating variable ruck shape and velocity. 

The linear driven lever method (B1) presented the most suitable solutions for the 

actuation method. Selection of an actuator with displacement control would provide a 

solution that fulfils all requirements in the DRS, including variable angular 

displacement and velocity.  

As the direction of rotation of the motor is constant in the rotational lever method 

(B2), it was considered to be a more efficient option than the linear drive method 

(B1). Variable angular velocity of the fixed end of the serpent could be achieved by 

controlling the motor speed, though the angular displacement is constant. As the 

crank arm of the motor is in line with pushrod when the fixed end of the GOS is at its 
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vertical position, the effective torque transfer from motor to the GOS is minimal in 

this position; therefore, the rotational lever arrangement is not the optimal solution for 

generating the vibrations of the lifted GOS.  

The linear drive lever arrangement (B1) is the preferred solution for the actuation 

method of the GOS as it fulfils all requirements of the DRS. The rotational lever 

method (B2) is suggested as an optimal means of actuating a serpent in the full size 

artwork if constant angular displacement of the fixed end was considered 

acceptable. 
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Conceptual design matrix. Sub-system 1: Actuation method 

 

1: Linear drive 2. Rotational drive 

A Direct 

  

B Lever 

  

C Geared 

  

 
1.Lye‟s Sea Serpent cam-spring 

mechanism 
2. Modified cam-spring mechanism 

D Cam 

  

Figure 8.2. Conceptual solution principles considered for actuation method sub-system. 

Mechanical 
work 

Means of 
transfer  
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8.3.2 Design Requirement Specification for the model artwork 

The DRS in Table 8.1 listed the aesthetic and functional requirements for the 

actuating mechanism. Further requirements for the model artwork are considered 

under categories of safety, aesthetic, manufacturing and ergonomic in Table 8.2. 

The full DRS for the model artwork actuating mechanism is the combination of Table 

8.1 and Table 8.2. 

Table 8.2. Design requirement specification for model artwork actuating mechanism 

Demand/ 

Wish Model artwork actuating mechanism design requirement specification 

Additional functional requirements 

De 

include a control system for simultaneous control of all actuation mechanisms 

i.e. GOS actuating mechanism, winch for lifting GOS, Flip and the electrical 

effects. 

De 
control system to be able to be programmed to vary aspects of the performance 

of the artwork 

De artwork to run from single phase 240V power supply 

De include a method for remote triggering of performance start 

De 
support structure and plinth to electrically isolate the GOS from the actuating 

device and ground 

De plinth to include provisions to facilitate electrical arcing beneath travelling rucks 

Safety requirements 

De 
include a remote emergency shutdown button to remove power from system 

during installation and performance  

De actuating mechanism to include physical rotation limit stops 

De include consideration for anchoring the support structure to the foundation  

Aesthetic requirements 
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De geometry and appearance of plinth to be in accordance with Lye‟s intentions 

Manufacturing requirements 

De 
components to be suitable for manufacture at the University of Canterbury 

mechanical workshop 

De all components of actuating mechanism designed for a 10 year life 

Ergonomic requirements 

De 
components to be of suitable dimensions and weight to allow for transportation 

and installation in an public space 

De include a means of levelling the top surface of the plinth 

De include a means of housing control equipment 

De 
allow simple attachment and removal of serpent without disassembly of the 

actuating mechanism 

Wi allow disassembly using simple hand tools 

Wi allow active monitoring of performance aspects via a remote computer 
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8.3.3 Rotational connection 

The function of the rotational connection sub-system is to transfer the linear motion 

from an actuator to rotational motion at the fixed end of the GOS. Working principles 

for each sub-function considered are illustrated in the morphological matrix, Figure 

8.3. 

The curved track solution (E1) is the only arrangement which results in the axis of 

rotation of the fixed end of the serpent being coincident with the top plane of the 

plinth without components crossing this plane. The disadvantage of the concept was 

its complexity of manufacture. The use of roller element bearings (as in solutions E1 

and E2) requires the axis of rotation be positioned below the top plane of the plinth 

such that the bearings do not cross this plane. This displacement was deemed 

acceptable as roller element bearings were established as the preferred solution due 

to their reliability and simple implementation. The fixed shaft solution (E2) was the 

favourable solution as it allowed for simple geometry of the plinth top panel when 

mounting on shaft clamp blocks (as described in Section 8.4.4). 

The preferred solution for the attachment position was the left offset (F1). This 

arrangement resulted in the maximum displacement of the rotational axis from the 

plinth end plane but was the only solution in which the mounting surface for the GOS 

retracts into the plinth during function. This allows for the any attachment method 

(sub-function J) to be concealed by a cover (as shown in Figure 8.11). 

The fabricated part (G2) was the preferred solution for the rotating component. The 

geometry of the part made it uneconomical to machine from a solid piece of material 

(G3). The bent plate solution (G1) presented difficulties in retention of bearings as is 

required for the selected fixed shaft solution (E2). 

The length of the lever arm is determined by force and stroke capabilities of the 

linear actuator and the geometry of the rotational component. Although the inclined 

actuator solution (H2) minimises the weight of the rotating component, the preferred 

solution was the horizontal actuator (H1) due to practicalities of available space 

within the plinth. The rotating component clevis solution (I1) was determined to be 

the most practical solution for the actuator attachment. 
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Morphological matrix. Sub-system 2: Rotational connection 

 1 2 3 

E 

Shaft 

arrangement 

  

Curved track 

 

Fixed shaft 

 

Rotating shaft 

F 
Attachment 

position 
 

Left offset 

 

Centred 

 

Right offset 

G 
Rotating 

component 

 

Bent plate 

 

Fabricated 

 

Machined from solid 

H 
Actuator 

orientation 

 

Horizontal actuator 

 

Inclined actuator 

 

I 
Actuator 

connection 

 

Rotating component clevis 

 

Push rod clevis 

 

Single sided 

Figure 8.3. Morphological matrix for the rotational connection sub-system. 
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8.3.4 Serpent connection 

Attachment of the GOS to the rotating component and lifting wire is necessary to 

transfer the actuation forces to generate its artistic performance. The conceptual 

solutions considered for achieving these sub-functions are presented in Figure 8.4. 

The adhesive bond (J1) between the GOS and rotating component was the most 

visually discrete solution, though, it was not considered suitable due to limitations of 

adhesive strength and difficulty of detachment. The clamp plate solution (J2) 

provides even distribution of pressure over the attachment surface and was 

considered to be the most reliable method for attaching the GOS to the rotating 

component. This solution required the a hole pattern be cut in the serpent to 

accommodate the clamping screws. A cover would be included in the plinth design to 

conceal the attachment method (as described in Section 8.4.5). 

The domed lug (K1) was established as the most suitable solution for attaching the 

lifting wire to the GOS. This solution provides the most visually unobtrusive and 

reliable method of lift wire attachment. Adhesive would be used to ensure the lug did 

not dislodge from position during the performance of the GOS. 

Conceptual design matrix. Sub-system 3: Serpent connection 

 1 2 3 

J 
Fixed end 

attachment 

 

Adhesive bond 

 

Clamp plate 

 

Bolted 

K 
Lift wire 

attachment 
 

Domed lug, adhered 

 

Bolt and nut with hole 

 

Welded lug 

Figure 8.4. Morphological matrix for serpent attachment sub-system 
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8.4 Embodiment design of the model artwork 

This section presents the proposed design of the actuating mechanism, support 

structure, plinth and control system for the model artwork. The solution principles for 

the sub-functions selected in Section 8.3 were assembled to establish the complete 

concept for the actuating mechanism, shown in Figure 8.5 with the plinth cut away.  

 

Figure 8.5. Embodiment design for the GOS actuating mechanism. 

8.4.1 Linear motor selection and mounting 

A Linmot® linear motor was selected for use in the actuating mechanism. The linear 

motor employs a direct electromagnetic principle by which motion is induced in a 

passive slider with a magnetic core by actively controlling the magnetic field in the 

surrounding stator. The linear motor provides accurate positioning and high velocity 

linear motion. During operation the slider is suspended radially by electromagnetic 

forces and has no physical contact with the stator resulting in low noise emissions. 

Through an iterative design process a linear motor with a suitable combination of 

force capacity and stroke length was selected. The selected linear motor (PS01-

48x360F) is capable of a force output of ±1000N over a nominal stroke length of 

120mm which can be travelled in under 0.25s when providing the forces required 

actuating the GOS in the model artwork. 
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The stator of the linear motor is clamped into a Linmot® linear motor flange which 

provides heat dissipation and mounting points. The flange is fastened to a fabricated 

steel rocker frame which is suspended on trunnions. The rocker frame trunnions are 

supported in two self-aligning brass plain bearings in pillow block housings mounted 

to the support frame. This arrangement facilitates the rotational motion of the linear 

motor about its mounting axis to maintain the linear force transmission between the 

pinned connections of the actuator and rotating component. The arrangement is 

shown in Figure 8.6. 

 

Figure 8.6. Embodiment design of linear motor mounting arrangement. 

The operating principles of the linear motor require that lateral loads on the slider are 

minimised. The transmission of forces in the lateral plane is between pinned 

connections of the trunnions and rotating component. The rocker frame is designed 

such that the centre of mass of the linear motor assembly (with the slider in its 

centred position) and axis of applied force (longitudinal axis of the slider) are 

coincident with the axis of rotation of the rocker frame (Figure 8.7) to minimise 

eccentric loading on the slider. A pushrod, constructed from pultruded GFRP with 

steel threaded inserts, acts to electrically insulate the linear motor from the rotating 

component (required for electrical arcing effect described in Section 9.3.1). A rod-

end connects the linear motor (via the pushrod) to the clevis on the rotational 

component. A self-aligning rod-end was selected to reduce eccentric loading about 

the vertical axis of the linear motor. 
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Geometry of the lever arm was established such that is approximately perpendicular 

with the axis of applied force from the linear motor when the fixed end of the GOS is 

at 45° from the horizontal. This maximises the average effective torque arm length 

over the range of rotation of the fixed end. 

 

Figure 8.7. Force alignment of the linear motor mounting arrangement. 

8.4.2 Rotational connection 

A critical objective in the development of the rotational connection was to minimise 

the displacement between the axis of rotation and the top and end planes of the 

plinth. Figure 8.8 shows the design and arrangement of the rotational connection. 

 

Figure 8.8. Embodiment design of the rotational component system (right hand side Riser and 
Shaft clamp hidden) 

The rotating component is fabricated from welded steel sections. The component is 

machined to accommodate bearings and provide an attachment surface for the 

serpent. The rotating component is mounted on the fixed shaft via two needle roller 

bearings (PNA 15/32). Needle roller bearings were selected as they have a relatively 
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small outer diameter which minimises the displacement between the axis of rotation 

and the top plinth plane. The fixed shaft is to be machined from AISI 4140 low alloy 

steel and has a nominal diameter of 15mm which was calculated to have an infinite 

fatigue life for the estimated system loads. The shaft is fastened at its ends in clamp 

blocks mounted on fabricated steel risers that provide clearance for the rotating 

component from the support frame.  

As needle roller bearings provide no axial retention, nylon washers were used to 

retain the rotating component in the axial direction. The inner race of the bearing is 

located axially between a step in the fixed shaft and the clamp blocks via an axial 

spacer. The outer race of the bearing is fixed in the rotating component with 

retention plates which run against nylon spacers to allow axial location with a low-

friction contact (Figure 8.9). 

 

Figure 8.9. Section view of fixed shaft bearing and retention method. 

The clevis pin locates in two deep groove ball bearings mounted in the clevis of the 

lever arm. These bearings facilitate the required rotation in the connection between 

the rod end and the clevis on the rotating component. 

Physical limit stops were included in the design of the rotational connection to 

safeguard against over extension or retraction of the linear motor. These limits can 

also be used to provide position feedback to the linear motor during its initialisation 

routine. 
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8.4.3 Serpent connections 

The objective in the development of the serpent connections was to provide discrete 

and reliable methods of attachment between the GOS and the actuating mechanism 

and lift wire.  

The fixed end of the GOS attaches to the rotating component via a 5mm steel clamp 

plate fastened with four countersunk screws. The solution requires four 6mm 

diameter holes be cut in the GOS material to allow the fastening screws to pass 

through.  

A custom manufactured steel lug with a lifting hole through the shaft provides the lift 

wire attachment point for the GOS. The lug locates in a 5mm hole in the GOS at the 

lift wire connection point. The total height of the lug protruding from the top of the 

GOS is 4mm. A small amount of adhesive would be required to ensure the lug does 

not dislocate during the artistic performance. 

8.4.4 Support structure 

The function of the support structure is to raise the actuating mechanism to the 

required height of plinth surface, provide anchoring points for the actuating 

mechanism and to electrically isolate the GOS from the linear motor and ground. 

The structure is to be constructed from pultruded GFRP sections with bonded and 

bolted connections. Fabricated steel feet will provide additional stiffness to the frame 

and mounting points for anchoring the structure to the foundation. The structure will 

also provide a mounting point for a cabinet containing the control and electrical 

equipment required for the model artwork. Figure 8.10 shows the embodiment 

design of the support structure. 
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Figure 8.10. Embodiment design of the support structure. 

8.4.5 Plinth 

The shape and dimensions for the plinth in the model artwork were derived from 

drawings by Lye. The plinth has a trapezoidal cross-section with overall dimensions 

of 9.2m long, 1.1m high, 900mm wide at the base and 340mm wide at the top 

surface. The total length of 9.2m is achieved in four sections of 2.3m. Each section 

consists of formed and painted MDF panels (top and two sides) supported by 

modular steel frames (Figure 8.11). The design allows the plinth to be easily 

disassembled and transported. 

Adjustment methods were included in the design to allow the plinth panels to be 

levelled and ensure accurate mating to each other. The weight of the MDF on the 

supporting structure is expected to be sufficient such that the supporting structures 

did not require anchoring to the foundation. 
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Figure 8.11. Embodiment design of the plinth (side panels on one side removed). 

The top plinth panel at the actuator end includes an opening through which the GOS 

attaches to the actuating mechanism. The level of the plinth top panel is coincident 

with the attachment surface of the rotating component such that the GOS is 

horizontal when at rest. A hollow covering panel fixed to the top of the plinth 

discretely conceals the clamp plate without interfering with the motion of the GOS 

during its performance (Figure 8.11). 

8.4.6 Control system 

The development of the control system aimed to use industry standard equipment to 

create a turn-key solution that simultaneously controls actuating systems for the 

artwork i.e. the GOS actuating mechanism, the winch for lifting the GOS, the Flip and 

the systems for providing the electrical effects (as described in Section 9.3). 

The principle controller selected for the performance of the model artwork was a 

Trio® motion controller (model P823 MC403). The controller loads a performance file 

from a removable memory card and supplies the control signals to the controllers of 
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each of the actuating systems. A start/stop switch is connected the motion controller 

to allow remote start and emergency stop of the performance. 

The principle motion controller and linear motor drive components are housed in a 

cabinet mounted on the support structure. Motor control components for the lift wire 

motor and Flip motor will be located at their respective mounting points. Shielded 

signal wires provide communications between the principle motion controller and 

motor controllers. 

8.5 Concluding comments 

A systematic approach, adopted for the design of the actuating mechanism of a 

serpent or GOS has identified a suitable solution for applying required actuation 

forces to generate the artistic performance in Sun, Land, and Sea. A lever arm 

arrangement was established as the most suitable method of transferring drive force 

to rotational motion at the fixed end of the serpent or GOS. A linear motor and was 

determined to be the most suitable means of providing drive forces to the lever arm.  

The embodiment design process was completed for an actuating mechanism 

suitable for generating the performance of a 9.15m long GOS for implementation in a 

model sized artwork. The embodiment design of the support structure and plinth 

were produced for the model artwork and a suitable control system was selected. 

The overall system fulfils all requirements specified in the DRS. 
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9 Building the model artwork 

9.1 Introduction 

It was common for Lye to build various size versions of an artwork when developing 

his concept for its form and motion. As well as being investigatory prototypes, Lye 

presented these as their own artworks (Webb, 2011-2014). In keeping with this 

methodology, a model size artwork called Snake God and the Snake Goddess (a 

working model towards Sun, Land, and Sea), referred to in this chapter as the model 

artwork, was built as part of this research. The model references an artwork that Lye 

proposed which includes a similar performance to Sun, Land, and Sea and is 

suitable for exhibition in a gallery. The model artwork will allow for development of 

the intended performance of Sun, Land, and Sea and will validate that the solutions 

developed in this research for achieving the performance fulfil Lye‟s artistic 

intentions. 

 

Figure 9.1. Render of intended visual result of the installed model artwork. 

The model artwork comprises of a GOS, Flip and Sun God (these are referred to by 

their names presented in this research for consistency) and will include the electrical 

aspects in the performance of Sun, Land and Sea. Solutions for achieving the 
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electrical effects are described in this chapter. Figure 9.1 shows a rendered CAD 

image illustrating the arrangement of the components and the intended aesthetic 

result of the model artwork. 

At the completion of this research, manufacture of the Flip and the system for 

creating the large electrical arc was being completed. The model artwork is expected 

to be exhibited in a public setting in Christchurch, New Zealand by the end of 2015. 

Following this first exhibition the model artwork will become part of the Len Lye 

collection. 

9.2 Building and testing of the model artwork 

The size of the model artwork was determined with reference to Lye‟s proposed 

gallery sized artwork and in part by the size of the exhibition space which it is 

anticipated to be displayed. The determined size involves a 9.15m (30ft) long GOS 

which corresponds to a 1/5th scale of Sun, Land, and Sea. The corresponding size of 

Flip in the model artwork is exactly the size of the existing Flip in Lye‟s artwork 

Trilogy.  

The material used for the GOS and Flip was selected with reference to previous 

artworks built by Lye. The material was a cold rolled stainless steel supplied by 

Sweedish manufacturer Böhler-Uddeholm (formerly Uddeholm, the company that 

had supplied the material which Lye selected for the Flip in Trilogy (Webb, 2011-

2014)). The final dimensions of the GOS were 9.15m long, 0.18m wide, 0.8mm thick 

and had a measured bending length of 0.55m. The appearance of the material was a 

highly reflective polished silver finish and it presented suitable acoustic 

characteristics. 

Embodiment design for the actuating mechanisms, support structure, plinth and 

control system for the model artwork was presented in Chapter 8. Engineering 

drawings were prepared for all components and manufacture of the mechanism was 

performed by the University of Canterbury mechanical workshop. The control system 

was developed and built by the University of Canterbury robotics laboratory. Figure 

9.2 shows the completed actuating mechanism and support structure. 
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Figure 9.2. Completed actuating mechanism and support structure for the model artwork. 

A script was created in MATLAB to generate the required performance information 

for the principle motion controller from qualitative inputs describing the desired 

performance of the artwork. The specification for the travelling rucks, lifting and 

shivering motions was derived from Lye‟s written descriptions of the performance of 

Sun, Land, and Sea. 

The performance achieved in the model artwork was found to be consistent with 

Lye‟s intentions (Webb, 2011-2014). Figure 9.3 shows a photo of travelling ruck 

stage of the performance being testing in the laboratory at the University of 

Canterbury. A video of the performance of the travelling rucks is included in the 

supplementary material of this thesis. 
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Figure 9.3. Performance of the travelling rucks in the GOS in the model artwork during testing. 

A braided nylon fishing line (rated strength of 90kg) was used to lift the GOS. The 

estimated force on the line from the static lifted GOS was predicted to be 8kg (result 

of Section 6.2.8). The excess strength of the line was considered sufficient to 

account for additional loading from the vibration of the lifted GOS. The fishing line 

and lifting wire connection lug (Section 8.4.3) provided a discrete method for lifting 

the GOS that was visually unobtrusive to the aesthetic result of the artwork. 

The deformed shapes, vibrational form and acoustic performance of the lifting and 

shivering GOS achieved in the model artwork were found to be consistent with Lye‟s 

intentions (Webb, 2011-2014). Figure 9.4 shows the vibratory form generated during 

the performance of the GOS. A video of this performance is included in the 

supplementary material of this thesis. 
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Figure 9.4. Vibratory form of the lifted GOS in the model artwork during testing. 

9.3 Solutions for electrical aspects in the performance of the GOS  

Lye intended for the performance of the GOS to include electrical arcing beneath the 

travelling rucks and a large electrical arc between its lifted free end and the Sun 

God. Solutions principles for creating these electrical effects were developed. The 

solutions were implemented in the model artwork to validate the suitability of the 

achieved visual effect. The suitability of implementing the solution in the full size 

artwork is discussed. 

9.3.1 Solution for electrical arcing beneath the travelling ruck 

Lye describes the visual and acoustic effects of the arcing beneath the travelling 

rucks of the GOS in his written notes: 

“This makes good contrast to the sizzling cracklings made by the middle Sea 

Serpent when his 8ft high harmonic waves up hump off the electric conducting 

rails which are inset into its black marble [bed]. This causes short circuits 
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which spark and flash beneath the edges of the serpent as his harmonic 

waves run their course to the end of the godhead.” (L. Lye, personal 

communication, 1965) 

The desired effect was achieved by generating an electrical arcing over an air gap 

between the GOS and a conductive plate inset into the plinth. A 7kV/30mA F.A.R.T© 

transformer, of the type commonly used to power neon signs, was used to provide 

the high voltage requirements for the arcing effect. The positive terminal of the 

transformer was connected to the GOS at the rotational connection. An aluminium 

strip of similar width to the GOS was inset into top of each of the plinth panels. 

Electrical connections were made between each aluminium strip and the negative 

terminal of the transformer. Strips of electrically insulating material (pultruded GFRP) 

separated the serpent and aluminium plates. The insulating strips were arranged to 

leave two sections of the aluminium plate exposed. The exposed sections appeared 

as the “electrified tracks” and allowed for areas of arcing between the GOS and 

aluminium strip (Figure 9.5). 

 

Figure 9.5. Plinth top panel design to facilitate electrical arcing beneath the travelling ruck. 

The transformer generated a high voltage capacity in the circuit which caused 

electrical arcing between the GOS and aluminium strip. The motion controller was 

utilised to switch the transformer on only when a travelling ruck was present in the 
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GOS. The resulting visual effect appeared as an arcing beneath the ends of the 

travelling ruck and was accompanied by “sparking and crackling” acoustic effects. 

The voltage required to achieve the desired intensity of arcing was dependent on the 

separation distance between the GOS and aluminium strip. The optimal voltage for 

the gallery work was found to be 3.5kV and was achieved by using a half voltage 

setting of the 7kV transformer. 

9.3.2 Increasing the scale of the solution for electrical arcing  

The electrical effect developed for creating the arcing beneath the travelling rucks is 

suitable to be implemented for a larger size GOS. The visual intensity of the effect 

can be increased by introducing a larger air gap and consequently increasing the 

voltage and current capabilities of the transformer. As determined in Chapter 7, 

GFRP is the most feasible material for creating the GOS in the full size artwork. As 

GFRP is non-conductive, a conductive layer on the bottom surface of the GOS would 

be required to achieve the electrical effect.  

9.3.3 Design solution for the electrical arc 

Lye described the visual and acoustic effect of the electrical arc between the lifted 

head of the GOS and the Sun God in his written notes. 

The serpent raises its head slightly, the cave floats wide open, a glowing light 

comes from the sun disc [-] a million volt arc of electricity is jumped from the 

head of the Sea Serpent to the centre of the Sun Disc. (L. Lye, personal 

communication, 1965) 

The voltage requirements to achieve an arc over a 3m air gap, required in the gallery 

work, present practical difficulties in its implementation and could create risks to 

public safety. For the 15m electrical arc in Sun, Land, and Sea, the required voltage 

is not feasible. 

The phenomenon of exploding wire arcs, being investigated by the High Voltage 

Laboratory at the University of Canterbury, was identified as a suitable solution for 

achieving the electrical arc. The phenomenon involves creating a long distance 

electrical arc by seeding the discharge with a thin conductive wire. The voltage 
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requirements for the exploding wire method are much lower than for an air gap. A 

charged capacitor is used to create a large voltage potential across the seed wire, 

causing it to heat up and transition into plasma along with the immediately 

surrounding air. The plasma creates a highly conductive connection for the capacitor 

to rapidly discharge through. The phenomenon is perceived visually as a “bolt” of 

bright white light and is accompanied by a loud cracking sound, akin to the electrical 

arc that Lye describes. 

Implementation of the exploding wire solution for the model artwork focused on 

positioning the seed wire such that a reliable electrical arc could be achieved. An 

arrangement was developed to position the wire between the Sun God and the point 

which the free end of the GOS is lifted to (as determined in Section 6.2). Figure 9.6 

shows a schematic of the exploding wire arrangement. 

 

Figure 9.6. Schematic of the proposed exploding wire arrangement in the model work. 

Prior to a performance of the artwork, the seed wire is connected between the two 

node points of the high voltage circuit, passing through the middle of the Flip. The 

positive connection node of the exploding wire circuit is a hook mounted on the 

surface of the Sun God. The negative node of the circuit is a hook suspended in the 

middle of a taught nylon wire running perpendicularly across the exhibition space. 

Each of the terminals is connected to the capacitor circuit using insulated high 

voltage wiring. The principle motion controller is used to trigger the exploding wire 
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circuit at the required stage of the performance. The seed wire is sacrificial and each 

performance requires a new wire to be installed. 

Various seed wire materials were tested to investigate the visual effect achieved. 

Aluminium wire with a diameter 0.2mm was found to provide the most suitable visual 

effect. A nominal voltage of 24kV is required to achieve the exploding wire effect.  

9.3.4 Increasing the scale of the electrical arc 

The exploding wire solution for creating the electrical arc is suitable to be 

implemented in the full size Sun, Land, and Sea. Increasing the voltage and 

capacitance of the system allows for longer electrical arcs to be created. 

Experiments performed at the High Voltage Laboratory at the University of 

Canterbury established that exploding wire arcs of up to 60m in length can be 

achieved (Sinton, van Herel, Enright, & Bodger, 2011). The diameter of the seed 

wire and resulting arc remain constant as the length of the wire is increased. The 

visual and acoustic intensity of the exploding wire effect is considered suitable for 

implementation in the full size Sun, Land, and Sea (Webb, 2011-2014). 

9.4 Concluding comments 

The actuating mechanisms required to produce the performance of the GOS in a 

model artwork called Snake God and the Snake Goddess (a working model towards 

Sun, Land, and Sea) were built. Results from testing of the model artwork confirmed 

that the methods developed in this research for creating the travelling rucks in a 

serpent and lifting and shivering motion in the GOS are consistent with Lye‟s artistic 

requirements. 

Solutions for creating the electrical arcing beneath the travelling rucks and the arc 

between the GOS and Sun God were developed. These solutions were implemented 

in the model artwork to demonstrate the visual effect produced. The electrical effects 

achieved were determined to be consistent with Lye‟s intentions for Sun, Land, and 

Sea. The principles used to create these effects at model size are predicted to be 

suitable for implementation in the full size artwork. 
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10 Conclusions and recommendations 

This research has investigated the feasibility of creating Len Lye‟s kinetic artwork 

Sun, Land, and Sea at its full size. This chapter summarises the research performed 

and draws conclusions from mathematical, empirical and practical aspects of the 

study. Recommendations for areas of further research are outlined. 

10.1 Summary of research performed 

A review of Lye‟s static and working models, scale drawings and written descriptions 

of Sun, Land, and Sea established the desired performance aspects and aesthetic 

qualities of the artwork. 

The heavy elastica was identified as a suitable method for modelling the deformed 

shapes generated in the artistic performance of a serpent. A review of previous 

research on the large deformations of slender strips identified methods of applying 

and solving the heavy elastica suitable to be adopted for investigating the deformed 

shapes of a serpent.  

Dimensionless variables in the heavy elastica analysis were identified so that the 

static and dynamic properties could be preserved when changing the size of a 

serpent. In order to fulfil the artist‟s requirements for the full size artwork, similarity 

conditions were established to ensure that the characteristics of Lye‟s model sized 

versions were conserved. Maintaining dimensionless variables of the serpent and its 

performance between model and scaled sizes ensures that geometric, static and 

kinematic similarity is conserved. The structural properties of a serpent required to 

conserve static similarity were established. Scaling rules were identified which 

predict how properties of a serpent and its performance vary with the change in its 

size and material. 

The “harmonic waves” which Lye describes in the artistic performance of a serpent 

were identified as a travelling ruck. A review of existing literature on the ruck 

identified that the static ruck is well understood though limited research exists 

addressing the phenomena of the travelling ruck. It was identified that a model 
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describing the behaviour of the travelling ruck was required in order to predict the 

feasibility of creating the artistic performance of a serpent at a larger size. An 

equation for the bending stress in a strip induced by a ruck was developed. The 

potential energy in a ruck was quantified through numerical calculation and validated 

with results derived from previous research. The velocity of a travelling ruck on a 

horizontal surface was shown to be related to the magnitude of kinetic energy. The 

relationship between the kinetic energy and velocity of a ruck was quantified 

analytically. Experiments were undertaken to validate the predicted relationship by 

measuring resulting ruck velocity for a known energy input. 

Wind tunnel testing was performed to determine the effect of aerodynamic drag on a 

travelling ruck. The drag coefficient of a ruck was found to be dependent on the 

width of the strip and the relationship was quantified from empirical data. An 

expression for the reduction in velocity of a constant amplitude travelling ruck due to 

aerodynamic drag was developed. Aerodynamic drag was found to be the most 

significant cause of the reduction in velocity of a travelling ruck in serpent. 

An equation for estimating the energy dissipated by a travelling ruck due to internal 

damping of the strip material was developed. The equation was used to establish 

material requirements for a serpent in order for it to facilitate a suitable travelling ruck 

in the performance of the artwork.  

The reduction in amplitude and corresponding increase in velocity of a travelling ruck 

as it approaches the free end of a strip was defined as the “slipping ruck”. Using 

results of energy relationships and aerodynamic drag, a mathematical model was 

developed to predict the behaviour of the slipping ruck. The model was used to 

investigate the influence of ruck properties and friction between the strip and its 

foundation on the behaviour of the slipping ruck. Results of the model allowed for the 

requirements of self-weight of a serpent to be established in order to facilitate a 

suitable travelling ruck for the performance of the full size artwork. Predictions for the 

behaviour of the slipping ruck were validated by experimental testing at a model size. 

A solution for generating the travelling ruck in a serpent was developed to ensure 

consistency with Lye‟s artistic requirements. The solution requires an increased 

stiffness of the initial section of the serpent. A test rig was built to investigate the 
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process of generating the travelling rucks in a serpent at a model size. The required 

structural properties for the stiffened section were defined as dimensionless ratios 

such that they are applicable to the full size serpent. The shape and velocity of the 

travelling ruck that can be achieved and associated actuation requirements were 

measured from experiments using the test rig and presented as dimensionless 

variables. The maximum bending moment developed in the serpent when generating 

the travelling ruck was identified from testing. Results from experimental testing 

confirmed that the solution developed for generating the travelling rucks in a serpent 

fulfilled Lye‟s requirements for the performance of the artwork. 

A mathematical model was developed using the heavy elastica analysis to predict 

the static lifted shape of the God of the Sea (GOS). Geometric requirements of the 

lifting method were established from results of the mathematical model in order to 

generate suitable lifted shapes. Experiments were performed to validate the 

predictions made by the mathematical model and to confirm the suitability of the 

Lye‟s proposed method of lifting the GOS. The lifting and shivering motion of the 

GOS was investigated experimentally with the model artwork to confirm the 

suitability of its performance. The actuation requirements for generating the 

performance and maximum bending moment induced in the GOS were established 

from experimental testing. It was found that a suitable performance of the GOS can 

be generated which fulfil Lye‟s intentions. 

A materials selection process was conducted to identify materials suitable for 

creating a serpent in the full size artwork. The identified materials were evaluated for 

against factors such as strength, availability and cost to determine the feasibility of 

creating a serpent in the full size artwork. From a material selection perspective 

GFRP was determined to the most suitable material for creating the serpents and the 

GOS at the size which Lye intended. 

A conceptual design process was conducted to develop the design for an actuating 

mechanism suitable to generate the performance of a serpent and the GOS. A 

simple mechanism which utilises a linear motor to create rotational motion of the 

fixed end of a serpent was found to be the most suitable design. 
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The embodiment design for a mechanism for generating the performance in a model 

sized artwork was completed. The actuating mechanisms, support structure, plinth 

and control system for the model sized artwork were manufactured and tested at the 

University of Canterbury. Testing of the model artwork validated that the intended 

performance for the serpents and GOS in Sun, Land, and Sea would fulfil Lye‟s 

intentions. 

Solutions for achieving the required electrical effects in the performance of the 

artwork were developed. These solutions were implemented in the model artwork. 

The visual effect produced was found to be consistent with Lye‟s intentions. 

10.2 Conclusions of this research 

From analysis of Lye‟s working models, written descriptions and scale drawings of 

Sun, Land, and Sea, characteristics of its artistic performance were established. The 

performance of the artwork involves generating a succession of travelling rucks in 

the serpents followed by lifting the GOS via a single point and inducing vibrations at 

its natural frequencies. 

The heavy elastica was identified as a suitable model for describing large 

deformations of slender strips as observed in a serpent. The required geometric and 

structural properties of the serpent which must be maintained to ensure the artist‟s 

intentions for the full size artwork are fulfilled were established from analysis of the 

Lye‟s scale drawings. It was concluded that conserving dimensionless parameters in 

the heavy elastica model ensures geometric, static and dynamic similarity for the 

performance of a serpent between Lye‟s models and the full size artwork, ensuring 

that artists‟ intentions are fulfilled. 

It was found that the travelling rucks in the performance of a serpent can be created 

by rotation of the fixed end, as Lye had intended. Increasing the stiffness of the fixed 

end of a serpent was established as a requirement to ensure the deformed shapes 

developed during the process and resulting rucks were consistent with Lye‟s 

intentions. The structural requirements for the increased stiffness were determined 

from testing and defined as dimensionless parameters such that they apply to any 

size serpent. The shape and velocity of travelling rucks achieved during testing at a 

model size fulfil and exceed requirements for the artistic performance of a serpent. 
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In developing a model for describing the behaviour of the travelling ruck, its total 

mechanical energy was quantified. The potential energy in a ruck is related to its 

shape and consists of contributions from gravitational and elastic potential energy. 

The relationship between energy constituents and ruck shape was quantified 

numerically from analysis of the ruck shape. The kinetic energy of a travelling ruck 

was determined to be related to its shape and velocity. 

Aerodynamic drag and internal damping of the strip material were identified as the 

significant mechanisms which reduce the kinetic energy, and consequently the 

velocity, of a travelling ruck with fixed end displacement. Results of wind tunnel 

testing established that the drag coefficient of a ruck is dependent on the width of the 

strip and a relationship for estimating the coefficient was quantified from empirical 

data. The reduction in velocity of a travelling ruck due to aerodynamic drag forces is 

dependent on the drag coefficient, ruck shape and self-weight of the strip. An 

equation for predicting the reduction in velocity of a constant amplitude travelling 

ruck due to aerodynamic drag was developed. An estimation of the magnitude of 

energy dissipation of a travelling ruck due to internal damping of the strip material 

was established. The energy loss due to internal damping is relative to the shape of 

the ruck and the loss-coefficient of the strip material. From results of a scaling 

analysis it was predicted that the relative magnitude of aerodynamic drag reduces as 

the size of the strip is increased where similarity is maintained. The relative 

magnitude of energy dissipation is predicted to be constant with increase in size. 

Previous research identified that the compressive force required to maintain the 

post-buckled shape of a travelling ruck is related to its shape and velocity such that a 

ruck travelling at an increased velocity requires less compressive force. Furthering 

these findings, the “self-supporting” velocity was defined as the characteristic 

velocity of a ruck at which no lateral force is required to maintain its shape. It is 

predicted that a ruck travelling above its self-supporting velocity requires a tensile 

lateral force to maintain is deformed shape. 

The behaviour of a travelling ruck as it approaches the free end of a strip was 

defined as the “slipping ruck”. Using the developed energy relationships and results 

of aerodynamic drag investigation, a numerical model was developed which predicts 

the behaviour of the slipping ruck. Results of the model were used to identify 
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characteristics of this behaviour which are dependent on the shape and velocity of 

the ruck and the friction properties between the strip and its foundation. Experimental 

observations of the slipping ruck confirmed the numerical predictions of the self-

supporting velocity and characteristic behaviour of the slipping ruck. 

Mathematic modelling and experimental testing were used to determine properties of 

the lifted GOS. Geometric requirements for creating acceptable statically deformed 

shapes when lifting the GOS via Lye‟s intended method were established. The input 

requirements for creating the vibrations of the lifted GOS are be created by 

oscillatory rotation of the fixed end of the GOS. 

The feasibility of realising a serpent in the full size artwork using currently available 

materials and technology was investigated. Requirements of the self-weight and loss 

coefficient of a material to be suitable to facilitate the performance of the travelling 

rucks in a serpent were established from results of travelling ruck model. From 

results of mathematical models and testing performed the maximum bending 

moment induced in a serpent and motive forcing requirements for generating its 

performance were established. Candidate materials were identified and evaluated 

against requirements for a serpent. Material strength was established as the limiting 

factor in the feasibility of creating a serpent in the full size artwork. Pultruded glass-

fibre reinforced plastic was found to be the most feasible material to create a serpent 

at the size which Lye intended. Motive forcing requirements to generate the serpent 

performance were found to be achievable with current drive systems. 

The developed conceptual design for an actuating mechanism to generate the 

performance of a serpent is predicted to fulfil the functional and aesthetic 

requirements of the full size artwork. 

The actuating mechanism for a model artwork entitled Snake God and the Snake 

Goddess (a working model towards Sun, Land, and Sea) was designed and built at 

the University of Canterbury. The model presents a 1/5th scale embodiment of the 

artistic performance of Sun, Land, and Sea. Initial testing of the model artwork 

confirmed that design solutions developed in this research for generating the 

performance of a serpent and GOS fulfil Len Lye‟s intentions. 
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10.3 Recommendations for further research 

The feasibility of increasing the size of Flip from Len Lye‟s artwork Trilogy (Figure 

1.3) to realise the Cave Goddess in Sun, Land, and Sea has not been addressed in 

this research. Flip consists of a steel strip clamped at its ends to a rotational shaft 

such that it creates a hanging loop. Rotation of the clamped ends causes the loop to 

“flip inside itself”. In the current version, torsional and planar bending stresses cause 

fatigue failure in the strip at the exit of the clamps. These stresses are expected to 

be the limiting factor in increasing the size of Flip. An acceptable replication of the 

performance of Flip could be developed using in a thinner gauge or narrower strip in 

order to decrease the induced material stresses and improve the feasibility of 

increasing its size. 

Lye intended for the serpents in Sun, Land, and Sea to rest in a shallow body of 

water. He describes the resulting visual effect he intended, “As the chorus of six rise 

up they drip water from the harmonic waves that run along their length, and which 

end with a beaver-tail slap.” (L. Lye, personal communication, 1965). The effect on 

the behaviour of a travelling ruck due to its interaction with water has not been 

addressed in this research. Further research is required to determine if a suitable 

serpent performance can be achieved while including an interaction with water. 

The maximum stresses in the serpent and GOS were predicted to occur at the fixed 

end. A design solution for achieving the required stiffness at the fixed end while 

minimising material stress, was suggested (Section 5.3.5) in order to make progress 

on the feasibility study. The detail design of the suggested solution for the stiffened 

section should be investigated to determine its feasibility and validate the 

mathematical predictions of the bending stress. 
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A1 – Static ruck 

This MATLAB script solves the heavy elastica equation for the static ruck. 

%% Calculating the shape and potential energy of a static ruck 

clear;clc; 

  

%This code solves the heavy elastica equation for a static ruck and 

%numerically calculates bending and gravitational potential energy of ruck 

  

%% Input properties of the strip 

Ym = 0.50; %measured height of the loop 

poisson = 0.29; %Poisson ratio of material 

h = 0.000812; %strip thickness 

b = 0.18; %strip width 

p = 7890; %density 

g = 9.81; %gravity 

  

% Calculating strip properties 

lg = 1.103*Ym; %calculates lg from loop height 

w = b*h*1*p*g; %weight per unit length 

B = (lg^3)*w; %Stiffness co-efficient = EIg 

Ig = (b*(h^3))/12; %Geometric second moment 

Emod = B/Ig; %Elastic modulus 

W = w*(lg^3/B); %dimensionless weight per unit length term 

  

%Enter lrucks' length of ruck(dimensional value) 

lruck = 3.0             %lruck, total arc length out of contact (m) 

            

global Lruck                %Global variable for solving function 

Lruck = lruck/lg;           %Lruck, dimensionaless ruck length 

  

%% Solving the heavy elastica eqn and plotting theta vs arc length 

  

Slow = 0;                   %Slow is the lower bound of arc length 

Shigh = Lruck/2;            %Shigh is the higher bound (peak of ruck) 

sol = bvpruck(Slow,Shigh);  %Calls the function bvpruck to solve eqn 

  

s= linspace(Slow,Shigh,200);%dimensionless arc length variable 

solutions = deval(sol,s);    %Angle and derviative solution along s 

  

%% Constructing a Ruck Profile from s and angle data 

n = length(s);                        %assigning variables 

theta = solutions(1,:);     %angle along arc length 

X(1) = 0;                   %initialising 

Y(1) = 0; 

  

%Solving for half ruck profile, dX/ds = cos(theta) and dY/ds = sin(theta)   

for ii = 1:n-1; 

    X(ii+1) = X(ii) + (s(ii+1)-s(ii))*cos (theta(ii)); 

    Y(ii+1) = Y(ii) + (s(ii+1)-s(ii))*sin (theta(ii)); 

end 

  

%Mirror the results to create the ruck profile 

for jj = 1:n-1; 

    X(jj+n) = X(jj+n-1)+ (X(n+1-jj) - X(n-jj)); 

end 

Y(200:399) = fliplr(Y); 

  

%Calculates the charateristic ruck values 

dL = Lruck - (X(end)-X(1)); %dimensionless end dispalcement 

d = max(Y);                 %dimensionless ruck height 

  

%Plots the profile of the ruck 

figure(1) 
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pl = plot(X,Y); 

axis([0 5 0 5]) 

set(pl,'Color','red','LineWidth',2) 

  

%% Calculate bending moment in the ruck 

dthetads = solutions(2,:); 

maxdthetads = max(abs(dthetads)); 

  

%% Calculating the gravitational potential energy 

nondpotnrg = 0;     %Initialising dimensionless energy 

for kk = 1:n-1; %for number of element positions in the calculated half ruck 

     %energy = length of element * avg(height) * weight per unit length 

     elepotnrg = (s(kk+1)-s(kk))*((Y(kk+1)+Y(kk))/2)*W; 

     nondpotnrg = nondpotnrg + elepotnrg; %summing 

end 

nondpotnrg = nondpotnrg * 2; % double for both sides of the ruck 

realpotnrg = nondpotnrg *(B/lg); %dimensional value 

  

%% Calculating the elastic potential energy from bending 

nondbendnrg = 0;  %Initialising dimensionless energy 

for ll = 1:n-1; %for number of element positions in the calculated ruck 

     %bendingenergy = 0.5 * length seg * avg(dtheta/ds)^2 

     elebendnrg = (1/2)*(s(ll+1)-s(ll))*((dthetads(ll+1)+dthetads(ll))/2)^2; 

     nondbendnrg = nondbendnrg + elebendnrg; %summing as go 

end 

nondbendnrg = nondbendnrg*2; 

realbendnrg = nondbendnrg*(B/lg); %dimensional value 

  

%% Total energy of static ruck 

totalnondnrg = nondbendnrg+nondpotnrg; 

  

%% Output 

output = [dL Lruck d nondpotnrg nondbendnrg totalnondnrg] 

 

The function bvpruck.m 

%% Function for solving the heavy elastica equation for a ruck as a  

   %boundary value problem 

function [sol] = bvpruck(xlow,xhigh) 

%initialises solution space 

solinit = bvpinit(linspace(xlow,xhigh,20),[1,1],1); 

%solves the boundary value problem described below 

sol = bvp4c(@bvp4ode,@bvp4bc,solinit); 

  

% Boundary value problem for static ruck 

function dydx = bvp4ode(x,y,lambda) 

global Lruck 

dydx = [  y(2) 

         -lambda*sin(y(1)) + (Lruck/2 - x)*cos(y(1))]; 

% ----------------------------------------------- 

function res = bvp4bc(ya,yb,lambda) 

res = [  ya(1) 

         yb(1)  

         ya(2)];  
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A2 – Slipping ruck 

The MATLAB script predicts the behaviour of the slipping ruck. 

%% Script for modelling the slipping ruck behaviour in a serpent 

clear; clc; 

  

%This code predicts the behaviour of the travelling ruck from its slipping 

%point to the free end 

  

%% Input properties of the strip 

Ym = 2.5; %measured height of the loop 

poisson = 0.29; %Poisson ratio for strip material 

h = 0.012; %strip thickness (m) 

b = 1.2; %strip width (m) 

p = 1900; %density 

g = 9.81; %gravity 

airdens = 1.2; %density of air 

  

% Calculating strip properties 

lg = 1.103*Ym; %calculates lg from loop height 

w = b*h*1*p*g; %weight per unit length 

B = (lg^3)*w; %Stiffness co-efficient = EIg 

Ig = (b*(h^3))/12; %Geometric second moment 

Emod = B/Ig; %Young’s modulus from bending length equation 

W = w*(lg^3/B); %nonD weight per unit length term 

  

%% Mathematical Model Inputs 

dt = 0.01; %timestep 

meustat= 0.45; %static friction coefficient between strip and foundation 

meukine= 0.95*meustat; %estimates kinetic friction coefficient 

initalvel = 7.5; % Initial travelling velocity in m/s 

dLinital = 0.55; %Inital ruck size, dimensionless deltaL 

Cd=1.8; %Aerodynamic drag factor determined from strip width 

totalL = 14.4; %Initial coordinate of peak of ruck 

%to have ruck begin slipping immediately uncomment the following line 

%to calculate the slipping point of the described ruck 

%totalL = (((3.441*(dLstart^(-2/7))- (steadyspeed/sqrt(g*lg))^2))/meustat + 

dLstart/2); 

  

%Initialising for code 

endtime = 10; %run for long enough to allow ruck to reach end of strip 

dT = dt*sqrt(g/lg); % dimensionless time step 

endTime = endtime*sqrt(g/lg); %dimensionless end time 

Tarray = [0:dT:endTime];  

%Set up arrays for variables over time 

Xpeak = zeros(1,length(Tarray)); %horizontal coordinate of ruck peak 

Xpeakdot = zeros(1,length(Tarray)); %ruck velocity 

dL = zeros(1,length(Tarray)); %end compression/flat-lying section position 

dLdot = zeros(1,length(Tarray)); %derivative of end compression/velocity of flay-

lying section 

dLdotdot = zeros(1,length(Tarray)); %acceleration of flat-lying section 

Fres = zeros(1,length(Tarray)); %resulting force on the flat-lying section 

Fruck = zeros(1,length(Tarray)); %force exerted by the ruck on the flat-lying 

section 

Ffricmax = zeros(1,length(Tarray)); %maximum available friction from flat-lying 

section 

Mass = zeros(1,length(Tarray)); %mass of the flat-lying section 

totalenergypre=zeros(1,length(Tarray)); %check to ensure conservation of energy 

over dt 

totalenergyafter=zeros(1,length(Tarray));%check to ensure conservation of energy 

over dt 

WD = zeros(1,length(Tarray)); % work done by ruck over time step dT 

%Initial Conditions 

Xpeak(1) = -totalL; %negative value as variable is getting less negative l to r 
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Xpeakdot(1) = initalvel/sqrt(g*lg); %positive dimensionless velocity 

dL(1) = dLinital; %end compression positive value 

dLdot(1) = 0; % flat lying section is stationary as no slipping occurs 

ratchet = 0; % flag variable to make distinction between pre slip and post slip 

models 

  

%% Executes slipping ruck model 

for n = 1: length(Tarray)-1 

  

    %Compare forces to determine if ruck is in constant dL or slipping state 

    Fruck(n) = ((3.441*dL(n)^(-2/7)) - (Xpeakdot(n))^2); 

    Ffricstat = (abs(Xpeak(n))-dL(n)/2)*meustat; 

    if Fruck(n) < Ffricstat && ratchet == 0 

        slipstate = 1; %defines pre-slipping state 

    else slipstate = 2; %defines post-slipping state 

        nchangeover = n; % variable to ensure the ruck can begin slipping 

        ratchet = 1; % so that we don't get ruck in pre-slipping phase again 

    end 

     

    %% Pre-slipping point behaviour 

    if slipstate == 1 && ratchet==0; %identifying pre-slipping ruck 

         

        Xpeak(n+1) = Xpeak(n) + Xpeakdot(n)*dT; %calculates new ruck position from 

kinematics 

        dL(n+1) = dL(n); %end displacement stays constant over dT 

        dLdot(n+1) = 0; %end displacement velocity is zero 

        %Calculate aerodynamic force and work (and remove dimensions from result) 

        

WDair=(0.5*Cd*airdens*b)*((g*lg^4)/B)*(1.326*dL(n)^(4/7)*Xpeakdot(n)^2)*abs(Xpeak(n

)-Xpeak(n+1)); 

        WD(n) = WDair; %the only work done by ruck is by aero during this stage 

        %Calculate new ruck velocity 

        Xpeakdot(n+1) = sqrt(((dL(n))*Xpeakdot(n)^2 + 4.817*(dL(n))^(5/7) - 

4.817*(dL(n+1))^(5/7) - WD(n))/(dL(n+1))); 

        totalenergyafter(n)=(dL(n+1))*Xpeakdot(n+1)^2 + 4.817*(dL(n+1))^(5/7); 

        %new speed = sqrt(Old kinetic energy + old potential energy - new potential 

energy - work done) 

        %negative sign to give negative direction speed 

         

    %% Post-slipping point behaviour 

        elseif slipstate == 2; 

         

        Fruck(n) = ((3.441*dL(n)^(-2/7)) - (Xpeakdot(n))^2); %Ruck force 

        %Positive value pushes on flat-lying section, negative value pulls 

         

        %To account friction hysteresis, check to see if static friction 

coefficient can be used 

        Ffricstat = (abs(Xpeak(n))-dL(n)/2)*meustat; 

        Massstat = (p*h*b*(lg*(abs(Xpeak(n))-(dL(n)/2)- 

2.422*dL(n)^(1/7))))/(B/(g*lg^2)); 

        Fresstat = Fruck(n)-Ffricstat; 

        Edotdotstat = (Fresstat/Massstat); 

        Edotstat = dLdot(n) + Edotdotstat*dT; 

        if n-nchangeover > 3 && Edotstat>0; 

            Ffricmax(n) = (abs(Xpeak(n))-dL(n)/2)*meustat; 

            works= n 

        elseif n-nchangeover > 3 && dLdot(n)== 0; 

            Ffricmax(n) = (abs(Xpeak(n))-dL(n)/2)*meustat; 

        else 

            Ffricmax(n) = (abs(Xpeak(n))-dL(n)/2)*meukine; %max friction magnitude 

can be imparted 

        end 

         

        %Mass = (density * height * base * (lg * nonD Length) 

        Mass(n) = (abs(Xpeak(n))-(dL(n)/2)- 2.422*dL(n)^(1/7)); %Flat-lying section 

mass 

        if Mass(n)<0; 

            Mass(n)=0; 
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        end 

         

        %if the velocity of the flat-lying section has reached zero or close to 

then friction force stops acting as 

        %friction is not an active force just reactive to motion. 

        Fres(n) = Fruck(n)-Ffricmax(n); %force on flat lying section 

        dLdotdot(n) = -(Fres(n))/Mass(n); %negative value as 

         

        %Fruck overcoming Ffric will give positive values 

        totalenergypre(n) = (dL(n))*Xpeakdot(n)^2 + 4.817*(dL(n))^(5/7); 

         

        %Kinematic equations 

        Xpeak(n+1) = Xpeak(n) + Xpeakdot(n)*dT; %new ruck peak position 

        dL(n+1) = dL(n) + 0.5*dLdotdot(n)*dT^2 + dLdot(n)*dT; %kinematics of end 

(end compression positive values, velocity negative values) 

        dLdot(n+1) = dLdot(n) + dLdotdot(n)*dT; %acceleration 

        if dLdot(n+1)>0 %this condition restricts the ruck from increasing in end 

compression 

            dLdot(n+1)=0; %this  stops friction force from being "active", only 

reactive 

            dL(n+1)=dL(n); 

        end 

                

        %Calculate work done over dT 

        WD(n) = (abs(Fruck(n)))*abs(dL(n)-dL(n+1)); 

                 

        %Add the work done by aero  

        if dL(n) > 0.07 

            

WDair=(0.5*Cd*airdens*b)*((g*lg^4)/B)*(1.326*dL(n)^(4/7)*Xpeakdot(n)^2)*abs(

Xpeak(n)-Xpeak(n+1)); 

        else 

            %If the ruck is too small, aerodynamic forces are halved (as an 

estimate to physical phenomenon) 

            

WDair=0.5*(0.5*Cd*airdens*b)*((g*lg^4)/B)*(1.326*dL(n)^(4/7)*Xpeakdot(n)^2)*

abs(Xpeak(n)-Xpeak(n+1)); 

        end 

         

        WD(n) = WD(n)+WDair; %Add work done against aerodynamic drag effects 

         

        %Calculate new ruck velocity 

 Xpeakdot(n+1) = sqrt(((dL(n))*Xpeakdot(n)^2 + 4.817*(dL(n))^(5/7) -  

4.817*(dL(n+1))^(5/7) - WD(n))/(dL(n+1))); 

        totalenergyafter(n)=(dL(n+1))*Xpeakdot(n+1)^2 + 4.817*(dL(n+1))^(5/7); 

        %new speed = sqrt(Old kinetic energy + old potential energy - new potential 

energy - work done) 

        %negative sign to give negative direction speed 

         

        %Check end conditions 

        if Xpeak(n) > -(4.844*dL(n+1)^(1/7)-dL(n+1))/2; %reached end of strip 

            lastn = n 

            break 

        elseif dL(n) < 0 %ruck end displacement reduces to zero 

            lastn=n 

            break 

        end 

    end 

  

end 

  

%% Results 

%Check that energy is conserved between intial ruck and final ruck 

initialenergy = dL(1)*Xpeakdot(1)^2 + 4.685*(dL(1))^0.703 

finalenergy = dL(lastn)*Xpeakdot(lastn)^2 + 4.685*(dL(lastn))^0.703% + sum(WD) 

finalenergywwork = dL(lastn)*Xpeakdot(lastn)^2 + 4.685*(dL(lastn))^0.703 + sum(WD) 

%Convert arrays from model 

height = 1.326*dL.^(4/7); %End displacement to ruck height 
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criticalspeeds = sqrt(3.441*dL.^(-2/7)); %Self-sustainging velocity 

%Plot Results 

figure(1) 

plot(Xpeak*lg,height*lg,'o') 

figure(2) 

plot(Xpeak(1:lastn)*lg,Xpeakdot(1:lastn)*sqrt(lg*g),Xpeak*lg,criticalspeeds*sqrt(lg

*g)) 
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A3 – Initial ruck 

This MATLAB calculates the initial ruck shape developed in a flat-lying, constant 

stiffness strip. 

%% Script for solving mathematical model of a uniform flat-lying strip with 

  

% an end moment applied at its fixed end and lateral resistive force at is  

% free end i.e initial ruck in serpent of uniform stiffness 

clear all 

clc 

%% Strip Properties 

Ym = 0.5025;        %measured height of the loop 

lg = 1.103*Ym;      %Calculate lg 

h = 0.0008128;      % h = thickness of the strip 

b = lg;             %b = width of the strip 

p = 7789;           % p = the density of the strip (kg/m^3) 

g = 9.81;           % g = gravity (m/s^2) 

w = b*h*1*p*g;      % w = weight per unit length of the metal strip (N/m) 

B = (lg^3)*w;       % B = E*Ig, the bending stiffness 

Ig = (b*(h^3))/12;  % The geometric second moment of the strip 

Ee = B/Ig;          % The calculated E of the strip 

  

%% Input intial/known values: 

% Geometric 

global thetatail 

thetatail = 90*(2*pi/360); %strip angle at fixed end (radians) 

global W 

W = w*(lg^3/B); %dimensionless mass per unit length = 1; 

% Make an initial guess for length of the raised section 

global L 

L = 3.67; %This must be close to correct value for the code to converge 

%Suggested starting value that works 

%L=3.4, Fxl = -1, thetatail =90 degrees 

% Horizontal resistive force from friction applied at the free end of the strip 

global Fxl 

Fxl = -13*.3; %negative for reactive friction force 

  

%% Primary Newton's method 

%The code uses Newton's method to drive the shooting parameter, l, to the 

%correct value by reducing the height at the free end of the strip to zero,  

%which is boundary condition of the physical scenario 

nit1 = 30; % set max number of iterations for Newton's method 

Lguess=zeros(1,nit1); %initialising arrays 

Yerror=zeros(1,nit1); %initialising arrays 

Lguess(1) = L - 0.1; %setting an initial change in Lguess for the Newton's 

Yerror(1) = 0.2; %setting an initial error for the Newton's 

  

for jj = 1:nit1; 

    %% Secondary Newton's method 

    % The elastica model for the initial ruck is solved by driving the 

    % vertical force at the fixed end to the correct value by reducing the moment 

at 

    % the end of the strip to zero, as is a boundary condition of the model 

    nit2 =100; % set max number of iterations for Newton's method 

    Fylguess = zeros(1,nit2); %initialising arrays 

    endmomenterr = zeros(1,nit2); %initialising arrays 

    global Fyl 

    Fyl = L*W*0.8 %Guess for the vertical force at fixed end  

    %(Fylguess may need to be changed if code has trouble converging) 

    Fylguess(1) = 0.81*L*W; %initial change in vertical force for the Newton's 

    endmomenterr(1) = 1; %setting an initial error for the Newton's 

     

    for ii = 1:nit2; 
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        %% Solving the elasatica equation 

        Slow = 0;                 %Slow is the lower bound of arc length 

        Shigh = L;                %Shigh is the higher bound 

        %calls the function simplestripendmoment 

        sol = simplestripendmoment(Slow,Shigh);  %function bvpruck to solve eqn 

        xint = linspace(Slow,Shigh);%Solution for arc length variable 

        Sxint = deval(sol,xint);    %Solution for the theta variable  

        %Sxint(1.:) is theta, Sxint(2,:) is dthetads; along arclength 

         

        % Implements Newton's method to determine new guess for Fyl 

        Fylguess(ii+1) = Fyl; %Assigns the current guess to the guess array 

        endmomenterr(ii+1) = Sxint(2,end); %current error from solution          

        %calucalted derivative for Newton's method 

        df = (endmomenterr(ii+1)-endmomenterr(ii))/(Fylguess(ii+1)-Fylguess(ii)); 

        %Newtons method to assign new guess for Fyl 

        Fylguess(ii+2) = Fylguess(ii+1) - endmomenterr(ii+1)/df; 

        Fyl = Fylguess(ii+2); %Assigns new guess for use in next iteration 

        %check for convergence 

        if abs(endmomenterr(ii+1))<0.1 

            ii 

            break 

        elseif ii==nit2; 

            display('dthetads did not converge') 

        end 

    end 

     

    %% Constructing a Ruck Profile from arc length and angle data 

    n = length(xint); 

    Sinit = xint;                   %assigning variables 

    theta = Sxint(1,:); 

    dtheta = Sxint(2,:); 

    Xinit(1) = 0;                   %initialising with boundary conditions 

    Yinit(1) = 0; 

    %Solving for ruck profile using dX/dS = cos(theta) and dY/dS = sin(theta) 

    for kk = 1:n-1; 

        Xinit(kk+1) = Xinit(kk) + (Sinit(kk+1)-Sinit(kk))*cos (theta(kk)); 

        Yinit(kk+1) = Yinit(kk) + (Sinit(kk+1)-Sinit(kk))*sin (theta(kk)); 

    end 

     

    %% Implements Newton's method to determine new guess for L 

    Lguess(jj+1) = L; %Assigns the current guess to the guess array 

    Yerror(jj+1) = Yinit(end); %caluclates error in height at end of the strip 

    %calucalted derivative for Newton's method 

    df = (Yerror(jj+1)-Yerror(jj))/(Lguess(jj+1)-Lguess(jj)); 

    %Newtons method to assign new guess for L 

    Lguess(jj+2) = Lguess(jj+1) - Yerror(jj+1)/df; 

    L = Lguess(jj+2); %Assigns new guess for use in next iteration 

    %check for convergence 

    if abs(Yerror(jj+1))< 0.005 

        jj 

        actualL=Lguess(jj+1); 

        break 

    elseif jj==nit1; 

        display('L did not converge') 

    end 

end 

  

%Output information 

figure(1) 

plot(Xinit,Yinit) 

endmoment = Sxint(2,end)%moment at fixed end 

Ymax = max(abs(Yinit))  %height of profile 

dL = actualL-Xinit(end) %end displacement 

Fyfixed=Fyl             %Vertical reaction force at fixed end 

Fyfree=actualL-Fyl      %Vertical reaction force at free end 
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The function simplestripendmoment.m is 

%% Function for solving heavy elastica equation for the body of the initial ruck 

%Boundary value problem where angles and forces at each end of a known 

%length are know 

  

%Calls inbuilt function bvp4c to solve the elastica equation 

function [sol] = simplestripendmoment(slow,shigh); 

solinit = bvpinit(linspace(slow,shigh,300),[1,1]); 

sol = bvp4c(@bvp4ode,@bvp4bc,solinit) 

  

% ----------------------------------------------- 

%The elastica equation separated into two first order equations 

function duds = bvp4ode(s,u) 

global Fxl; 

global Fyl; 

global W; 

duds = [ u(2) 

         -Fxl*sin(u(1))+(Fyl-s*W)*cos(u(1))]; 

% ----------------------------------------------- 

%Function that defines boundary conditions 

function res = bvp4bc(ua,ub) 

global thetatail 

res = [ua(1)-thetatail %tail angle - thetatail = 0 

       ub(1)]; %free end angle = 0 
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A4 – Lifted God of the Sea 

This MATLAB script predicts the shape of the lifted GOS.  

%% Script for calculating the static shape of the lifted God of the Sea 

clear all 

clc 

  

%% Input strip properties 

  

%Either you can measure the height 

Ym = 0.5025;        %measured height of the loop 

lg = 1.103*Ym;      %Calculate lg 

h = 0.0008128;      % h = thickness of the strip  

b = 0.18;           %b = width of the strip (unit width) 

p = 7789;           % p = the density of the strip (kg/m^3) 

g = 9.81;           % g = gravity (m/s^2) 

w = b*h*1*p*g;      % w = weight per unit length of the metal strip (N/m) 

B = (lg^3)*w;       % B = E*Ig, the bending stiffness 

Ig = (b*(h^3))/12;  % The geometric second moment of the strip 

Ee = B/Ig;          % The calculated E of the strip 

  

%% Input intial/known values: 

%Lengths------------------- 

totallength = 16.6% Length of serpent in m 

global Lhead 

Lhead = 1.74;% dimensionless Length of the GOS head 

global Lbody     

Lbody = totallength-Lhead; %dimensionless Length of GOS body 

%Geometric----------------- 

global thetatail 

thetatail = 90*2*pi/360; %Angle at the base of Lbody 

%Forces------------------- 

%Liftwire Angle 

thetalift = 70 *((2*pi)/360); 

%Choose Rope Force Value - value affects serpent height 

%(small difference can make unstable, strip goes from lifted to semilifted) 

frope = 0.80*totallength; %dimensionless value 

%Calculate components of rope force acting on body and head 

global Fxbody % Horizontal force on GOS head, equal at either end 

Fxbody = -frope*cos(thetalift);   %-'ve to right, pull, Dimensionless value 

global Fybody % Vertical force at base of GOS body 

Fybody = (Lbody)-frope*sin(thetalift); %Positive magnitude, push up 

global W 

W = w*(lg^3/B); %self-weight of the GOS per unit width 

  

%% Shooting for thetaconnect (Angle at connection  between GOS body and head) 

%Initialising the required workings for Newton’s method to drive thetaconnet 

%to correct value 

    global thetaconnect 

    thetaconnect = 43  %intial guess for the angle at the connection 

    thetaconnect = thetaconnect*2*pi/360;  

    thetatemp = zeros(1,100); 

    thetatemp(1) = (thetaconnect - thetaconnect*0.01); 

    thetatemp(2) = thetaconnect; 

    momenterror = zeros(1,100); 

    momenterror(1) = 0.05; 

%Loop for adjusting the guess of the connecting angle 

for aa=1:100; 

thetaconnect = thetatemp(aa+1); %Set global variable from current guess 

  

%% Solving the elastica equation for the body of the GOS 

Slow = 0;                   %Slow is the lower bound of arc length 

Shigh = Lbody;              %Shigh is the higher bound of arc length 

sol = liftbvp(Slow,Shigh);  %Calls the function bvpruck to solve eqn 
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%liftbvp solves the boundary value problem for which we know the angles at 

%either end of the known length of the GOS body and the forces at either end 

xint = linspace(Slow,Shigh,800);%Solution for arc length variable 

Sxint = deval(sol,xint);    %Solution for the theta(s) variable 

  

% Constructing the profile of GOS body from s and theta(s) solution 

n = length(xint); 

Sbody = xint; 

thetabody = Sxint(1,:); 

Xbody(1) = 0; 

Ybody(1) = 0; 

%dX/dS = cos(thetabody) and dY/dS = sin(thetabody)   

for ii = 1:n-1; 

    Xbody(ii+1) = Xbody(ii) + (Sbody(ii+1)-Sbody(ii))*cos (thetabody(ii)); 

    Ybody(ii+1) = Ybody(ii) + (Sbody(ii+1)-Sbody(ii))*sin (thetabody(ii)); 

end 

  

%% Solving the elastica equation for the head of the GOS 

% The head of the GOS is solved as a simple heavy cantilever as and initial 

% value problem using a shooting method 

global Fyhead %Vertical force at the base of the GOS head 

Fyhead = Lhead; %(positive magnitude, upward)%Dimensionless 

%v = [M0] is a guess for the moment at the connection point  

%(i.e the base of cantilever) and is the shooting parameter for the problem 

basemomentcant =[7]; %set initial guess for shooting parameter 

for jj = 1:100; %loop to drive fv to its desired value 

    Shead = [0 Lhead]; %integration range    

    u10 = thetaconnect; %set up initial conditions 

    u20 = basemomentcant; 

    u30 = 0; 

    u40 = [0]; 

    u50 = [1]; 

    u60 = [0]; 

    u0 = [u10; u20; u30; u40; u50; u60]; %initial conditions 

    [shead,uhead]=ode45(@tipcant, Shead, u0); %Solving the elastica equation 

    ntip = length(shead); 

    df = uhead(ntip,5); %The derivative of the function driving to zero 

    fv = [uhead(ntip,2)]; %the function fv (moment at the free end of the strip) is 

driven to zero 

    error(:,jj) = fv; 

    ch = fv/df;  %errror divided by the derivative gives the change in guess 

    iteration(jj) = jj; 

    %Convergence condition, if error is small enough, solution achieved 

      if abs(fv)<0.0005 

          jj 

          break 

      end 

      basemomentcant = basemomentcant - ch'; %adjust guess for base moment of 

cantilever 

end 

  

% Apply Newton's method to drive the guess for connection angle guess to 

% correct values such that moments of GOS head and body at the connection 

% point are equatl 

Mbodyend = sol.y(2,end);                  

headbasemoment = uhead(1,2); 

momenterror(aa+1) = Mbodyend - headbasemoment; 

%Convergence condition. Break if moments are equal, solution found 

if abs(momenterror(aa+1)) < 0.05;  

    aa 

    break 

end 

%Applies Newton's method to change the next guess for connection angle 

thetatemp(aa+2) = thetatemp(aa+1) - momenterror(aa+1)/((momenterror(aa+1)-

momenterror(aa))/(thetatemp(aa+1)-thetatemp(aa))); 

end 

  

%% Create the profile of the GOS head 
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Xhead(1) = 0;       %initialising with boundary conditions 

Yhead(1) = 0; 

for kk = 1:ntip-1; 

    Xhead(kk+1) = Xhead(kk) + (shead(kk+1)-shead(kk))*cos(uhead(kk,1)); 

    Yhead(kk+1) = Yhead(kk) + (shead(kk+1)-shead(kk))*sin(uhead(kk,1)); 

end 

Xhead = Xhead+Xbody(end); 

Yhead = Yhead+Ybody(end); 

  

%% Plot the Serpent Shape 

Xserpent = [Xbody, Xhead]'; 

Yserpent = [Ybody, Yhead]'; 

ropeplotx = [Xhead(1),Xhead(end)];% Rope Plot data 

ropeploty = [Ybody(end),Ybody(end) + (ropeplotx(2)-ropeplotx(1))*tan(thetalift)]; 

plot(Xbody,Ybody,Xhead,Yhead, ropeplotx,ropeploty,'LineWidth',3) 

axis([-1 17 -1 12]) 

  

%% Analysis of Results 

%Geometric outputs (in dimensionless terms) 

baseangle = thetabody(1)*(360/(2*pi)) 

thetaconnect 

tipangle = uhead(end)*(360/(2*pi)) 

liftpointheight = Ybody(end) 

tipheight = Yhead(end) 

tipx = Xhead(end) 

liftpointx = Xbody(end) 

%Forcing outputs (Dimensionless forces per unit width (per 1m)) 

Fybase = Fybody 

Fxbase = Fxbody 

Frope = frope *(lg^2/B) 

Mbase = sol.y(2,1) 

Mbodyend = sol.y(2,end)                  

Mheadbase = uhead(1,2) 

Mbody = sol.y(2,:); 

Mhead = uhead(:,2); 

figure(2) 

plot(sol.x,Mbody,(sol.x(end)+shead),Mhead) 

The function liftbvp.m 

%% Function for solving heavy elastica equation for the body of the lifted GOS 

%Boundary value problem where angles and forces at each end of a known 

%length are know. 

function [sol] = liftbvp(xlow,xhigh) 

solinit = bvpinit(linspace(xlow,xhigh,800),[1,1]) 

sol = bvp4c(@bvp4ode,@bvp4bc,solinit) 

% ----------------------------------------------- 

function duds = bvp4ode(s,u) 

global Fxbody; 

global Fybody; 

global W; 

duds = [ u(2) 

         -Fxbody*sin(u(1))+(Fybody-s*W)*cos(u(1))]; 

% ----------------------------------------------- 

function res = bvp4bc(ua,ub) 

global thetatail 

global thetaconnect 

global Mend 

res = [ua(1)-thetatail 

       ub(1) - thetaconnect]; 

       %ub(2) - Mend]; 

%--------------------------- 

The function tipcant.m 
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%%Function for solving heavy elastica equation for the head of the lifted 

%%GOS 

  

function ud = tipcant(r,u) 

global Ltip 

global Fyhead 

ud=zeros(6,1); %sets array space 

%F and H are from global variables 

ud(1)= u(2); 

ud(2)= (Fyhead-u(3))*cos(u(1)); 

ud(3)= 1; 

 


